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Chapter I 

'Ili£ ~uN~EP T vi AFRO-ASIAN ~OLlDARl TY ANU 
CHINA'S WORLD VIEW 



Chapter I 

TBh CvNCEPT ur~ AFRv-ASlAN clOLlDARlT~ AND 
CiUN A'S WuRLJ.) V lEW 

1 

Marx haG preoicteci that the capit aliSJL in Europe will 

collapse as a result of intensification of the contradictions 

inbuilt in that system. That did not happen. Lenin explained 

·that capitalism did not collapse because it found its way out 

or contradictions by expanding into colonial and semi-colonial 

countries. Like Marx, Lenin believed in the inevitability or 

the collapse or capitalism and that was why he defined imper

ialism as "capitalism in transition or more precisely as mori-
l 

bund capitalism." 

rilter the Bolshevik revolution in rlussia ca&munists 

started speculatinG as to where the next revolution woulo 

occur. The eyes of most of the co&muoists were fixea on West 

hurope and Asia and Africa were consiaereo incapable of ~aking 

a revolution. A few of them, hovever, were consci()US of the 

~portance of Asia ana Africa. Stalin wrote in Nove~ber 1918 

that: 

At a t iJLe when the revolutionary moven.ent 
is rising in ~urope ••• the eyes or all are 
naturally turned to the \vest. It is there 
••• that the chains or 1Ir.perial1sm ••• which 
are strangling the whole world, must first 
of all be smashed... At such a moment one 
.. 1nvolunt arily" tends to lose sight of, to 
forget the far off East •••• 

1 V. I. Lenin, "Imperialism the Highest Stage of 
Capitalism", Selected ltlorks (London, 1944), vol. 5, 
P• l.l7. 
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Yet the East should not be forgotten 
for a single moment, if only because it 
represents the "inexhaustible" reserve and 
"most reliable" rear of imperialism. 2 

He urged that it was the: 

task of the communists to break the age
long sleep of the oppressed peoples of 
the East, to infect the workers and pea
sants of these countries with the emanci
patory spirit of revolution to rouse them 
to ti&ht iwperialisru ana thus deprive 
lzorla i~perialiSlli of its "Juost reliable" 
rear ana 11 1nexhaustible11 reserve. 

~ithout this, the aefinite triumph of 
SQCialism, coruplete victory over ~perial
iSJL, is unthinkable. 3 

~ost of the Comlliunists, however, found it uifticult to 

shed their ~uro-centric view of world revolution. The ~ani-

festo of the First Congress of the C~intern, drafted by 

Trotsky, declared that the workers and peasants "not only of 

Annam, Algiers and Bengal, but also of Persia and Armenia. will 

gain their opportunity of independent existence ~ J1l.l:l.im 1h!1 

,rorkers ,g! England .awl ifrange .ha.!..e ayerthrgwn Llgxd Geome 
4 

and Clemencheau aruJ ta.keo state power l..nt.g their Q.Wil bands." 

Lenin, expressing his views on the importance of Afro-Asia in 

world revolution, in his report to the Second All Russian 

Congress of ColWUunist vr&anizationsof the hastern Peoples 

J. v. Stalin, "ilon't Lt'or&et tne t.ast", 24 Noven.ber 
editorial of ~hizn NatsionaJ.nostei. Text in Works 
U·•oscow, 1953), vol. 4, p. 174. 

a l..bJJl., P• 175. 

4 Jane .Uegras, ..I.lui Cog.A&:~unist J.Aternational ~-~: 
uocWit.ents (London, 1971), p. 43. ~phas.i.s aa<led. 



held 1n Nove~ber-A/eceru.ber .l.~l~ saio, that "it ~oe s without 

s~i~ that onl~ the proletariat of all the world's aavancea 

countries can win final victory... Hut the~ cannot triumph 

without the h~l~ of the toilin& ~asses ur all the oppressea 
5 

colonial. peoples, especial!~ those of the J!,ast.u 

It l>Jas at this congress that ttle bastern perspective of 

~orld revolution was put forward by a Turkish communist Sultan 

Q aliev who argued that 11 the f!.ast 1 s capable of putting a revo-
6 

lutionary torch to all of \~estern Europe". \''ith a view to 

putting an end to the controversy over the relative importance 

of the East ano the west, the congress passed a compromise 

resolution proclaiming that "the national liberation movement 

in the East and the social revolution (Going on in the West) 

are presently pursuing the same goal, namely, that of throwing 
7 

off the capitalist imperialists." 

The controversy did not end with passing or the cowpro

ffiise resolution. Uuring his discussions with Lenin in the 

Committee of the 3econu ~on&ress of the Comintern, which was 

entrusted with the task of araftiQ6 the theses on national and 

5 !:iUotea in Brank.o Lazitch ana Milorad l-i. Urachkovitch 
Lenin .awl (#pmintern (California, 1972), vol. 1, p. 
379. 

6 !12.!2• Sultan ualiev was also the Assistant Commissar 
for Nationalities under Stalin. For his views see 
Helene CRrrere d'Encausse and ~tuart R. Schram, ed., 
''Harxism and Asia" (London, 1969), pp. 35-37, 178-80. 
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colonial questions, t-1.N. Roy argued that 

the revolution in Europe depends utterly 
on the course of revolution in the ~ast. 
Unless revolution tr1U&phs in the Eastern 
countries, the communist movement in the 
l·:est may fall apart. viorld capitalism 
draws its main resources and income from 
the colonies, primarily from Asia •••• It 
is therefore essential to fuel the revo
lutionary movement in the East, and adopt 
as a fundamental thesis that, the fate of 
world communism depends on the victory of 
communism in the East. 8 

Lenin firmly resisted this viewpoint and criticized ~''·N. Roy 

for n&o1ng to(J far". \oJ1th1n a year, however, in his report 

on .l\ussian Coma.unist Party 1'actics to the Third world Congress, 

without "going as far" r1s M.N. Roy, Lenin admitted that the 

national liberation n.ove.went of Asia ana r1fr1ca "a.a,y play a 

n.uch larger role in the CO.IlliOG aec1s1ve battles of the world 

revolution against capitalism and imperialism than we all had 
9 

expected." 

The question of unity or the comn.unists and Afro-Asia 

was discussed in detail in the Second Congress of the Comintern. 

In fact, this ":as the most hotly debated subject. In his draft 

theses on national and colonial questions submitted to the 

Congress, Lenin had argued that the real equality of nations 

was impossible without the abolition of imperialism. Having 

emphasized the distinction between oppressor nations and 

8 ill,g., P• ~88. 

9 J.RJJ!., p. 545. 
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oppressed n~tions, he added that ~he duty of the communists 

~as not to confine to a bare reco~nit1on or procl~ation of 

the need for closer union bet'Ween the work.in& people of the 

nations, but to pursue a policy "that will achieve the closest 

alliance ~1ith .joViet hussia, ot' all national ano colonial 
10 

liberation movements11
• Jince it would have been 'utopian' 

to believe that proletarian parties in these countries could 

pursue coli.Jl>unist tactics ano a couw.uuist pol1o.v "without es

tabl1sh1116 definite relations t..rith the peasant t.ovewents and 
11 

without &iving it effective support", Lenin asked the Comin-

tern and the COllimunists in Afro-Asi~n countries to support and 

align themselves with the national liberation Cl&OVerL&ents led 

by nation!ll bourgeoisie. J.:laborating this line, linoviev, in 

his closing speech to Baku Gongress on 7 Jeptember 19?.0, said: 

"We, the disciples of Krtrl M qrx, continuers of his work, have 

t.he opport.uni ty to develop t h1 s ("proletariAt of the world 

unite") formula, to au.plify it, broaden it and say, 'Prole

tarian~ ~ all countries ~ ogpress§d peoples ~ ~ entire 
12 

Jr!QX'ld un+te'"• ;,on.itt.ln& th3t this slogan (lid not entirel,y 

10 

ll 

12 

V. l. Lenin! "Prel~i.nar,y urai't Theses on the i~ational 
a.nci ~ol~nia..L ~tue sti.~ns", Text 1u >'2llegted lpor.!yl 
(Hoscow, lS66}, vol. ~l, p~ 146. 

""'eport o~: the ~oll1Wi.ss1on on the i'4atioual and the 
~olon!al ~ue stions", Text i.n J..R.J.g., pp. 241-4~. 

~uotea 1n Lazitch ~ Mrachkovitch, n. 51 p. 406. 
l..;cophasis ori~inal .. 
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stick to the letter of the CoJLWwU.st Manifesto, Lenin asserted 

that 11 in the changed context this new slogan is the right 
13 

one". The fourth congress of the Con.intern, the last atten-

ded by Lenin, auopted the 'Theses on the ~astern ~uestion' ana 

decided to en.phasize the slogan of ttthe anti-iluperialist 
14 

united frontn in the East. 

'!'he line of Second Comintern Congress and Baku Congress 

~~s followed till the end of 1928. From 1929 onwards the con

cept of alliance 'With Afro-Asian nationalist movements was 

abandoned for all practical purposes, though not in ~ords. The 

national bourgeoisie in all Afro-Asian countries was indiscri

minately charged by Jtalin of having betrayed the national 

liberation wovements. de aubbea the Afro-.\sian national bour-

&eois1e as ''re!ormist", whu first comproru.isea anel eventually 

capitulated to imperial!~. As dtalin understooo it, by the 

end of 1928, though not all national bou~eo1s1e ~ove~ents had 

passeo over to the c~p o! counter-revolution,he haa no uoubt 
15 

that '1 the~ will do this later on. 11 ·~un ~at-sen1SD1 1 , Janahism 

and Sarekat Islam (the first nationalist organization in 

Indonesia) were condemned as 11 da~erousn and it was declared 

by Stalin that ".t..Wl tormation .Q! JW.1 ~ RL .l1l.,g,Q betweo 

13 Quoted in JJ!1!!., p. 545. 

14 Text of the theses in Degras, n. 4, p. 390 • 
• 

15 11 Theses on the Revolutionary Movement in Colonial and 
Semicolonial countries Adoptea by the Sixth Congress 
of the Comintern." Extracts in JJl.l.g., vol. 2, p. 541. 
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~ party ~ ~ national reformist gaaositign ~ 
16 

1m re3ecteg.n 'rhe corr.munists \<Yere asked to struggle ~gainst 

the nationalist movements led by national bour~eoisie ~nd to 

expose them in order to shake the faith of the masses in th~. 

This attituoe to national liberation wovements diu not change 

for the next twent,y five ,years. Stalin, contrary to his 1918 

appeal, had forgotten the East. 

Ihe post 1~5 periou witnessed the steaa.t decline of 

~ur~pean colonialislli anu the emergence of the 03 as the 

stro~est capitalist power. ~till ~~re ~portant was the fact 

that with or without co~unist sup~ort, nati~LuU indepenaence 

was achieved in several hf'ro-Asiau countries b.v the class 

which WRS cvnae~ned b.v .:italin as capitulationist. .:>tubbornl.v 

refusing to see things either as black or ~hite lliajor countr

ies took the course of non-alignment. Unlike in the da_ys of 

Lenin, national bourgeoisie t<~as actually in power in Asia and 

Africa and the important question for the comnunists now \oras 

ho"' to accoiLmouate them in the •united front P1&ainst 

imperialism.' 

For Stalin, this question aia not exist. rie turned a 

blinu eye to all these develop&Uents. iie cont1nueu to view 

the 1naepenoent nations witn suspicion. I'he indepenuence of 

~fro-Asian countries was describeu as fake ana fictitious. 

16 ~. ~phasis aadeu. 
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The acceptance of the t-~ountbatten Plan b,v l.naia was viewed as 
17 

"capitulation to British imperialism." In foreign policy, it 

was saio that India 1o1as 11 bei~ u,ore and ~ore drawn into the 
18 

orbit of ~lo-,.Ulerican bloc" an<l allegedly, it was to lnd1a 

that the pr&.ier role had been ass1&ned - "the role of Aaglo-
19 

Iw.erican agent in l)outheast Asia. rt 

II 

'fhe concept of struggle ag r.Unst imperialisw. is important 

in China's foreign policy because it claims that its foreign 

policy is based on ~~arxism-Len1n1sm. Further, the Chinese ex

perience of colonial exploitation for ~ore than a century has 

made them anti-irr.periqlist. In fact ~hinese t-urned to Marxisn.

Leninisn: only when, in the words of Mao, ''1.:nper1al1st aggres-
20 

sion shattered the fond dreams of learning from the west. 11 

Naturally, on 30 June 1~9, Mao said that China woula ally it

self ""With the .::ioviet Union, "With the Peoples JJemocracies and 

with the proletariat ana the broad IDasses of the people in all 
21 

other countries, ana form an international unitea f.ront" 

ag a1nst JJ..perialisw. 

17 lisUl Tirues (N.oscow), no. 3, 14 January 1~8. 

18 l.b!!!•t 12 January 1949. 

19 w.g,., no. 22, 25 May 1943. 

20 Mao Tse-tung, "vn the Peoples Democratic Dictatorship". 
Text in 3elected x;ritioos (Calcutt a, 1967), P• 99. 

21 lh1&., P• 101. 



Jiven ;;;talin' s approach to ·~fro-Asia cJescribeo above 

and his unquestionable authority over the e~unist movement, 

it must have been difficult for Mao to adopt a different 

appro~ch to Afro-Asia during Stalin's lifetime. This could 

be one reason why Hao said that the Chinese''ruust lean on one 

side." "Sitting on fence will not do, nor is there a third 

road. We oppose Chi~ng K~i-shek re~ct.1onar1es ~ho lean to the 

side of imperialism, an<t we also oppose the illusions about a 
22 

third ro~d." In 1950, Asia was described by the Chinese as 

consist1Q5 of "three uifferent Asias." r'irst cate&or,y was the 

doviet Asia. Second category consisted of the peoples' aeruo

cracies of China, ~·~ongolia, l:iorth Korea ana North V ietnaJU. 

Third Asia c~nsistea of "~colonial .QA: dependent countries 

as l.nuia, .ln<ionesia, Burrua, l.ran, Israel, .3;ria, Lebanon, 
2~ 

Mal~ a ana .Siam. n 

Within a year, however, China ,,as cOJUpelleo to involve 

itself in a ":ar which was not of its ow making, namely, the 

Kore#ln ,,·ar. ThP war taught China sol1Je important lessons. une 

~s th~t leaning on one side was a rather risky business. The 

Indi~n role in bringing about the settlement convinced the 

Chinese that the non-aligned, in fact, enjoyed independent 

political standing in internqtion~l politics. This experience 

22 ~., P• 102. 

23 ~§Qple's C;nina (Pek1QG) 1 vol. 1, no. 11 1 January 1~50, 
P• 24. ~phasis aaded. 
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paved way to the transformation in China's view of Afro-Asian 

affairs. 

The first steps were taken immediately after the death 

of dtalin in March 19~. \J. l\. Krishna Kenon tells us that 
24 

~h1na gave hill! a 11great deal of encouragen.ent to go on" l11th 

his proposals on the question of 1\.orean war prisoners even 
'v/ 

before the Soviet Union acaeptea the~. After Stalin's death, 

~hou ~n-lai ~ut forwara a peace plan which, as pointed out by 

l\. cl • .i\.arol, t<~as ver3 n:.uch sin.ilar to the luoian one l>Jhich was 
~5 

earlier reJected b,y China again ana ~ain. Molotov in his 

conversations with Anthony Eden as earl~ as in 1954 admitted, 

that "'~hina was very much her own master, in these (foreign 
~6 

policy) matters." 

Speaking in Geneve on ?.8 April 1954 Chou E.n-lai empha-

sized the common experience of Asia which had suffered i~per

ialist oppression and enslavement and described Asian struggle 

for liberation froo1 foreign i~&perialist oppression~for national 
27 

independence ana freedom as a "just struggle." Chinese 

aetern.ination in treaaing a new path was shown in Chou En-lai • s 

visit after ~eneva Couference, to lnuia anu fiur~a--tbe 

24 Michael Brecher, lnqia ~ 0orlg folitiea: Arishna 
~en9n'~ ~ ~ ~ ~orlQ (London, 1968), p. 12. 

25 .c ... .). Karol, Chipa: ~ utbet ~o.114uoism (London, 1007), 
P• ;,69. 

26 Anthony hden, t:..W:.! \41rcle (Lonaon, 1~0), p. 121. 

~ .:)upplellJent to People's China, no. 10, 16 ~lay 1964, 
P• 4. 
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proponents o1' the '1 th1rd roac1" in international relations. 

China turned its attention to Africa in the second 

half of 1954. In his report to the L"irst National People's 

Congress on 23 September, Chou En-lai revealed that contacts 

were being made with a view to establish '1normal relations 
?.8 

between China and Afghanist~n as well as China and Israel,u 

and also expressed hopes to promote nbus1ness relations with 

Middle anrl NEar E~stern and African countries as to improve 

muturu. contacts anti understanding and create favourable condi-
29 

tions for the establishment of normal relations." The 

"Observer" writing in People's China condemned the US policy 

of organizing military blocs ana notea that the U~ haG, besiaes 
30 

S~Tv, "other irons in the fire" in the I-~1ciale !!.ast. Neither 

~hou .t.n-la1 nor the 11 vbserver11 thought of Africa as an all.Y at 

this t~e. They looked only to asia, the deter&iaat1on of 

Asian people ana .~ehru' s collective peace as "the only alter

native tv ~ar preparedness ana the only substantial approach 
31 

to real security 11
• Jol1ciarit.Y against imperialism was at 

that t~e very ~uch an Asian soliUarityo 

vnl3 after the communique of Bogor Conference in Indo

nesia was issued on 29 Deceffiber 1954 that China grasped the 

28 The text in lhln·t no. 20, 16 October 1954, p. 23. 

29 lll1!1o 

30 IQ1g., p. 33. 

31 ill!!· 
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iruportqnce of Africa. It was only then that China discovered 

that there was a common ground not only between China and the 

countries of Asia but also between China and the countries of 

Africa. Welcoming the Bogor proposal for Afro-Asian conference 

feople's Daily said that: 

~ost of the areas of Asia ana i~rica have 
lo06 been subjected to oppression and en
slavement by colonialism and the great 
maJor1ti of the Asian and J~rican peoples 
have suffered the scourage or threats of 
war b,v the imperialist ~&ressors. Ym: 
yoa,ces ~ !uw} ~~norgd !Q.t J! ~ ~ 
J!Q!! ~ U~4tat1QGS AW! s!§JhaoOS mocked ..21: 
S~RRressed ~ gthers. ~2 

.t.ccorc!in& to f§oo&.e' § l>N.ly, a radical change hati alread.Y 

ocetlrred over Asia an<l the 11 daw" was rising over the so-
33 

Called dark continent of Africa. etloPle.' s J2a11X also appre-

ciated the Colombo powers' support to Indonesia on the question 

of West Irian and the support to Tunisian and Moroccan struggle 

for Independence. Chou En-lai's report to the N~t1onal 

People's Congress mentioned above h~d said, that "business 

relations" with the Middle Kast, Near E.gstern and African 

countries were to be promoted \lrith a view to establish "normal 

relations." 1~ow it was saia, that the business contacts, cul

tural exchange ana visits of people were or "_yJ.tal sif1nificance 

~ ~ f4~bt ~ ~ asian~ dtriaan oountr1es ~ national 

J,n.aependence £ns! §Xpansion .Q.[ .til& .atu .Q.( 9eace as well as for 

32 ~' no. ~6~, ~· ~. ~phasis aadea. 

33 J...QJJ!. 



prowoti~ ~utual unuerstandiQ6 and economic develop~ent ~ong 
34 

tile peoples of this region." These contacts were already 

being ruaae with Asian countries ana China showea its willing

ness to "continue ana expana these beneficial work (sic) \-Jith 
~5 

countries in the Asian-Af'rican region ••• " China observed 

21 February 1955 as the "International Oa,y of Struggle against 

Colonialism" and proclaimed the support to the national 
36 

liberation movement which was "in full flow". It was with 

this view that China pRrticip~ted in the Bandung Conference. 

III 

The Sino-Soviet differences were and are, to an extent, 

related to "the correct" attitude to be taken by the COJIL-nunist 

states towards the national liberation wars in Asia and Africa. 

hach party argued its own viewpuint in a hope to convert the 

other ana bring it back to "the correct" path. The efforts to 

convince each other were given up in 1~6~. A brief survey of 

these aifferences is desirable. 

:I'he differences starte<1 with the 'lirlentieth Col'J6ress of 

the CPSU held iu 1~56. lt was argued by the ~ov.iets that in 

the nuclear age "there are onl.v two wa_vs; either peaceful co

existence or the most destructive war in human history. There 
37 

is no third way. 11 In China's view, there were no less than 

34 !R12., P• 4. Emphasis ~dded. 

35 l,W. 

36 Pegple' s China, no. 6, 11 March 1956. 

37 Khrushchov• s Hain "Political Report to the Twentieth 

( Jontd. on next page) 
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three ways - three courses or action. one, the communist 

states can and should coexist with the capitalist states. 

Two, the people in the imperialist and colonial semi-colonial 

countries should take the road of revolution to overthrow the 

class and national enemies respectively. Three, the communist 

states should help the people in colonial anct semi-colonial 

countries in their fight ~ainst imperialism. That is, the 

comwun1st states ~ust unite with thir<l worlc.t countries against 

iluper1al.1Sffi. China argued that: 

Peaceful coexistence ana people's revo
lutions in various countries are in 
themselves two oifferent things, not one 
ano the same thing; two oiff'erent con
cepts, not one; two different kinds of 
question and not one ana the same kind 
of question. 

Peaceful coexistence refers to rela
tions between nations; revolution means 
overthrow of the oppressors as a class by 
the oppressed peoples ~thin each country. 
\-lhile JJ.\ !ll.i a,u .Q,t colonial J1W! .am
colonial gountries 1t. 1.a first .aw! ~
~ ~ g~estion ~ overtbro,4ng alien 
oppreasors, narnelg, 1ba imperialists. 38 

Promoting peaceful coexistence does not mean promoting coexis

tence of various classes in the capitalist countries nor does 

it .mean the coexistence of colonial semi-colonial peoples and 

Congress ot the .:;psu". The Text in David .L',lo.va, l:1.aQ 
Against i\hrushghey: A Short Historx .g.( ~-§oyiet 
conflict (London, 1964), p. 228. 

"LoQ6 Live Leninism". 
t:..1M" in .L''ebruar,v 1960 
sar.v of Lenin's birth. 
~phasis adoed. 

The article published in "~ 
to Ulark. the ninetieth anniver

The text in~., p. 269. 
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the in&perialism. The task of the revolutionaries in colonial 

anct semi-colonial countries is to fight imperialism and 

liberate their nations. The corwuunist states must help them 

in this strug,le. Such help in China's view, is not contrary 

to the principles of peaceful coexistence. 

All Marxist-Leninists used to argue, at least till 1956, 

that war was inevitable as long as imperialism existed. 

Khrushchov m~intained th~t this proposition was evolved at a 

time when ( 1) imperialism was an all en, bracing world system, 

and (ii) the social and political forces that did not want war 

were weak, poorly organized and hence, unable to compel the 

imperialists to renounce war. He argued in 1956 that: 

In that period this precept was absolutely 
correct. At the present time ho~rever the 
situation has changed radically.... In 
these circumstances certainly the Leninist 
prggept .t..Mt JLG lJml .u 1mperj,a1ism sists, 
.t,mt econgU+ic .Qau &ivins .U.U ~ .uu .wJ..11 
~ b preserved, remains 1n force... lW.t. 
~ ~ ~ fata11stica1ly 4ngv1table •••• 39 

He went a step forward ano asserted that the countries, 

imperialist and the COIDIUunist, coula and should do more than 

mere coexisting. 1t was "necessar,y to proceed further, to 

improve relations, strengthen confioence between countries and 
40 

cooperate". 

39 Khrushchov• s Main Political Re 0ott !,Q Ji.l:Ui Twentieth 
Congress .Q1: .t..b§ ~' n. 37, p. 2?.9. Emphasis added. 

40 lR!n•t p. ?.~B. ~mphasis added. 
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ln 1~56, apart from laj' ing do11m that the COIUwunist 

p~rties shoulo take a peaceful road to power, Khrushchov did 

not say ~t\Ything about the fate or the world revolution. 

Observing silence on the question of n~tional liberation, he 

spoke about and stressed the possibility of prevent!~ ~ar 

without specifying the kind of ~ar he had in mind. After the 

"Camp David Talks" his position became very clear. In his 

banquet speech in Peking on 30 September 1·~59, he told his 

Chinese hosts that: 

••• the leaders of the gover~ents in soiDe 
capitalist countries have begun to show a 
certain tendenc¥ towards a realistic unaer
stanoing of the situation that has en.erged 
in the worla. 

v.hen .i.. spoke t1it h Presiuent of the 
U.ci.A. ••• ! &ot the illipression that the 
~resiuent of the u.~.~. - ana not a few 
people support ~ - unuerstanus the need 
to relax international tension • 

••• Therefore we on our part wust ao all 
we can to exclude war as a a..eans of settliog 
disputed questions anu settle these questions 
by negoti!:ltions •••• 

But we ~&:.ust think realistically and 
understand the contemporary situation cor
rectly. .I.l:Wl ~ gourse ~ .ogt .J2.t ~ 
means signifx .t.ha.t, B ~ .ag strom .t..Wm .m1 
~ tJult ,W! forge .the stability .Q! sa.a!
talist .systmn. .IbU woul,J .llg wrong. 41 

Khrushchov not only ~sked the :hinese to abandon use or force 

to liberate '!'aiwan but also added thBt, "if the people do not 

want it, ~ ~ ~ noble ~ grogress1ye svstem ~ socia1ism 

41 The text u£ the speeah in~., pp. 26~-63. hwphas1s 
added. 
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42 
canpgt a impose.d J2.l force 9L ~·" In other words, prio-

rity was to be given to Soviet-US detente, to avoiding war, 

over all other issues such as national liberation in Afro

Asia ana the class struggle in the capitalist countries. The 

resolution un~ously adopted in the rueetiag of warsaw Pact 

countries, where the ~hinese delegate was present as an obser

ver and refused to sign the docun.ent on 4 ~'ebruary 1960, cate

goricall¥ stated that "in our tin.es states .QQ .agt .aw& canpgt 

~ ~ ~reater ~ AQ,Pler .t..aU .tllaD that of contributing to 
43 

the establis~ent of lasting peace on the earth." The 

C01'1UUunist parties were asked to avoid war, 11 
••• ~ncluding .a 

44 
local ~, because a local war might grow into a world war'•. 

C hinSl, on the other hand, asserted absolute correctness 

or Lenin's thinking: that war was inevitable outcome or the 

capitalism; imperialism was the last stage of capitalism; as 

long as capitalism existed the wars would occur as wars were 

a continuation of politics,and all politics ~re class politics. 

AccordiDG to Chinese classification of wars, wars may be: 

••• ~ars awong the imperialists for rede
vision of the worlu or war of aggression 
ana anti-aggression between the imperial
ists and the oppressed nations, or civil 

42 JJU.si., p. 263. hn.phasis added. 

43 ~., p. 264. ~phasis added. 

44 Khrushchov' s address to the Third ~or~Gress oi' the 
Rllnlanian COUlliOunist P:u-t¥ on 2l June l960. Text in 
1h!s!·, P• 278. l!.u.phasi s added. 
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wars or revolution and counterrevolution 
between the exploited ana the exploiting 
classes in the i~perialist countries; or 
or course wars in which the i!uperialists 
attack the socialist countries ana so
cialist countries are forced to defend 
themselves. 45 

China regards the wars an.oog the imperialists, the imperialist 

wars to suppress the people at home ana the colonies as 

dunjustn wars and the wars waged by oppressed peoples in the 

imperialist countries and in colonies against 1mperi3lism as 

"just" wars. It says, supporting anti-imperialist wars oi' 

colonial and semi-colonial people is the duty of Comruunist 

states. 

The question whether war can be avoided, in China's 

view, is relevant onl.v to world war the suurce of which is 

imperialism. lt is possible to avert such a war but as long 

as imperialism exists the danger or war remains. lt is wrong 

to believe that all wars can be avoided when imperialism 

exists. ciucb an illusion ~ight lead to disastrous conse

quences. ~1nce it is the ~perialists who decide whether to 

unleash war or not, all that the 'peace forces' can and should 

do is to be prepared for war and fight it out when and if the 

imperialists start it. 

'T'he genuine and lasting peace can be realized only when 

imperialism has been extinguished. China stresses that imper

ialism will not crumble of itself but it will, when the blows 

45 LQng,. .lJ.x.e Leninism, n. 38, p. 263. 
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are dealt by the "just" wars. The 11 just" wars are thus the 

only instrument of winning a lasting peace. Supporti~ these 

wars, therefore, is the noblest task and not avoiding them. 

But the just wars are not to be started at any time, 

any place. It is necessary to deal seriously with imperialism 

and reactionaries. "One should despise them strategically and 
46 

take full account of then. tacticalJ..y. 11 ln other words, the 

revolutionaries must work with the belief that final victory 

1s1 theirs and histor.v is on their side. But each battle must 

be carefull¥ planned and offensives well timed to avo14 set

backs anel ensure victory. 

vhina describes imperialiSUi as "a paper tiger". Khrush

chov retorted that the paper tiger has a nuclear teeth. China 

reiterated its position that even with its ''nuclear teetb11 

imperialism remains a paper tiger. Revolutionaries need not 

be afraid of nuclear weapons. They shouln refuse· to be black

mailed because imperialists cannot use those weapons. China 

substantiates its view by citing the cases of Chinese, Viet

namese and Algerian revolutions which were won in spite of the 

opposition of nuclear powers. It concludes that: 

46 

No matter ~bat kind of teeth imperialism 
WQ3 have whether guns, tanks, rocket teeth 
or anw other kind or teeth that modern 

"VJorkers or All Countries Un1te1 uppose uur ComnAon 
~nelii¥", People's Pail~ b.a1torial. of 15 December 1362. 
Text 1n {lovd, n. 371 P• 334. 
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science and technolo6Y may proviae ••• 
!n the final anal.vsis neither nuclear 
teeth nor aey other k.intt of teeth can 
save imperialism from its fate of in
evitable extinction. 47 

!n the e.ves of the Soviet Union, the peaceful transi

tion to socialism is only one of the tools to wake peaceful co

existence and lasting peace possible. But that is not the most 

important tool. The fate of the world peace depends not much 

upon the peace forces and peaceful transition but on the acti

vities of super po~ers. Because,in the words of Khrushchev, 

nhistory itself has assigned them such a place. gn aYt ~ 

countries depends to a large extent how the international 

situation will develop in the future, along the road of streng-
48 

then1ng peace or along the road of straining relations". 

China stubbornly refuses to accept as correct this super power 

centric view of rate of the world. In its view the revolu

tionaries and "just'' wars are the real winners and guardians 

of peace. The right t'IB.i to realize peace is, therefore, to 

help "just" wars. 

The questions arise: what will China do in the cause of 

'just' war~ Will the PLJ\ ~o on the ~iss1on or helping the 

revolutionaries? lf yes, vhen and why'l How far in its view, 

47 "The Differences between Comrade Togliatti and Us." 
fegple*G pailX hd1tor1al of 31 Dec~ber 1962, Extracts 
1n J.W., p. 342. 

48 Khrushchev• s Address !.g ~ Third CoMr,US .Q! 11m 
Rumanian Cgmmunist partx, n. 44, p. 279. Emphasis added. 



will the develo~ent of socialism in other countries depend 

on the armed intervention by the Communist powerS? 

These questions are raised ~ost often and the Chinese 

answers to these, the least understood. There are not a few 

who believe that Mao has a plan or the conquest first of South

east Asia and eventually of Asia as a whole. Dr. ~. M. Halpern 

once told the us House of Representatives Committee on foreign 
49 

affairs that, "such a plan of operation exists at some level" 

though he was not sure at what level it existed. Such a con

quest hovever, is not regarded by China as its business. Its 

position is more than clear: 

\-lhen the socialist country in the face of 
imperialist aggression is compelled to 
launch counter attacks in a defensive war 
and ~oes beJond its own boraer to pursue 
and eliminate its enemies from abroaa ••• is 
this Justified'/ Certainl.Y it is Justified •••• 
ln accordance with the strict principles of 
com~unists such an operation must be strictly 
limited to the time when the imperialists 
launch a war of aggression against them. 
Socialist gountrles neyer Qermit themselves 
.t.g JWU!t neVer .shoula .awl aeyer lf1ll .a,ew! 
their tropas ecross their bgrder unless 1hf.'£ 
~ subieoted ls ~sion ~ foreign 
ep~mv. Since the armed forces of socialist 
countries fight for justice, when these 
forces have to go beyond their borders ••• 
it is only natural th~t they should exert 
an influence and have an effect wherever 
they go, but even then the emergence or 
peoples revolution and the establishment of 

49 Committee on Forei&n Affairs, House or Representa
tives, ~-~ayiet Gontlict: Regort ~ ~-3oviet 
Confli.ct J1WSl .J..t.a Implications (Wash1fl6ton, 1965), ·~ 
P• l56. ~\!."'~~ 
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the socialist system in those states ••• 
will still depend on the will or the 
masses of the people there. 50 

The intervention of the PLA is thus ruled out. What about the 

'aid' ana 'support' to revolutionaries, in kinds other than 

military intervention·/ Lin Piao wrote in September l96S: 

The people of the world invariabl.V sup
port each other in the struggle against 
iluperiali sm and its 1 aoke.Y s. Those JrW.g 
ha.Y.,Q .tAU} yi,ctoriea JU':.il .sw.t.:t. bgunq 1g 
support JWS .a1s1 .tlw gegpl e llhg ~ ag.t 
W. ~ .ag. &ieyertheleas, foreiiA JWl 
~ ~ ~ A sueplefuentatx ~. Sl 

l-1oaerate material ana m1lit ar.v aid as well as political support 

is not ruled out. At the same time it is categorically stated 

that if revolutionaries relied excessivel.v on aid from outside, 

revolution cannot "be won or be consolidated even it' it is 
52 

wonu. It is worth noting that aid is promised only to the 

anti-imperialist struggles. 

IV 

Having identified the national liberation wars as the 

vars for the downfall of imperialism and consequently for 

lasting and genuine peace, China looks to these \Tars as one 

ot the ~portant forces in the world revolution and to the 

50 lQD& J.1U J..e)l1n1sm1 n. 38, pg. 269-70. ~phasis added. 

51 "Long Live the Victory of the People's war" written 
in Comme&oration of the Twentieth Anniversary of 
Victor~ in the Chinese People's War of Resistance 
against Japan. The text in A. Doak Barnett, China 
After~ (Princeton, 1967), p. 235. Emphasis added. 

52 lh14., P• 236. 



third world as the main theatre o! the decisive battles. Since: 

••• the various types of contradictions 
1n the cont ea.porary world are concen
trated in the vast areas of Asia, Africa 
and Latin America •••• 

••• the whole cause of international 
proletarian revolution hinges on the out
come of the revolutionary struggles of 
the people of these areas •••• 53 

The importance that China attaches to this area was again made 

clear by Lin Piao, when he wrote in 1965 that: 

Taking the· entire globe if North America 
and Western Europe can be called the 
cities of the world then Asia, Africa and 
Latin America constitute 'the rural areas 
or the world'. Since 'liorla war II the 
proletarian revolutionary movement has tor 
various reasons been te~porarily held back 
in the North American ana \tiest European 
capitalist countries, while the pupular 
movement in Asia, Africa and Latin America 
has been growing vi&orousl.Y. In a sense, 
therefore, the contemporary world situa
tion also presents a picture oi the encir
clement of cities by the rural areas. 1a 
~ linral .ooaJ.v sis .t.1w )!hole cause .,gt 
wor~Q revolution hin.z es ,ga .t..w; outcome .Q[ 
1b!i revolutignar~ struggle .2.( ~ Asian, 
African~ Latin American geoples •••• 54 

Unity with Afro-Asian anti-imperialist struggles or Afro-Asian 

solidarity against imperialism thus remains something which is 

53 CPC' s 0 Proposal Concerning the Q eneral Line of the 
InternationU Communist Movement". Text in Floyd, 
n. 37, p. 410. 

54 Barnett, n. 51, PP• 242-43. Emphasis ~dded. It should 
be noted that D. N. Aidit, the leader of the communist 
party of Indonesia was the first person to use the 
phrases "t.rorld countryside" and "world cities." 
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or .. more than tactical importance" in Chinese thinking on 

international politics. 

Sino-Soviet differences were also reflected in their 

different policies especially in Asia and Africa. Since China 

regarded the Soviet-US detente as detrimental to the interests 

of the third world ana the world revolution, it in fact worked 

against the detente to prevent it but failed. The ~oviet Union 

on its part tried its best to bring China in line with itself. 

~hrushchov applied pressure. The Soviet econoru1c aid to China 

was stopped, econo~1c contracts were torn ana the technicians 

were withdrawn, leaving several industrial plants unfinished. 

This was done in 1960. 

Sino-Soviet relRtions deteriorated steadily. The first 

indication of the deteriorating relations surfaced during 

Khrushchev's visit to China in September/October 1959. The 

two parties found it impossible even to issue a joint communique. 

There ,,as no common ground whatsoever. In February 1960, when 

the 'Camp David 3p1rit' was at its climax, Khrushchev called 

a meeting of warsaw Pact countries to muster their support tor 

the detente. At this meeting the Chinese "observer" Kang Sheng 

declared that acy international agreeu.ent on disarmament or 

ans other subj act without the participation of China "cannot of 
56 

course, have aey binding force on China". ~hina severel.v 

55 \l • .P. Deshpande, \.fhina• s folic~ JJl Africa ~-§i {New 
Delh1, Jawaharlal Nehru Universitl, Ph.D. 1bes1s, 1973), 
P• 1. 

56 Extracts from the speech in Floyd, a. 37, p. 265. 



criticized the Soviet Union for its "adventurisru" and "cap1tu

lat1on1sm" dur1[)6 the ~uban crisis. ThiDGS cawe to such a 

pass within a couple of years that the Soviet Union aemanoeci 

the recall of the Chinese eu.bass,y staff in Moscow in 1963. 

In spite of Chinese opposition to the Partial Test Ban 

Treaty, it was signed by the Soviet Union with the US and 

Britain on 25 July 1963. China had completely failed in pre

venting the Soviet-US detente. It characterized the treaty 

as a "big fraud to fool the people of the world11 • Pointing 

out that the treaty was a reproduction of the Anglo-American 

draft of 27 August 1962 which had been rejected by the Soviet 

Union earlier, China, for the first time publicly accused the 

Soviet Union of haVill6 11 solo out" the interests of' the Soviet, 

Chinese and all peace-loving people of the world. The Chinese 

government statement on the question of nuclear weapons said, 

that "the indisputable facts11 proved that tb.e policy pursued 

by the doviet Government, was "one of allying \d.th imperialism 

to oppose socialism, all.ving ~ith the ua to oppose China, and 

allying with the reactionaries or all countries to oppose the 
57 

people or the ~'Orld ... 

It follo\ored that the meaning of' ~fro-Asian 3ol1darity 

changed. ln fifties 1t meant the solidarity against 1mper1al-

1smo In sixties it came to mean solidarity against both the 

57 Text of the statement in ~' no. 3032, 2 August 1963, 
P• 32. 
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super powers and imperialism in general. For China the inter

national situation or 1963 was different from that or 1955. 

In 1955 the Soviet Union was a "brother country'', "a mainstay 

of peace11
, and the leader of the socialist camp. The most 

influential of non-aligned states - India - was a friend. How

ever, in 1963, the former "brother country11 and "a mainstay of 

peace" bad become "an ally of US" and relations with India 

~ere completely spoiled. The US hostility of 1950s continued 

in 1960s also., 

It is against this background that the present disser

tation will try to examine China's attitude towards "Afro-Asian 

Sol1aar1tyn with special reference to the proposed aecond 

Afro-Asian Conference at Algiers. In this regard the questions 

which will be answered in the following pages will be: (l) What 

was China's role at the ~irst Afro-Asian Conference; (2) how 

did the Chinese concept or Afro-Asian Solidarity develop bet

ween 1955-63; (3) whY was China so keen about convening the 

Second Afro-Asian ~onference and (4) what were the successes 

and failures of Chinese diplomacy regarding this conference. 



Chapter II 

CHINA AND THE FIRST AFRO-ASIAN CONFER~~CE 



~hapter l.I 

l 

~he initiative for convent~ the lirst Afro-Asian 

Conference at Bandung was taken by the Indonesian GoverOJLent. 

The proposal was put forward before the premiers of Burma, 

Ceylon, India and Pakistan at the tilhe or the Colombo meeting 

in 1954. Initially Indi~ And Burma "rere not very enthusiastic 

but by September 1954, Inriia approved the idea or the confer

ence and Burma fell in line. 

The premiers of Colombo powers, met in Bogor (Indonesia} 

at the end of 1954 ana laid down the concrete plans for the 

conference. The COWclunique issuea b¥ these powers on 29 

Decefuber 1904 spelt out the objectives ~r the conference. They 

were: 

(a) to prOU1ote goouwill aua cooperation au.ong 
nations of Asia anu Africa, to explore ano 
aovance their u.utual as well as CQI~Uhon 
interests ana to estaolish further friendli
ness ana neighbourJ..y relations; 

(b) to consider social, econ~1c and cultural 
problems ano relations of the countries re
presented; 

(c) to consider probl~s of special interest to 
~sian and African peoples, e.g., problems 
affecting netional soverei~nty and of racial
ism and colonialism; 

(d) to view the position of ~siB and Africa and 
their peoples in the ~ of toda3 and the 
contribution they can ~~ to the prou.otions 
of the world peace and cooperation. 1 

1 Bogor: ~ 1Q ~-A~iao Solidarity (~mbassy of Republic 
ot Indonesia, New Uelh!, 1955) 9 P• 25. 
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The premiers had agreed that the conference "should have a 

broad and geographical basis and that all countries in Asia 

and Africa, which have independent governments should be in-
2 

vi ted. 11 There were some exceptions, however, to this rule. 

The two Koreas, outer Mongolia, Israel and South Africa were 

not invited. 

At Bogor, no suggestion was made for inviting either 

the cioviet Union or ~ of its Central Asian Republics. In 

!;Jakarta, on 30 i)ecember 1964, Nehru was asked why the doviet 

Asian Republics had not been invited. He replied that "doviet 

Asia was not invited because, politically speaking it was a 
3 

part of .European unit, namely, Russia." 

t-lhat saved China from OOAbarrassment was the Soviet 

stand on the conference. The Soviet Union had participated in 

the Asian Conference held in New Delhi from 6 to 10 April 1955 

but it did not seek invitation to the Bandung Conference. It 

seems, the Soviet Union at this point of time did not take its 

As1anness seriously. The statement of V.V. Kuznetsov, Deputy 

Foreign Affairs Minister of the Soviet Onion, issued on 16 

April 1955 is very revealing. The Deputy Minister wished suc

cess to the Bandung Conference. He supported the five princi

ples of peacei"ul coexistence which, in his view were "a con

crete expression" of the "inflexible will" or Afro-Asian peoples 

2 ~., P• 26. 

3 llli Hipdu {t"laaras), 31 Decmuber l954. 



tor peace ana national indepenaence. He ~pbasized that 

"these principles are also winninG increasing support AIQOQ& 
4 

1.tm peoples ,g,t other ggntinents." But in concluding para-

graphs he spoke or the support onl.v of the Soviet Union and 

its people to the Afro-Asian peoples• struggle against all 

forms of colonial rule. Clearly, the minister thought of the 

Soviet Union as a non-Afro-~sian state. 

Like the Soviet Union,Turkey too is a country spread 

over two continents - Asia and Europe. But unlike the Soviet 

Union, Turkey was invited. Nehru's explanation was, that 

though "it was perfectly true that Kamal Ataturk gave a defi

nite turn there towards Europe in every way and that influence 

had continued under his successors. But the tact remained 

that Turkey was in Asia and it could not easily get awa3 from 
5 

1t.11 

Acldressing a press conference at Raj Bhawan, Bombay, 

immediatel.v after his return froiU Bogor, ~ehru saia that the 

principal ~ was to invite all indepenuent countries for the 

conference. There were certain nborder-cases11 and exceptions 

to the rule, however. Jold Coast and Sudan, although not full.Y 

independent, were invited to give nmore adequate representa

tion". to Africa. The Indo-Chinese states were invited "although 

4 Text or the Statement in !fw11mes (~oseow), no. 17, 
23 April 1955. 

5 ~ Hindu, n. 3. 
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6 
in some w99 s theirs were border line cases. n This was done 

because the Colombo Powers were "speciall.v interested11 in 

them. The interest of the Colombo Po~rs in these states was 

understandable, firstly, because Colombo proposals regarding the 

of Indo-Chinese states were accepted to a great extent by the 

Geneva Conference and therefore Indo-Chinese states were 

Colombo Powers• special responsibility;and secondly~ Indochina 

was an important area from the point of view of peace in Asia. 

The two Aoreas also constituted a border-line-case but they 

were not invited because there was "no question of personal 
7 

sense of responsibilit.v" towards them. 

Israel fulfilled the qualifications laid down by the 

Bogor Co~unique and coula have been invited. The reason for 

not doing so, Nehru said, "was not very logical except for the 

fact that they (Colombo Powers) wanted to proceed on the basis 

6 lW•t 2 January 1955. 

7 At this time neutralization of Indo..China was Nehru's 
main foreign policy objective in South East Asia. 
Neutralization of Indo-China was only partly guaran
teed by the Geneva Agreements or 1954. BeCRUSe or 
Cambodian fears of China and Vietnam, Norodom S1hanouk 
was planning to make Cambodia a party to SEATO and 
there was nothing in Geneva Agreements which could 
have prevented Cambodia from doing this. Nehru, being 
quite aware of these facts was trying to dissuade 
Cambodia from joining SEATO. one way of dissuading 
Cambodia was to encourage China anct Vietnam to make 
more and more pledges of auberence to eanc;hshila and to 
alla_v tbe Cambodian fears. Nehru wanted to use the 
Bandung Conference specifically for tbis purpose. 
Therefore he was not concerned about the Korean parti
cipation in the eont'erence. For a good analysis of 
Nehru's policy see D.a. Sardesa11 Indian Poliqy JJl ~
l!odJ.a, J&.Q.§ .iYl!& Vietnam (Berkele_v, 1968), PP• 6-7 • 
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8 
of unanimity". Arabs were hostile to Israel. It was impossi-

ble to proceed b,v unanimity 1:f Israel were invited. The inten

tion in keepi~ Israel out was "not to create a situation in 

which it would be oitficult, tor the Arab countries not to 
9 

oppose another country like Israel." South Africa was left 

out because of its pol1c.v of racial discrimination. 

By inviting Sudan and Gold Coast, by declaring support 

to the independence movements of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, 

and by supporting Indonesia on the \!Jest Irian question, the 

Colombo Po11rers had made it clear that they were opposed to 

colonialism. .opposition to colonialism was also China's 

policy. Here was a common ground between China and the Colombo 

Powers. Quite logically, China welcomed the proposal of Afro

Asian conferenee. 

Forming a united front against imperialism being the 

policy of China,it had started a search for allies in Asia and 

Africa. lndia, of course, was the first choice. India could 

be looked upon as the most 1Juportant all.Y in Afro-Asia because 

of its anti-colonialism. There were several other reasons 

also. India was one of the first two powers which recognized 

the COillmunist govern~Lent in China as the only legitimate govern

&ent of China. lt was India, that most consistentl.v supported 

the claim of Communist China to China• s seat in the UN. lt was 

8 I.tli Bindu, 2 January 1955. 

9 lJW!. 



lndia that worked for the settlement of Korean question. China 

must have valued the lndian efforts highly, especially because 

of the fact that in Korea China had got involved and suffered 

in a war which was neither in its national interests nor was of 

1ts making. India had also worked tor peace in Indo-China be

tore the Geneva Conference of 1954 and at the time of the con

ference. The Geneva Conference had nearly succeeded in keeping 

the US military bases out of the area which is of immense impor

tance to China by reasons of its proximity. 

ll 

The Bandung Conference was opened with Sukarno' s speech 

on l8 April 1955. That was followed bi the speeches of the 

delegates assembled. Chou En-lai like U Nu aad Nehru bad de

cided not to oeliver a speech. But he wrote his speech and got 

it circulated to the delegates, on 19 April. Since his speech 

gives us Chinese ideas of how ana wl\Y Afro-Asian solidarity 

could be achieved, an analysis of the speech becomes desirable. 

Chou En-lai dwelt at length on things which, in his view, 

were common to Afro-Asian countries. In the past, the people 

of Afro-Asia had created brilliant civilizations. They had 

been subjected, in varying degrees, to the plunder and oppres

sion of colonialism and were forced to remain in a state of 
/ 

stagnancy, poverty and backwardness. Repeating what had been 

said by People's Dailg in its editorial welcoming the Conference 

proposal, he said: 11 0ur voices have been suppressed, our 
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aspirations shattered and our destiny placed in the bands of 

others" and therefore, "u .ba!.e ~ choice lult. .t.,Q n,u vainst 
10 

colonialism. 11 Because of the collliUon experience of colonial 

oppression, Chou 6n-lai argued, that it woUld be easy for Afro

Asian countries to understand each other and to have sympathY 

for each ot~her. 

Chou hn-lai eruphasized that colonialism in Afro-Asia,. 

has not died. "New Colonialists" were taking the place of the 

old ones. Man¥ in Afro-Asia vere still leading a life of colo

nial slaves. and the racial discrimination was still a reality. 

He argued that though the roads taken to achieve national in

dependence by various countries differed from each other, th~ 

~ll to win and preserve independence was the same. Irrespec

tive of the specific conditions in these countries, th~ had 

before them, the most formidable and common task of eliminat

ing backwardness and of developing independent economies with

out external interference. 

Chou En-lai told the conference that though the politi

cal independence was necessary, it was not enough. The Afro

Asian countries "including China" were "still ver:~ backward 

economically owing to the long period of colonial domination. 

That is why we demand not only political independence but 

lO Text of Chou En-la1's Speech in Asian-Afr.gao ~nreren;e: 
~ ,am1 -'&,1 ~ J.a 'UnitY ~ J)•yers1tx' (llmbasSJ of the 
Republic of Indonesia, New Delhi, n.d.), p. 158. Empha
sis added. Cited hereafter as A·A· Copference. 



ll 
economic independence as \o.rell." He narrated, very briefly, 

the achievements of China's communist government, admitted that 

those achieveii.ients were very smell and China l<Jas very backward 

compared to the other industrialized states, and added that 

like other Afro-Asian countries China too '"as "!A yrgent ~ 

.at a ;eagefu1 iotetnational {intironment for the development" 
12 

of its "independent sovereign economy." 

If peace was so badly needed by .\fro-Asians, wh.Y could 

not they have peace'/ Because, there were enemies of peace in 

the world. who were they? ur course, the United States and 

imperialism. Who was obstructing the development of ''sovereign 

economies11 of Afro-Asian countries? Again, Chou En-lai' s 

answet' was: imperialism headed by the United States. What was 

the eviaence? There was euo~h of it. The U~ had endaogered 

Jeneva agreea.ents. It tvas the US that had created tension in 

Taiwan area. "Countries from outside Asia and Africa" \'ISre 

establishing ~ilitar,y bases 111 Afro-Asia and "a.aking prepara

tions for atomic war." And Chou En-lai reminded the Conference, 

that the first ato~ic bomb ~as exploded on Asian soil and that 

the first man to die from the exper1mentql explosion of hydrogen 

bomb was also an Asian. The armament policy, therefore, had 

to be opposed by Afro-Asians. '-

Having said in the very beginning of the speech that 

11 lJ21g.' P• 161. 

12 aJJ!. Emphasis added. 
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"economic independence'' WRS the aim or ~fro-Asians and that 

aim was as much important as the ~im of achievement of poli

tical independence, Chou En-la1 proceeded to further clarify 

China's stand on economic affairs. hconomic inaependence, 

for him, aid not wean the exclusion of economic co-operation 

with non-Afro-Asian countries. It ~eant abolishing exploita

tion of backvard countries in the E.ast by the colonial powers 

of the \~est anu developing the "sovereign econon.1es". Ex

plaining how that \ISS to be done, he gave \!Jhat can be des

cribed as a protracted war approach of econofuic develop~ent. 

He said, Afro-Asians "will have to struggle for a long time", 
13 

to develop their sovereign economies. 

Afro-Asians could cooperate in economic rlevelopment. 

Chou En-lai arguerl th~t such cooperation should be based on 

certain principles. It should be based on the principle of 

equality and mutual benefit. There should be no conditions 

attached to economic cooperation. ~e purpose of the coopera

tion should be the promotion of independent economic develop

ILent of the countries involved and "not to convert aey country 

to a sole producer of raw u.aterials and a market for consumer 
14 

goods.•• 

Chou hn-1a1 pointed out that there were waiJ.¥ problems 

in Asia anu Africa awaiting solution. vne or thew was the 

13 J.!Wl. 

14 ~., P• 163. 



problem of Palestine refugees. tle aeclared support for the 

independence ~ovement of Al~eria, Morocco, ~nd Tunisia ana 

upheld the claillis of Egypt over .:iuez ~anal, Indonesian claims 

over west Irian and Indian claims over \loa. All these claims 

had, according to him, won sympathy of Afro-Asian states. He 

also said that China's will to liberate Taiwan also had won 

support of righteous people of Afro-Asia. These 'facts' drove 

Chou En-lai to the conclusion that. 

the common desire of the awakened countr
ies and peoples of asia and Africa is to 
oppose racial discrimination ~nd to demand 
for (sic) fundamental human rights, to 
oppose colonialism and to demand national 
independence, to firmly defend their own 
territorial integrity and sovereignty. 15 

Chou En-lai deJUanded that the conference "ought to give 

expression to our co~on desires anu thus make itself a trea· 
~6 

sured page in the history of Asia and Africa. '1 In the 

interests or defending world peace, the urgent task was to 

cooperate first of all to eliminate suspicion and fear between 

the countries of these two continents. He expressed China's 

will to normalize relations even with Japan. In the end he 

proposed that the goverruuents, parliaruents and other peoples' 

organizations should arrange friendly visits to each other's 

countries. 

15 lh!Jl., p. 162. 

16 ~., p. 165. 
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When the heads of the delegations of various countries 

were making speeches, Chou En-lai sat in his chair listening 

attentively and making notes. There were many allies and 

potential allies of the US 1n the conference. They were, quite 

understandably, rather vehement critics of "communism". They 

seemed to be near unanimous in their attacks. At times even 

the words theJ used ~rere almost the same. Iranian delegate 

spoke of "subversion" qno "ideological interference". Iraqi 

delegate referred to "communist subvers1onn ana characterized 

it as a "deadlier colonialism. n He also called for "ideologi

cal disarmament. n Mohammad Ali, the Prime Kinister of Pakistan, 

opined that "ideological doll!ination" was a "new and xuore in

sidious form of imperialism. 11 Roo.ulo, the .r,oreign t'l.iuister or 

the Philippines, saw the danger of "a new super barbarism, a 

new super imperialism .. , in the form of communism. 

Most of the US allies, however, preferred to criticise 

the Soviet Union and communism rather than China. Only the 

delegate of a comparatively smell and '.~Teak South East Asian 

country attacked China directly. He was Prince ~-!an of Thailand. 

Prince vlan w11nted to know the exact meaning of the 

eanghshila. He said the exact definition of peaceful coexis

tence was necessary because, Pridi Phanomyong, a Thai politi

cian, was organizing and training Thai speaking ~hinese and 

persons of Thai race in Yunnan province of China. The purpose 

was to subvert the Thai ~overruuent. tie also wanted to know 

the att1tuoe of China tovaros the persons of "so-calleu11 ciual 
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nationality in Thailana who numbered 3 7 000 7 000 out of 

lS,ooo,ooo of Thailand's population. rie also raised the 

question of so,ooo V1etnalliese refugees in i~ortheastern Thai

lana. He expresseci his fear that in the 11~ht of past ex

perience of invasion of Laos b~ Vietnamese c~unists in 1953 

ana 1~54, "Thailan<l has had clearly to face a threat of infil-
17 

trat.ion anu subversion if uot of aggression it self." 

Prince Norooom Jihanouk of ~amboaia drew attention of 

the conference to the fact that "Cambodia was on the separat

ing line of the two worlds - "can.munist and non-communist." 

Being on the separating line of the t"ro worlds, he said, Cam

bonia had a "titt~erous privilege of standing the test and the 

anplic~tion of the principles of Panehsbila." He told the 

conference that Cambodia was dP.tercined to apply the principles 

of fanchsbila but ~anted others to prove their bonafides. It 

,.,as, according to him, "the task of more powerful nations to 

set exar..ple, to give proof anu guarantees to smaller nations 

~na ther~by to take the onli course or action that is necessar¥ 
18 

to overthro\oJ these barriers ot' suspicion ana ruistrust" • 

..;!earl,y, Prince ciihanouk t..ras askins for guarantees frOIJl China. 

These crit1c1~s and the tears expressed b¥ the dele

gates pron.pted ~hou hn-lai to make a suppla..entar.v speech on 

17 '!'he text of Prince '.Jan's speech in AA Q.onrerenae, 
Po 151. 

18 Prince ~~orooom .31hanouk' s speech in ..!a.iJ!., p. 52. 



19 April, the last day of the open session of the Conference. 

He walked to the front of the hall and after a few introuuctory 

words in Chinese, merely stood, while his interpreter read the 

speech. 

striking a monerate nt~te in the very beginning, Chou ~n

lai said, "the Chinese delegation has come here to seek unity 

and not to quarrel ••• to seek common ground, not to create 
19 

divergence •••• '' There was a common ground between the countr-

ies represented there as most of them had suffered at the hands 

of colonialism. vn the basis of this co.:nn.on &round it ~·as easy 

tor them to understand each other. It ~as possible to respect 

each other, sympathize lrith each other ana &ive support to each 

other, in the atterupts to oo awa.y \>lith the sufferifi6s and cala

mities that had resulted froa. colonial exploitation. 

~ hou .t!.n-lai asserted that in a century of strug&le 

against 1mperial1Sil1 the Chinese people won a. victor.v unoer the 

leadership of the C~unist Party. The revolution was "not 

ia.ported from w1thout. 11 China was against external interference 

in its own affairs And it 11 could not '.l.'antn to interfere in the 

1nt Prnal Affairs of others (in other words, Ghina '-lOUld not ex

port revolutions). 

'T\lrning t:o thP issues rAised by Prince ~.:an, ~hou En-lai 

saio that th~ problem of dual nationality •.•as "son...ething left 

19 The text of the supplementary speech in JJU..g., p. 166. 
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behind by old China." The people's governrr.ent of New China, 

however, was "ready to solve the problem of dual nationality 

of overseas Chinese with the governtient of the countries con-
20 

earned". He assured Prince Han that the autonomy of Thai 

and Chuang people in China Clid not in any way constitute a 

threat to the neighbouring countries. He S(:;ain expressed 

China• s w1lli[)6ness to establish norw3l relations "with all 

the countries in the world, ana first .21: .all Jrl1t.b Jmt neigh-
21 

~ gountries." 

Chou Bn-lai referred to the probleu. of the hl~T troops 

on Sino-Burmese border who carried subversion against both 

the countries and told the conference that since relations 

with 3urc3 were friendly, he was confi<tE'nt:, t~1e probleiL could 

be solved. The real problerr., as Chou Fn-lai understood it, 

was not one of communist Chinese subversion against the neigh

bours hut rather of the TJS-1<}~'!' subversion against ~nina. He 

tolo the d«?legates that he •\·as a~.r1are, th:tt there were doubts 

about China's intentions bu~ that Pas the result of the absence 

of relations with each other. ><iuoting a ·~hinese saying, 

"better seeing once than hearing hundred times", he invited 

the aelegates of all participati~ countries to visit China at 

any time they liked. lie added, "we have no bawboo curtain, but 
22 

some people are spreading a smoke-screen between us." 

20 lJU.g., P• 169. 

~l ~. ~phasis addea. 

2~ ~., P• 170. 
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Chou hn-lai referred to the criticism that comnaunism 

was an anti-religion aoctrine. He did not den¥ that Chinese 

communists were atheists. But he a.aintained, "we respect all 

those who have religious beliefsu and expressed a hope that 

equally "those with religious belief will also respect those 
23 

without." 

Chou En-la1 clearly avoided getting into a debate over 

ideology. He declined to talk about ideologies as that type 

of talk would create divergences and the Conference would be 

dragged into aontroversie s. He was eager to see the Conference 

become a success. For the same reasons, he said, he would 

neither raise the issue of restoration of Chi~a•s seat in the 

UN to the communist government, nor would he criticize the 

"unfair treatment" of China by the UN •. '~Alt ho~h", he said, 

he "could have" asked the conference to consider the Taiwan 

question - he would not do that. 

It bas been argued by some \-11"1ters that this 111as a 
24 

very subtle w~ of raising issues. There is some point in 

that arg\l~Iient. Nonetheless, the fact remains that China aid 

not raise these issues when the various committees drafted 

the resolutions on colonialism and other subjects. 

There \'Iere some important reasons why Chou En-lai strove 

?.3 .l.b1,g., P• 168. 

24 See A. Doak Barnett, "Chou En-lai at Bandung", in m Reports: Southeast 1\.W Set1@s (New York, 1955) t 
Vol. 3, P• 76. 
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to keep Taiwan issue out of the discussions. Firstly, a good 

number of countries represented in the conference still re

garded Chiang Ka1-shek• s government on the island or Taiwan 

as the legitimate government of China. Secondly, and this is 

more important, even Nehru was opposed to the discussion of 

Taiwan question in the conference. on 16 April Nehru had 

told the journalists at Bandung that "Formosa was a contro

versial question but could hardly be discussed as a specific 
25 

issue at the Afro-Asian conference". Again, China's posi-

tion on Taiwan has been that it has a right to liberate Taiwan 
26 

by an_v means. Raising the issue of Taiwan would have either 

forced China to compromise its position on the use of force 

or would have resulted in a controversy and break up of the 

Conference. In the event or such a break up, the responsibi

lity of the fiasco of the conference would have delved upon 

China. Chou En-la1 naturally wanted to avoid that. 

However, Chou En-lai seized the opportunity of the 

supplementary speech to reiterate China• s position on Taiwan. 

26 Times~ India (Bombay), 17 April 1955. 

26 See the following in the year 1950: 

1) "No Smokescreen Around Taiwan", Peoples China, 
vol. 1, no. 2. 

2) "Liberation of Taiwan in Sight", People China, 
vol. 1, no. 4. 

3) 11 Chou En-lai' s Statement on Security Council 
Decision", People§ Chipa, vol. 2, no. 2. 

4) 11 Taiwan 3hall Be Liberated", People§ China, 
vol. 2, no. s. 
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de declared that the will of the Chinese people to liberate 

Taiwan an<l the coastal islands was a "just" one and their 

liberation was "entirel.,y a matter of our internal affairs and 
'G7 

the exercise of our soverei~nty ." 

Ver¥ sober ana mild posture that ~hou En-lai adopted 

throughout the oonterence aisara.ed quite a fe\lr or China's 

critics and won him friends among the ali~ned as well as non

al16ned nations' delegates. Nehru re11.arked that "it was a 
28 

very good speech.'' John Kotlewala of Ceylon felt that it 
29 

was a "very clever speech that avoided specifics", and 

Nasser exclaimed, "Did I like the speech'/ Yes. All - very 
30 

conciliatory." As one observer of the Conference has put 

it, Cho'l En-lai' s speech wos "the climax of the first two days 
31 

of open session of the conference." 

Ill 

~ince the leaders of the nei&hbouriQ6 countries were 

aeepl¥ suspicious of ~hina's policy, Chou ~n-lai's first con

cern in and out of the coni'erence hall was with alla.:t106 the 

tears of ~hina' s neighbours. ~n 20 April at a uiru1er attended 

27 A·A· Conference, p. 167. 

28 limes .Q! .lruiU, 20 April 1955. 

29 lRJJ!o 

30 ll21..Q.. 

31 Barnett, n. 24, p. 77. 
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by hamulo, Prince \.:an, and others, Chou En-la1 told Prince \·,'an 

that Pr1di Phanom.vong was not in Yunnan org an1z1ng people for 

subverting Thai government, but he was in Peking as a mere 

political exile from Thailand. He also offered to negotiate 

a nationality treaty with Thailand to settle the question of 

the citizens of dual nationality in Thailand. \.Jhen Prince Wan 

reminded Chou En-lai that Pridi Phanomyoog was given an oppor

tunity by Peking Radio to attack Thai government in 1954, 

Chou En-lai pleaded that "it was a mistake which would not be 
32 

allowed to happen again." The offer of concluding a nationa-

lity treaty was made to homulo also. 

Cnou l::n-lai invited Prince 5ihano\1K tor a lunch where, 

according to the Prince, "~hou :C.n-lai personall,y assured11 h1m 

"that ~h1na will alwajs .faithfully adhere to the five princi

ples {of co-existence) in its relations with ~~bodia and 
33 

have a friendly feeling towards" his country. .ln a meeting 

of the representatives of North Vietnam and Laos arranged by 

Chou En-la1, North Vietnam assured Laos that the Vietnamese 

Communists would not support Laotian communists, who were 

entrenched in the northern districts or Laos. 

China has always regarded '!'1bet as an internal part of 

its territory. It has always resented even a minor attempt by 

other countries of influencing China's policy in 'ribet even 

32 ~., P• 82. 

33 "'uoted iu Jeorge hcTurnan Kahin, ~ t).sian-;hfrigan 
ConferftDC§ (New l.ork, l9b6) , P• 15. 
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34 
before the 9andung Conference. China has been rather sensi-

tive on this question. At a dinner given by Nehru and atten

ded by Rolliulo, Prince \olan, Chou En-lai and others, when Chou 

t.n-lai was aske<l if China wanted to colli.Wunize Tibet, far 

from getting provoked, he laughed ana said that Tibet was 

"ver¥ far from commua1sm". When asked, if China was prepared 

to renounce force as a means of settling the Taiwan question, 

he replie(l that "~merica ana l'aiwan were usir16 force against 
~s 

~hina" ana he "coula not give one sided assurances." 

Sastroau-.1dJojo, the: ?r~e Hinister of Inaones1a, gave 

a luncheon on 23 April. Various issues were discussed at the 

time of luncheon. The ~eeting was on the point of breaking 

up when John Kotlewala asked :;hou En-lai how he thought ten

sions could be relaxed in his part of the world. Chou En-lai 

replied that China w~s willing to negotiate with the 03. 

Nehru inquired if Chou En-lai would state that publicly and 

Ohou answered in positive. ~e s~e day Chou ~n-lal's state

ment was released to the press. It said: 

The Chinese people are friendly to the 
American people. They oo not want a war 
with the United .;)tates of An,erica. l'he 
~hinese Jovernn.ent J.s willin& tv sit down 
ana enter into negotiations with the 
United States (; overtUraent to aiscuss the 

34 dee tor exan.ple Notes exchan5ed between India auu 
~hina J.n vctober/~ov~ber 1950. Text of the notes 
in a SQpplement to People's ~hlaa, vol. 2, no. ll, 
l .Oecen.ber 1950. 

35 G. H. Jansen, Afi:.Q-~ JAW! liwl-a11&nn•ent (London, 
1966) , P• 21.8. 
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question of relaxine tension in the Far 
~ast and especially the question of re
laxing tension in the Taiwan area. 36 

In the context of 1954 shelling or ~uemoy anct Matsu, 

b,y China ana at a time when the prevailing iu.pression of 

China was that of a bellicose country opposed to peaceful 

settlement of problems, this statement came as a bombshell. 

John Foster Dulles and the US allies in and out of the con-

terence were quite unprepared for such a statement. Dulles 

dismissed it as a "propaganda". However, China's offer was 

applauded by many of the US friends. Mohammad Ali of Pakistan 

described it as "a great move". John K.otlewala remarked that 

the offer was "reasonable and sincere" and that the us had 

brushed it asiae "without thinking". According to Homulo, 

American reaction to Chinese proposal created an impression 

that "~mer1ca was spoiling for a f1gllt 11
• A British government 

spokesman in Lonuon described the ~hinese offer as one which 

had 11 created a new situation". H.V makill6 a short statement, 

Chou En-la1 gained sympathy of many Uoi allies an<i m.aue the US 
'J7 

appear, in the words of Jansen, "Churlish and intransigent". 

And what is more surprising, these reactions came in spite of 

the clarification of the Chinese spokesman that China would 

not renounce its right to use force in Taiwan and that 1t did 

36 The text of the statement 1n China .aru! lli Asian
African Con£grenee (Peking, 1955), p. 28. Cited herein
after as Qhiga ,iW! 1hft A.,A. Conf erenc_e. 

37 Janse~, · n. · 35, p. 219. 
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not ~ant the ten power conference as proposed by the Soviet 

Onion but preferred direct negotiations with the US (which 

would have left the KM T out or the negotiations) • 

In the Political Corr.mittee or the conference the dele-

gate of Lebanon had said that the term n peaceful co-existence" 

was a communist term. ;;hou hn-lai said he was prepared to 

use "Live together in Peace" fro& the preau.able or the UN 

Charter. lie blandJ..y stated that "we are against formation of 

ever more antagonistic military alliances in the world because 

the,y · h16hten the crisis of war... \!ie are against NATu, the 
~8 

hanila Treat.v and other siJhilar treatiesn. Then he gave a 

warning that if such antagonistic ~Uilitar~ treaties continued 

1n the world, "then we would be forced to find some countries 

to enter into and sign a similar, antagonistic military 

alliance in order to safeguard and protect ourselves against 
39 

aggression." Nobody questioned h1m on the Sino-~oviet 

Treaty. 

Chou En-la1 expressed his "gratefulness" to Mohammad 

Ali, the Prime Kinister of Pakistan, for his explanation that 

n although Pakistan was a p·1rt.v to a military treaty, Pakistan 

to~as not against China. !Jakistan ha<l no fear China would 

permit aggression against her ••• if the United ..;tates launched 

38 The text of Chou bn-la1' s stateiilent in k>olitical 
~ommittee, in eelected Mocuments ~ ~ BBAUune 
Conterence (New ~ork, 1955), P• 24. 

39 J...bJJ!. 
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40 
global war, Pekistan would not be involved in it." As a 

result of this explanation, Chou En-lai said, they had 

achieved mutual understanding. But the Pakistan's explanation 

notwithstanding, China resLaine<1 opposed to military alliances. 

He also tola the committee that he <lid "not believe in" 

Hob~ ad Ali's explanation that Kanila Treaty was defensive in 
41 

character. 

There had been references to Comintern and Cominform 

in the speech of the deleg:tte of 1'urkey. Chou En-lai's reac

tion to those references \orliS that there ~tere a great nurr.ber 

of "other international organizations in the world", and he 

himself was "displeased with those other organizations", "for 

instance with the network of the United States Intelligence 

agency (sic) because we have been the victims of that agency." 

11 Unfortunatel.v", he said, he could not raise the question of 

international organizations and requested others not to do it, 

because it was impossible to reach any agre~ent anu besides, 
42 

that was not on the agenda. 

Chou l!.n-la1 tola the coil.t.lUittee that he felt that the 

Ud allies who sought to delink ~hina from their criticism of 

the Soviet Union and ~on.Dlunism were mak1Q6 a "quite courteous" 

gesture; but he argued that as China \tas also ruled by the 

40 .l.b!!!· 1 P• 26. 

41 lh1J!. 

42 ~., PP• ?.5-26. 
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Conutunists he felt "involved" in that criticism. And then 

he proceeded to submit his ''seven principles" of coexistence 

~hich, he assured, China would follow. They were: (1) res

pect for each other's sovereignty and territorial integrity, 

(2) abstention from aggression and threats against each other, 

(3) abstinence from interference or intervention in the 

internal affairs of one another, (4) recognition of equality 

of races, (5) recognition of equality of all nations, (6) res

pect for the rights of the people of all countries to choose 

freely a "WfJ3 of life as well as political ana econo~~Aic system, 
43 

and (7) abstention from doing damage to each other. 

Chou En-lai had formulated these principles because 

l·~ohammad Ali was not satisfied with the Panchshila. Mohammad 

Ali had in fact submitted his otorn seven principles for the 

conference recognition and one of them was the "right of self-
44 

defense exercised singly or collectively". Although Chou 

En-lai had told the carunittee that he had formulated the seven 

principles because "every delegation here could not agree to 

the wording of those five principles or agree to all the five 

principles", his seven principles clearly show that they were 

not contrary to the fanchshila,and most important, they did 

not include "right of self-defense exercised singly or collec

tively" as demanded b.Y Pakistan. Chou En-lai certainly wanted 

43 1J2JJ!., PP• 26-28. 

44 iur the text of 1'-~ohan..mad Ali's cipeech see A·A• 
conference, P• 116. 
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to please Mohrunmad Ali but did not make any concession. 

The delegates in the Conference had a tough time in 

the subcOillll:J.ttee on disarmament, where China took a rigid 

position. The discussion on the draft resolution on disarma

ment dragged on tor more than seven hours. The draft had 

mentioned the necessity "to save mankind and civilization from 
45 

the fears and prospect of total ana wholesale destruction ... 

China d~anded the deletion of the whole sentence because of 

its belief, that "what will be destroyed is not the whole of 
46 

mankind but those who want to start an atomic war". Nehru 

refused to concede this demand. China then insisted that at 

least the ... rords "total" and 11 wholesale" be deleted. Nehru 

again refused to concede this. Finally, the word "totaln was 

deleted and "-wholesale" retained and the sentence, which in 

Nehru's view was scientifically accurate, was accepted by 

China. 

The subcommittee on colonialism was established on 21 

April. Even after two and a half days of discussion, it coulci 

not reach agreement on how to define "colonialism". The U~ 

allies insisted on the phrase "colonialism old and new''. In 

the context of the anti-Soviet speeches made earlier by them 

"new coloni&lism" would hnve meant .Soviet colonialism, if not 

Chinese colonialism. China, therefore, refused to accept that 

phrase. Then the phrase "colonialism in all its forms" was 

45 Janseo, n. 35, p. 213. 

46 112JJ!. 
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suggested \!hich was unacceptable to China lU:e the earlier 

phrase. The issue was finall~ decided in the subcommittee 

on coexistence where V .K. Krishna Menon suggested ncolonial

ism 1n all its manifestations" and was finally accepted by all. 

on 10 March 1956 People's Dailx had published an arti

cle on the subject or aid to Afro-Asian states by imperialist 

countries. It said: 

From the past experience the Asian peoples 
have more and more come to realize the real 
meaning or American • economic aid • .1 la 
t1arsha11. What the U;i calls economic aid 
is really a way of disposing its own surplus 
goods and bringi~ the receiver countries 
within the economic grip of American mono
pol¥ capitalism in the interests of ua 
aggression.... lt is now posing as the 
'good partner• of the ~sian people, hoping 
tu continue the economic penetration of 
Asia through ostensibly private investment 
in the fol'lll of • partnership'. 47 

48 
Jansen, therefore, is correct in pointing out that China 

made a concession in accepting the resolution of the Conterence 

1:1hich read that "assistance being received by certain partici

pating countries from outside the region, through international 

or under bilateral agreements had made a xaluable egntr1~ut10n 
49 

to the implementation of their development programmes. •• 

When India end Burma wanted that a moderate stand be 

taken on Palestine question, Chou En-lai urged the adoption of 

47 Peoples China, l April 1955, P• 37. 

48 Jansen, n. 35, p. 217. 

49 A·A• Conference, P• 206. ~phasis ad.ded. 
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a comparatively harshly worded resolution. The original draft 

said: 

In Vietti of the existing tension in the 
Middle East caused by the situation in 
Palestine anu of the dangers of that 
tension to world peace, the Asian-Afri
can conference declares its support of 
the rights of the Arab people of Pales
tine and calls for the 1mpleruentation of 
the United Nations• resolutions on Pales
tine and the peaceful settlement of the 
Palestine question. 50 

To this, ~nou hn-la1 wanted the conterence to add, 11 under the 

condition of excluding the intervention b~ outside forces." 

The Conference frustrated Chou En-la1's desire. It was here 

that tor the first time, China drew a parallel between the 

Palestine problem and Taiwan problem and asserted that neither 

could be solved peacefully unless intervention of outside 

forces was excluded. 

In spite of this show of toughness on a couple of 

points, the general impression that the Chinese policy was 

moderate, persisted. When Nasser said that Chou En-lai was 
51 

"a nice fellow and not aggressive at all", he spoke for most 

or the influential Afro-Asian statesmen present at Bandung. 

1V 

.lt is not necessar.v for our purpose to go into the 

achievements or failures of the Conference as such. But it 

50 ~uoted in Kah1n, n. 33, p. 16. 

51 Times ~ India, 28 April 1955. 



is necessary to determine how tar the final communique and 

the ten principles enunciated therein, were in agreeiDent "tith 

the Chinese concept or Afro-Asian soliUarity. 

A careful reading of the conwunique reveals that it did 

not amount to a Monroe Doctrine or Afro-Asia, though some 

people (and they were not communists) had hoped the conference 
52 

would proclaim one. ~oeuite contrary to their hope, the 

communique included many contradictory resolutions. This lett 

room tor all countries to interpret the document the way they 

liked. 

In the foregoing discussion the concessions and the 

compromises made by China have been already noted. But the 

grip of ideology on the thinking of the ruling elite or China 

is so firm that we find China ~o1og back to 1<1eolo~,y\ within 

a month attar the con.t'erence. 

In his report to the Standing Comn.ittee or the National 

.People's Cungress or China on l3 loia_y 1~55, Chou hn-la1 said 

that Bandung ~o.a!erence haci declared that colonialism in all 

its manifestations was an evil which shoula speedily be 

brought to an end. The phrase "in all its manifestations", 

he said, denoted "colonialism in its political, military, 

economic and social manifestations and there cannot possibly 
53 

be any other interpretation". or the ten principles of the 

52 See for example the Times .,g! lnd1a Editorial, 17 April 
1955. 

53 China .oQ. A·!· Cont:erens;e, p. 35. 
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Bandung Conference, the fifth and the sixth contradicted each 

other. By the fifth principle, the conference had agreed to 

show "respect for the right of' each nation to defend itself' 

singly or collectively", as Pakistan had wanted. The sixth 

pr1nc1ple urged tor "abstention from the use of arrangements 

or collective defence to serve the particular interests of' the 
54 

big powers." .Every nation was free to decide whether a 

particular collective security arrangement did or did not 

serve the interests or the big po~ers. Because of this vague

ness, the delegate of Turkey had in fact described the Bandung 
55 

Conference as a "success tor SEATO". Chou ~n-lai however, 

ignored this contradiction and told the Standiag CowUttee 

or the f~PC that "these provisions are actually a denunciation 
66 

of this kind of aggressive military bloc." The ten princi-

ples of the Bandung Conference inoluded the Dullesian formula 

of "collective security" as well as Nehru's formula of 

. ''collective peace.... But Chou ·.En-lai argued that the ten prin

ciples were nan extension" of Panghshila. 

~e Conference had recognized the need of promoting 

economic development in Afro-Asia and had recorded the general 

desire for eoonomic cooperation among the participating 

countries on the basis of mutual interest an<l respect for 

54 A·A· Conference, P• 214. 

55 Times ,g! India, 28 April l955. 

56 China .awl tlul A·A· Cgnference, p. 43. 
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national sovereignt¥. It was made clear that this did not 

"preclude either the desirabilit,y or the need for cooperation 

with countries out side the region 1nglud1f1i .the inyestruent ,g.t 
57 

This was in complete disagreement with 

China's views on the subject. ~rtuite unaerstandabl¥, in his 

report to the Standing Ccxumittee of the NPC, Chou En-lai did 

not ccmment on this resolution at all. There, he took a posi

tion which, though l-1arxist-Leninist, was contrary to Bandung 

resolutions. He argued that: 

In their economic intercourse with the 
backward countries, the colonial powers 
alw.)'s seek to secure various kinds of 
special privileges. These privileges 
are, 1n actuality, manifestations of 
colonialism. Therefore such economic 
intercourse can only worsen the stag
nation and impoverishment or the back
ward countries and is no aid at all in 
the true sense of the word. 58 

Chou En-la1 admitted that the Afro-Asian countries have 

two main obstacles in their w~ of economic development. The 

first is lack of capital ano the second is lack of technology. 

He tola the COliUDittee that lack of capital was not a great 

problem (as it is often made out to be), because "capital can 

be accumulated and technique acquired. 11 The most essential 

thing in this respect tor these countries was, nto develop 
~· 59 

their own production and rely on their own etfortsA. As for 

57 A·!· Conteren;e, p. 205. Emphasis added. 

58 Cl)1na ..zmg .t..he A·A· Conference, P• 45. 

59 DJJ!. 
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technology, he felt, 11 Japan could provide" technical assis

tance. No reference was made to the capability of Japan of 

investing the capital or the desirability of such investment 

in Afro-Asia. 

Chou En-la1 approvingly quoted Nehru's statement in 

Lok Sabha which said that the conference "presented no un

friendly challenge or hostility to anyone but proclaimed a 
60 

new and rich contributioa'. But he added, nonetheless, 

China could not forget that "the forces of war" would defi

nitely refuse to stand aside to see "the development or the 

cause of peacen, nor would they stand idl.V by to allow the 

expansion of the influence of the Afro-Asian Conference. He 

~plied that the success of Afro-Asian Conference was in it

self not a guarantee tor peace and, ~the struggle between the 

forces of peace and the forces of war is protracted and conti-
61 

nuous11 , and "any relax at ion of effort" was "not perm1 ss1 ble". 

Here was the first pronouncement of the doctrine of the 

"protracted struggle for peace11
• Here was an approach that 

was distinct from most of the Atro-Asian statesmen's approach. 

And. it was this approach ~hich became one or the main sub

jects or Sino-Soviet polemics. However, at this stage, the 

Chinese ideas on the subject were not spelt out in detail. 

That was done during the years 1960-63. 

60 ~., P• 55. 
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The Bandung Conference had urged that in order to 

achieve "effective cooperation for world peace", the member

ship or the United Nations be made universal. It had felt 

that the disarmament ana prohibition of the production, ex

perimentation ana the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons 

were imperative to save mankind and oivil1zat1on. The confer

ence had also appealed to the ''nations pr1mar1l.Y concerneei 

anei to world opinion, to bring about such aisarmament and 
62 

prohibition". 11 Pending the total prohibition of the manu-

facture of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons", the Conference 

communique said, "all the powers concerned" should reach an 

agreement to suspend experiments with nuclear weapons. The 

States represented 1n the Conference agreed to cooperate to 

work to bring about the reduction of armaments and the elimi

nation of nuclear weapons. 

The basic flaw in the Conference's resolutions concern

ing war ana peace was that, tJrhat it described as "nations 

principally concerned" were not of africa and Asia. The 

Conference was silent on what the Afro-Asian .::>tates were to do 

if the nuclear powers went aheaei with ai'IIlament programmes and 

refused to cooperate with Afro-Asian states. After the Bandung 

Conference China and other Afro-Asian states developed diffe

rent vievs on this question. China' s views sharpl,v differed 

from the approach of India as well as that or the Soviet Union. 

62 !·!· Conference, p. 213. 
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These differences in turn created problems for the second 

Afro-As1an conference, which will be d1scus·sed in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter III 

THh CHAN~ING MEANING AND INCREASING ~PuRTANC~ 
vi lllE CuNCEPT t$ AFRO-ASI&'J clvLIDARIT:X: 

ColW.Ilemoratin& the fifth anniversary of the ·Bandung 

Conference, People's DailY gave the Chinese definition of 

Afro-Asian Solidarity or the Banduog Spirit. lt said that 

11 the Bandung Spirit" was "the spirit of solidarity and C09P

eration ot the peoples of Asia ana Africa in opposing imper

ialism anu colonialism and their fight to gain and safeguard 
1 

world peace and national independence •••• " Thus, in the 

post-Bandung period, the Chinese ideas of n safeguarding world 

peace and national independence11 also came to be a part of its 

concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity. In this chapter it is in

tended (1) to examine those ideas and to identity the factors 

that were responsible tor China's attaching increasing impor

tance to Afro-Asian Solidarity; and (2) to record China's 

efforts of getting African and Asian support for the Second 

Atro-zt.sian ~onference. 

1 

ln his visit to China in 1959, Khrushchov informed the 

Chinese leaders that he had put forward the proposals for 

"general and complete d1sarmam.ent 11 with effective controls. 

In his vie~, the proposals were important because given a 

proper response by other nations, they could bring about "A 

1 Text in Pek.iog Review, vol. 3, no. 16, 19 August 
1960, P• 7. 
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2 
tu@ameotal chaooe in the relationship among nations.- and 

then no country would feel uneasy that it might be subjected 

to attack. He said that a general and complete disarmament 

would be n a concrete guarantee for peaceful coexistence and 

the development of friendly relations among countr1es •••• q 

and added that the prospects for disarmament were bright be

cause the leaders of the UJ were showing 11 a tendency to under-
a 

stand the world realities" and also that they desired relaxa-

tion or international tension. It was ver,y soon after this 

visit that China spelt out its views in detail on the issues 

raised by Kbrushchov. 

According to China, the modern wars are the result of 

imperialist exploitation. During the "so-called peace" between 

the wars, the extension of the rule of l&.onopoly capital conti

nues. As a result of the exploitation by the monopoly capital 

the vars will occur. Mere conclusion of' disarmament or peace 

treaties does not guarantee peace. Moreover these treaties 
4 

"can at an.v mQltient be scrapped by the imperialistsn, who by 

their very nature will never "lay down the butcher's knife" 

and "turn into buddhasn (sic), nor will they n sell their 

knives and buy oxen". 

2 Text of Kbrushchov's Speech at Peking Airport in 
fek1n& Reyiew, no. 40 1 6 October 19591 P• 11. Emphasis 
added. 

3 l,lWl. 

4 Yu Chao-11, "Imperialism - Source of War in Moaern 
Times - ana the Patb or the Peoples' Struggle for 
Peace." ~ ~ article reprinted in fekin& Reyiew, 
Vol. 3 1 no. 51 12 April 1960, p. l7. 
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China characterized tbe contradiction between imperial

ism on the one hand and the colonies and semi-colonies on the 

other, as an antagonistic contradiction. Even during the 

period when imperialism is becoming weaker, 1t would not re

linquish the d0111ination of colonies and semi-colonies. The , 

antagonistic contradiction would not be nonantagon1stic making 

its peaceful resolution impossible. Thus, "national libera-
5 

tion wars will not be unnecessar1." In other words, Rjust 

wars" being inevitable the international tensions would conti

nue, disarmament or no disarmament. 

China rejected the Soviet view that disarmament would 

bring about "a fundamental change in the relationship among 

nations." It also rejected the view that disarmament could be 

relied upon for the realiZation of peace. It argued that 'by 

strengthening the ''militant will of the world's people" with 

the backing of socialist camp, peace coula be won and defended 
6 

"through broadl,y based, Just struggles". The peace-struggle 

had to be an extremely broad based movement and in this move

ment, it was "fully feasible to mobilize all who can possibly 

join the struggle, thus completel¥ isolating the imperialist 
7 

war f grc es" • 

5 lR1A•t P• 19. 

6 Yu Chao-11, nExcellent Situation for the Struggle for 
Peace." ~ f.J.mt article reprinted in Peking Reyiew, 
vol. 3, no. 1, 5 January 1960, p. 19. 

7 aJJ!., P• 23. 



i'he peace-movement as envisaged by China, was to be a 

united front of four categories of peace forces. Unity of the 

socialist camp based on adherence to Marxism-Leninism and pro

letarian internationalism was a decialye forge and the social-
S 

1st camp constituted the ~ ,g.t .t.b.il united tront. The second 

category was of the national liberation mc:>vements nnd wars, 
9 

which were regarded as 11 an important and indispensable force". 

The anti-imperialist struggle of the "countries which have 

already won national independencen (and which might have bour

geoisie governments), constituted the third category of peace 
10 

forces. The workers movements and peace-loving people the 

world over constituted the fourth category. The task of the 

people who were interested ia realization of peace was not to 

disarm these forces, but it was rather to arm them in order 11to 

continue to develop a situation in which the ~ast wind prevails 
ll 

over the west wind". 

China advocated the use of two "peace tactics .. to coun

ter the tactics or war forces. The first of the two "peace 

tacticsn was to expose the npeace fraud" of imperialists and the 

8 11 The Decisive Force in the Preservation of world Peace". 
feoples D£l1lx editorial of 6 Februar1 1960. Text in 
Peking Beviewt vol. 3, no. 6, 9 February 1960, p. s. 
Emphasis addeu. 

9 l.b.1J!., p. 9. 

10 lJWi. 

ll ..uag. 
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second was to prepare for ... just wars'' to end "unjust wars''. 

The disarmament proposals and negotiations were to be used 

as the first tactic - "to unmask the aggressive and belli

cose nature of imperialism ••• " - in order to isolate them to 
12 

such an extent that they dare not unleash a war. As for 

the view that after disarmament is realized, the funds earlier 

earmarked tor armament would be used for the welfare of the 

people and for assisting underdeveloped countries, and that it 

woul<1 bring general prociress to all people without exception; 

China described it as "downright -whitewash!~ and embellishing 
13 

imperialism". 

China argued that disarmament agreement could not reall,y 

be reached as long as imperialism existed. Kven if' an agree

ment were possible, imperialists could aD3 time tear it to 

pieces; and 11 even if in their own interests imperialists dared 

not unleash a nuclear war, they can still wage war with so- · 
14 

called conventional weapons •••• " Again, it was wrong to 

assume that since disarmament negotiations \118re needed, the 

struggle of' the peace forces oould be dispensed with. on the 

contrary the negotiations IDust be backed up b,y the struggle of' 

the peace forces. The full use of the peace tactics must be 

12 Liu Cbang-Sheng, 11 0n the .,..uestion of war and Peace". 
Text in feki~ fieyiew, vol. 3, no. 24, 14 June 1960, 
P• 14. 

13 l.lWl· 

14 .I!W!· 
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made ana the contradictions between the imperialist countries 
l5 

must be exploited. 

The detin1t1on given in the beginning of this chapter 

shows that lue the question or saf'eguard.ing peace, the ques

tion of safeguarding national independence was 1wportant in 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity. It has been pointed 

out in the second chapter that in the Bandung Conference China 

compromised its position on the question of western economic 

aid to Afro-Asian countries. It has also been shown that after 

the Bandung Conference, Chou En-lai took a position on this 

question which was consistent not with the Bandung resolutions 
16 

but with Ct~na's pre-Bandung position. In the early sixties 

China not only elaborated its views on this question but also 

linked those views with its views on preserving national inde

penaence. Thus, the views on the question of imperialist 

investment in Asia and Africa also came to be a part of 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian oolidarity. ~ 

These views were spelt out very clearly in the second 

Afro-Asian Economic Conference held in~a¥ 1960 at Cairo. ln 

this conference a proposal for the establishment of an nArro

Asian investment associationn c~e up for discussion. China 

opposed this proposal on the grouno that such an association, 

no matter what the sponsor's subjective will, was nbound to 

15 ll!1Ji. 

16 See pp. 51 and 55. 
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become, objectively, a bridge for the madly ambitious interna

tional corporations of imperialist countriesn, and would leave 

the doors of Afro-Asia wide open to the penetration of imper

ialist capital. The penetration of imperialist capital was, 

in China's view, diametrically opposed to the genuine interests 

of the development of independent economies of Afro-Asian 

countries. The Chinese delegate in the conference said, that 

the history would prove that countries pinning their hopes on 

imperialist aid would "inevitably be forced to give up national 

sovereignty for foreign aid", and the result could 11 only be, 

the more the aio the poorer it (the aid receiving country) 
l~ 

becomes ••• •" To avoid this, he advocated the policy of self-

reliance and co-operation of the Afro-Asian countries on the 

basis of equality and mutual interest and urged the Afro-Asian 

countries to oppose the imperialist aid or investment. 

To sum up, it can be said that during the period from 

Bandung Conference to about 1.960, the Chinese concept of Afro

Asian solidarity came to mean unity of Afro-Asian countries on 

the basis of (1) peaceful coexistence, (2) opposition to imper

ialism old and new, (3) increasing the material and military 

strength of national liberation movements and other peace 

forces, (4) supporting the disarmament agreements arrived at 

after the deliberations in which all b1~ and small nations are 

17 Excerpts from Chinese Delegate's dtatement, in Peki,n& 
Reyiey, vol. 1.3, no. 1.9, l.O liay 1960, P• 15. 
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represented and opposing the disarmament as proposed by the 

US and Soviet Union, (5) economic cooperation or Afro-Asian 

countries on the basis of mutual interest, {6) cautioning 

against the investment of imperialist Capital in Asia and 

Africa, and (7) solving the disputes a&ong Afro-Asian countr

ies b_y n adopting an approach of friendship and mutual accomo

dation and by persisting in the &ethoas of peaceful consul .. 
18 

tations." 

11 

Since the popularity or non-alignment in post-Bandung 

period has directly affected the Chinese diplomacy regarding 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference, it is necessary to examine 

the nature of non-alignment and the nature or differences 

between the concept or Afro-Asian Solidarity and non-alignment. 

The examination or the transactions and the declaration of 

Belgrade Conference of non-aligned nations is useful for this 

purpose. 

Durill6 the Belgrade Conference, Sukarno anu Nehru 

differed sharply on the question of priorities in international 

relations. Sukarno declared that the basic problems besetting 

the world arose from the two radical processes in world h1stor.v, 

The first was, the process of liberation of colonized people 

18 Speech of Liao Cheng-Ch1h, Chairman of the Chinese 
Committee for Afro-Asian Solidarity. Text in Peking 
Reyiew1 Vol. 3 1 no. 131 22 March 19601 P• 12. 
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and the second was, the "process or emancipation from poverty 

and injustice". The two processes were "like Si~ese twins" 
19 

and would die if they were separated from each other. There-

tore, he urged the conference, a~tong other things, to demand 

immediate cessation of colonial wars and to set a time limit 

of maximum two years tor the removal ot colonial vestiges from 

all parts of the world. 

Nehru's views came in sharp conflict with those of 

Sukarno. Nehru's approach in the conference was one of 

"emphasizing the dangers implicit in the possibility of a war 

between the USSR ana the USA. He thought that was the most 

urgent and pressing problem before the t'rorld. uther problems, 

however in.portant in absolute terms were secondary in compari-
20 

son with this central problem. n J.n his speech to the con-

ference, he observed complete silence on the question of ex

tending support to liberation wars and thus made it clear that 
21 

he was not much concerned about this question. The subject 

he chose to speak on was disarmament negotiations between the 

us, Soviet Union and Britain and not the liberation movements 

in Asia and Africa. But even regarding the disarmament 

19 Text of Sukarno' s Speech, in Reyiew ~ International 
Affalra (Belgrade), vol. 12, nos. 274-75, p. 11 

20 G.P. Deshpande, China's Pollex 1.o Afric;a .laia-§2 
(New Delhi 1 Jawaharlal Nehru University, Ph.D. Thesis, 
1973) , P• 66. 

21 For the Text of Nehru's Speech see Beyiew ,gt Interna
t1ona1 Atfaira, n. 19, p. 21. 
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negotiations, he said, he had doubts if the conference could 

suggest the lines on which the negotiations be conducted by 

nuclear powers. He thought making suggestions in that regard 

was neither possible nor suitable, because he believed, that 

though "the only possible wa_v 11 to solve the problem or inter

national tension was complete aisarmament, it would be u absurd .. 
22 

to set a time limit for the completion of that task. He was 

P,repared to leave these thiAgs to the nuclear powers. 

In the conference, Indonesia wanted condemnation or the 

Netherlands on the question of west Irian. Cuba wanted con

demnation of United States. African delegates wanted condem

nation of' France on its nuclear testing over Sahara and its 

military base in Bizerta. Ghana wAnted the conference to re

cognize Africa as a nuclear tree-zone. The delegates of these 

countries tried their best to get Nehru to agree with them but 

Nehru stubbornly refused to yield to pressures. His firmness 

angered them so much, that a \1h1spering campaign that India was 

playing the western game by trying to focus attention on dis

armament to the exclusion of all else and allowing the colo-
23 

nialists to get away with repressive policies, was launched. 

But in spite of this campaign and differences Nehru's voice 

finall,y prevailed. The contents of the Declaration ot the 

Belgrade Conference show that Nehru's views were accepted by 

22 J.W. 

23 :times Rt India, 4 September 1961. 
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the conference as its own. 

lt is necessar¥ to note three important resolutions or 

the Belgrade Conference. ( 1} The conference "rejected the 

view that war, incluoing • cold war' 1 was inevitable", as that 

view reflected "a sense of both helplessness and hopelessness 
24 

and was contrary to the progress of the world". (2) The 

second important resolution said that "peace and stability" 

in the '~rld depended "to a considerable extent, on the mutual 
25 

relations of the Great Powers". ( 3) The conference held the 

view that achievement of disarmament was a primary task. 

Therefore it recommended that disarmament conferences be held 

under the auspecies of the UN) that non-aligned nations be re

presented in those conferences, and that disarmament be guaran

teed by an effective system of inspection and controls, the 

teams of which would include a representative of the non

aligned group. 

lt can be seen that the views expressed in the second 

and the third resolution conflicted with the Chinese concept 

of Afro-Asian Solidarity. The views expressed in the second 

resolution were too super-power centric to be acceptable to 

China. As tar as "stability•• in world politics was concerned, 

China held not only that there was nothing sacred about stabi

lity but that an instability that increased the strength of 

24 Text of the Belgrade Declaration in Review At Interna
t1ona1 Affairs, n. 191 p. 43. 

25 D12· I P• 44. 
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• peace forces' was most welcome. "Peace", in Chinese view, 

depended not on the mutual relations of the Great Powers but 

on the unity of socialist camp, national liberation movements 

and anti-imperialist struggle of the newly liberated nations. 

As far as the third resolution was concerned, China could not 

accept that disarmament was a primary task because in its view 

strengthening the • peace forces' was a primary task and not 

disarmament. In ~hinese view, the disarmament proposals as 

put forward by the US were to be opposed because they would 

not help in developing a situation in which the East Wind 

would prevail over the \'lest \'lind. Moreover, ( 1} the us was 

declaring time anu again that it would maintain military 

superiority at all costs; (2) the us did not rule out the 

possibility of Rlocal wars"; and (3) the us was placing the 

cart before the horse by stressing the question of supervision 

while avowing that it was quite impossible to conceive of a 
26 

system of supervision that would be entirely reliable. 

Nehru's ideas were wellknown even before the Belgrade 

Conference endorsed them. But China had probably not fully 

realized the implications of non-alignment and did not think 

in terms of propagating the concept of Atro-Asian Solidarity 

as an alternative to non-alignment. From 1956 China had been 

"Paving the Bright Road of Disarmament" Pegple' s DQ1lx 
Editorial. Abridged Text in Peking Reyiew, Vol. 3, 
no. a, 1.9 January l96o, p. lO. 
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celeberating the anniversary of' the Banoung Conference and it 

did so in 1960 too. But neither the feople' s DailY editorial 

nor Kuo Mo-Jo's speech which hailed the successes oi' the First 

Afro-Asian Conference, mentioned the need to convene the 

Second Afro-Asian Conference, which confirms this conclusion. 

lt was in the earl¥ months of 1961 that China started 

moving to muster support for the Second Afro-Asian Conference 

and to pro3ect Afro-Asian Solidarit¥ as being a more important 

concept thAn the concept or non-alignment. Marshal Chen 1i 

paid a visit to Indonesia from 28 tt.arch to 2 April 1961. vn 

h1s way to Djakarta he stopped at Rangoon airport and answered 

the questions put to him by the correspondent or a Mandalay 

newspaper named~ (People's Dqtly). In An answer to one 

question he sqid th!lt the Chinese Government supported the 

proposal of convening the Second /\fro-Asian Conference, because 

such a conference would play "a positive role in the strU&gle 

a&ainst imperialism". Also, he expressed "a hope" that 11 the 
~7 

five countries of the Colombo Conference will sponsor it." 

hxpress106 such a hope in the capital of' Burma was nlaking 

clear that China would like the Burmese ..tovernment to take an 

initiative in the matter; but the Burtuese Jovernment aid not 

wa.Ke a1\Y Jhove to convene the Secon<l Afro-Asian Conference. 

Indonesia had been tr,l'i~ to muster international sup

port to its clatrr.s over the ~est Irian and it has been pointed 

?.7 Peking Reyiew, vol. 4, no. 14, 7 April 1961, P• 9. 



out earlier that Bogor and Banaung conferences suppor~lnctone

sia' s claims. lt seems Indonesia had pinned its hopes on the 

possible support of the non-aligned conference too, which ~as 

to be helo in September 1961. Therefore, though the Sino

Inrionesian joint communique of April 1961 mentioned th~t the 

two countries "deemed it. very necessary" to convene the Second 

Afro-Asian Conference "in the shortest time" (sic), it did not 

say anything CJn the need to strengthen the Afro-Asian Solidarity 

QGainst imperialism nor did it suggest any date for the Second 
28 

afro-Asian Conterence. 

~ukarno ~iserably failed to get the support of the Bel

grade ~onference. Neither Nehru's speech nor the Bel&raae 

Leclaration &aue aQy reference to the hest lrian question. lt 

\>tas then that .:i~arno sa1o, that "non-aligneo conference wust 

be CO&ple:.wentar.v to the Afro-Asian ~onference" ana that it was 
~~ 

necessary to convene the jecond Afro-Asian Conference. 

China had watched the Belgrade Conference and India's 

stand on the question of opposition to 1mperial1SJL and support 

to liberation struggles han not gone unnoticedo Noting the 

Indian stand, People's Dailx said, tt somebody at the conference 

also advanced these argu~ents: The era of classic colonialism 

is gone and dead, and anti-colonialist, anti-imperialist and 

28 Text of the ~Orwiiunique in JJUJ!o 1 P• 8. 

29 ~uotea in Pei60S Rey~ew, vol. 4, no. ~7, 15 ~epte~ber 
l~.l., P• 6. 
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30 
anti-racial stru~gles were secondary". Expressing its un-

happiness with non-aligned softness on imperialism, China 

fully supported Indonesia's proposal of Second Afro-Asian 

Conference and also endorsed Sukarno's statement that the non-

alignea conference must be complementary to Afro-Asian 
31 

Conference. 

1Juri()6 1961 ana 1~62 both lnaonesia and China were 

eager tv bola the .Second Afro-Asian ~onrerence. H0\1Jever1 onl,y 

indonesia workea to &et the support of major Afro-Asian countr

ies for the conference proposal. It is ~portant that though 

Indonesia worked because it wantea the 3econo Afro-Asian 

Conference's support to its claim over the west lrian,it never 

closed the option of getting support from any other conference. 

It was due to Indonesian efforts that the UAR which regarded 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference as unnecessary and India which 

was unethusiastic in 1961, changed their positions and approved 

of the idea of the conference and it was agreed that the pre-
32 

paratory meeting be hela in December 1962. Burma and Ceylon 

which were unwilling in 1961 also fell in line with lndia. 

ilowever, the work done by lnuonesla was suddenli unaone by the 

Sino-lnaian border war of oct/Nov· 1962. The preparatory 

CO!Wllittee coula not meet ana the conference proposal was 

30 lli!l· 

31 ~., P• 7. 

32 G .H. Jansen, Atm-~ .am! li.w.}-ali~n;;:.ent (London, 
1966), P• 32.3. 
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forgotten ror the t~e bei~. 

lt is not necessar¥ tor vur present purpose to go into 

the merits or demerits of lndian or vtunese case in the Sino-

Indian dispute, but it is necessary to note the reaction of 

Afro-Asian and especially of non-r.Ui~ned countries to the Sino

Indian "'ar• It is true thllt only Cyprus and Malaya supported 

India publicly and the support to India from non-aligned w3S 

rnueh less than 'What the Innians expected. But it is also true 
33 

that quite ~ few countries expressed syrupathy for India. 

What is more important, not even one non-aligned state expres

sed syllipatny for China or supported Chinese case. Added to 

this were the ~olo~bo proposals for the settlellient of Sino

Indian aispute which though theJ diu not concede all demanus 

of J.ndia, truten te&ether with the ''c.Larif'1cat1uns" &iven b.v 

Mrs. Band.aranaike, met most of the .indian aemands. That ,.as 

wl\Y India acoepteo the proposals vhereas China, bJ J.<'ebruar.v 

ld6~, rejected tbelli. The Colo~bo ~owers• uou-alignwent inevi

tably beCS!lAe still more suspect in ~hinese e.ves. 

At the tiJiie of the first Afro-Asian vont'erence China 

had India as a friend. After 1960 Indonesia replaced India 

as China• s friend. Since it has been suggested that China 

befriended Indonesia because Sukarno n appeared not merely to 

be enamoured of Marxism in general but or Mtioist variant in 
34 

particular", and since Sino-Indonesian friendship 

33 For details see~., PP• 326-27. 

34 Sheldon W. Simon, .Ih§ Jkoken IriapgJ.e: f.ekirg, J) lak,erta 
.i\W! ~ a1 (Baltimore, l969), p. 13. 
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also affected China's position regarding the Second .Afro-Asian 

Conference, it. is necessary to finrl out whether Sino-Indonesian 

friendship was based on identity of views. 

It has been mentioned earlier that 11arshal Chen Y1 visi

ted Inoonesia in l>iarch/Apr1l 1~61. This visit proved that 

corupared to 1955-60 the relations between the two countries 

were better. But there is uoth1~ to prove that they had iden

tity or views. un the contrary the speeches made b.Y Harsha! 

~hen 11 ana SUkarno reveal that the.v had dit'ferenoes ot' opinion. 

In the banquet speech, Marshal Chen ~i after thanking .iultarno~. 

said that, "China and Indonesia had reached a unanimitY .2! 

yiewa.u However, Sukarno 1n his speech "noted that, viewed 

fundamentally, there was no big divergence between Indonesia 
35 

and China." Marshal Chen Yi w1 shed an identity of views 

whereas Sukarno made clear that there was no identity of views 

and there was nno big divergence". 

Take again the Inrionesia' s position in the Belgrade 

Conference. It has been pointed out that Indonesia, in cont

rast to India, took a staunch anti-1operialist stand because 

that stand ~as u1rectl,y linked with Indonesia's claims to West 

Irian, which was still unoer the Dutch colonial rule. In other 

words, lnuonesia' s a.clt1-1mperial1SIII was related \>11th its 

national interests ana had nothing to uo with harx1sm-Len1n1~ 

or its ''l'.aoist variant". As far as China was concerned, 

35 Texts in Peki&U Reyiew, vol. 4, no. l4p 7 April 1961, 
p. 10. ~phasis added. 
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according to its concept of Afro-Asian solidarity, it had dec

lared that it vioula support anti-imperialist str~gles be they 

led by oo~unists or non-c~unists. Indonesia ~ust have 

valued Chinese support especially because the non-al16ned con

ference did not support Indonesia. 

IndonesiA gained control or west Irian in 1962 when an 

agre-ement was reached 'vith the Dutch Government on 15 August 

196~. But in 19A3 Innonesla agAin needed international support 

for its stand on ano~her issue. ~e issue was the scheme of 

the formation of Malaysia, which was to include Singapore and 

North Borneo with Malaya in a federal state. According to this 

scheme the British military base was allowed to remain in 

Singapore. against the background of the British and US aid 
~6 

to .Pl\RJ. rebellion in 1~08 ~a1nst oukarno' s Joverament, Indo-

nesia saw in Mala.¥s1a a new threat to its security and there

fore opposed the scheme and wanted international support to 

its stana. Here again ~hina reaaily offered support ana the 

Sino-Indonesian friendship continued. ln short, the Sino

Indonesian friendship was based on limited agreement of views. 

It was not based on the agreement on the concept of Afro-Asian 

solidarity nor on the agreement on t-1arxism or its "f'.aoist 

variant". 

36 For the details of British and US involvement in this 
rebellion see Daniel s. Lev, 11 America, Indonesia, 
and the Rebellion of 1958", United .AW {Bombay), 
vol. 17, pp. 305-9. 
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By March 1963 Sino-Soviet differences reached a new 

stage. On 20 March, the CP3U sent a letter to CPC presenting 

its views on the general line of the international communist 

movement. In an answer to the CPSU letter CPC put forward its 

own proposal concerning the general line of international 

com&unist movement. lt is interest!~ to see ~hat place the 

concept of Afro-Asian solidarity han in the perspectives of 

the two parties at this stage. 

According to the Soviet Union, the socialist system was 

exerting an evergrowing influence on the course of world deve

lopment. The revolutionary process was developing unuer direct 

influ~nce of the new ex~ple proviaed by the new lite in so

cialist countries. Therefore, CPSU argued that those who 

wanted the victory of socialists should, n!n ~ first plage, 

~ goncern !Qt strepgt~ntnt !h£ &reat sogia11st Qommuoity 

.am! lli eqonomj.e might, should seek to raise the standards or· 

living of its people", develop science, engineering and cul

ture, consolidate its unity and its growth of its international 
37 

authority. The CP3U letter said that the "rising standards 

_gf ;Llying" in socialist countries and nthe achievements of so

cialist comLr.onwealtb l'lJJ.l constitute .ii ~ ,Q! aatalvst" in 

"broaden106 the class struggle in the capitalist countries and 

~7 Text of the letter in ,nm Qrea.t ,Pebat e: .:>elected l!Ut.
~ .s;w Problem,s .Q[ ~Nxism-Leninism ToCii\Y {New Delhi, 
lg6~), PP• 385-86. ~phasis added. 
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38 
enable the working class to triumph over capitalism". Tbe 

letter further argued that the militant call "workers of the 

world unite" formulated by Marx anel Engels meant that "at the 

basis of this unit.v lies anti-imperialist cJ,.ass aS?lidaritv and 

not an_y other principle of nationality colour or geographical 
39 

location". And finall.Y, 1 t accused China of uniting the 

masses against imperialiSJL n solely on the basis or their be-
40 

longing to a particular continent." 

In a reply letter to the CPSU, the CPC repudiated the 

Soviet view which, according to CPC, recognized only the con

tradiction between the socialist and the i~peri~list camps 

"while neglecting or underestia;ating" the contradictions bet

ween the proletar1Bt and the bourgeoisie in the capitalist 

world, "between the oppressed nations and the imperialism", 

BIDO~ the imperialist countries and among the monopoly capi

talist groups and the struggles to which these cont,raaietions 
41 

gave rise.... The CPC letter stated that the anti-imperial-

ist struggle of Afro-Asian ana Latin American people was 

"def1nitel.Y not merely a matter of regional significance but 

one of overall importance for the whole cause or proletarian 

38 l..tl1,Q.' P• 389. Emphasis added. 

39 ll!1s!·, p. 398. Emphasis added. 

40 UJJ!. 

41 Text of the letter in Pektpg B4lY1ew, vol. 4, no. 25, 
21 June 1963, p. 7. 
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world revolutionn. The CPC then levelled a serious charge 

SS¥ing that: 

••• certain persons (the CPSU leaders) are 
going so far as to deny the great interna
tional significance of the anti-imperialist 
revolutionary struggles of tbe Asian African 
and Latin American peoples and ~ 1b& ~-
1-ext .Qt. brea1c1m .Q.swn 11m barriers .9! .na
tiOnalitY, cglour Jm!i geograpb1gal location 
.m:.e trying ~ .dQ tbeu .WW. .t.r2 ettac;B the 
~- .21: demarcation bet,reen oppressed JUl!! 
Qppressor nations and to hold down the re
volutionar,v struggles· of the peoples in 
these areas. 43 

Coming to the subject of the relative importance or Asia anu 

Africa in the world revolution, the letter said that it was 

"lmpoasJ.W,e tQt illsi ;w6rkigg class .i.o .t.b&. EJJ,rgpean ,amt America,p 

capita1J.st countries ~ liberate !tself uo1ess it unites ~ 
44 

~ app;es3ed nations ~ unless those nations ~ liberated.u 

Th,e Marxist-Leninists' attitude to the liberation struggles . 

must be one of "warm sympathyn. They ~ust not adopt "a per-

functory attitude, or one of national selfishness or of great 
45 

power chauvin! sm." The letter also characterized revisionism 
46 

as the 1!laJJl gauge: to international commun1smo 

Because of b~sically different views on the importance 

of Afro-Asian Solidarity the two p~rties continued to diverge. 

42 aJ,S., P• 9. 

43 lll.iJ!. Emphasis added. 

44 .Lll1!!·, PP• 9-lo. bphas1s added. 

45 lllJJ!.' P• 13. 

46 lJU.sl.' P• 20. UI.phasls adcied. 
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In spite of the Chinese opposition to the disarmament nego

tiations in which the small ana non-nuclear countries had no 

say, the Soviet Union went ahead with its talks with the 0.5 

ana Britain. vn 25 ~~ust 1962, two O.ajs before the U.3 and 

Britain put forward the draft of the Partial Nuclear Test Ban 

Treat,y, the Soviet Union intormed ~hina that Dean Rusk, the 

0~ Secretarj of State, haa proposed an agreement stipulating 

that nuclear powers should unaertatte to refrain fr0114 trans .. 

ferring nuclear weapons and the !nt'orrr.ation concern1.[}6 their 

manufacture to non-nuclear countries; and aon-nuclear countries 

should undertake to refrain from seeking the nuclear weapons 

or the information concerning their manufacture from nuclear 

powers. :he Chin~se 3overnment sent memoranda to the Soviet 

Government on 3 September 1962, 20 october 196?. and 6 June 

1963 restating Chinese opposition to the proposed Partial Test 
47 

Ban Treaty. 

The Partial Test Ban T'reat,y was si6ned on ~5 Jul.Y 1963. 

The Cr~nese ~overnment stateweat issued on Jl July 19~ criti

cized and opposea the treaty on the &round that bj' this treaty 

the three signatories attempted to cvnsolidate their nuclear 

monopol_y and bind the hands of all nun-nuclear countries~ and 

that the treaty could not have restrainiOG effect on "the OS 

policies of ~ar preparations and nuclear blaclm~a11. 11 Moreover, 

47 nA Ccm.tuent on the Soviet GoverlliLent's .;tateuent of 3 
August 1963''. The text in ?ftking ijeyiey, vol. 6, no. 
33, 16 August 1963, p. l5. Soviet Union has not 
contradicted this. 
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the treaty in "no way bin<lered the U~ frOfh proliferating nuc-
48 

lear weapons and expanding nuclear armament". 

It was only after this treat.v was signed that Ch1na 

publicly accused Soviet Union of pursuing a policy of 11 allying 

with the forces or war to oppose the forces or peace, allying 

\11th imperialism to oppose socialism, allying with the United 

States to oppose China and allying with the reactionaries of 
49 

all countries to oppose the people of the world." Ri,d [.l.ag, 

commentator likened the three signatories or the treat.v with 

the signatories of naoly Alliancen of 1815, accused the Soviet 

Union of' having placed itself in the ranks of a "new Holy 

Alliance" and prec&icted for the ''new Hol.v Alliancen the fate 

that had befallen on the Holy Alliance. l t followed that 

Afro-Asian ~ol1dar1t.v now came to mean amo~ other things, 
50 

oppostion to revisionism and the 11 new Holy Alliance••. ~ 

The three countries had signed the t>art1al Test Ban 

Treaty for their own reasons and not because the non-aligned 

countries wanted them to sign it. Nevertheless, the three 

signatories had done just what the non-aligned countries de

sired in the first non-aligned nations conference. So, they 

had reasons to be happy about the treaty. In the atmosphere 

48 Text of the Statement in Peking Review, vol. 6, no. 31, 
12 August 1963, P• 7. 

49 l,W.' p. s. 
50 Translation of the comment in PekiAA Reyiew, vol. 6, 

no. 41, 11 october 1963, PP• 12-14. 
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of enthusiasm generated by this treaty in the non-aligned cir

cles, the proposal for convening the second non-aligned nations 

conference came up. l.frs. Bandaranaike, the Prime Minister of 

Ceylon, conferred with Nasser in Cairo in mid-October 1963 and 

their Joint communique mentioned the necessity of the second 

non-aligned nations conference in 1964; because they had tt a 

profound conviction that the conference ~oul<i create a better 

understand!~ between states and help toward~ easing world 
51 

tension.'• lt was quite logical to. take it for granted that 

the second non-aligned nations' conference would tread on the 

course laid down by the first conference. Given the differ

ences between the non-alignment and the Chinese concept of 

Afro-Asian Solidarity this was an alarming situation tor China. 

However, it was not only the non-alignment of Nehru, 

Nasser and Tito that was competing with the Chinese Afro .. Asian 

Solidarity. Sukarno too became competitive in 1963. Not only 

that he t.ras propounding the concept or New Emerging Forces 

rather vehemently but he was also advocating the convening of 
52 

the Conference of the New Emerging Forces, · where he could 

have worked for getting support to Indonesia's stand on Mala_v

sia. In view of the developing pnfound aifferences between 

China and the Soviet Union, China must have found it a little 

51 ~uoted in Jensen, n. 32, p. 366 • 

. 62 See clukarno' s Independence Ds_y Speech on 17 August 
1963. Text in George Modelski, ed., .IU Ba &ne~:sing 
forges: Documents .2D .t.he, Ideolog)' ~ In<iones~an Foreign 
folicY (Canberra, 1963), p. 124. 



galling that the lndonesians should categorize the Soviet 
~ 

Union as a New ~er~ing ~·orce. ~onsequentl.v, China could 

not have been very enthusiastic about the proposal or the 

conference of the New .E.mergivg ~,orces. !t"'urther, although 

Sukarno had, in 1961, very clearly indicated that the confer

ence of the non-aligned could only be secondary to the con

ference of the Asian-African states, he agreed to attend it 

when he discovered by 1963 that the proposal for a second non-
54 

aligned meet t-ras gaining ground. Sukarno, from the Chinese 

point of view was thus not a very reliable ally who would 

give the Asian-African conference the top priority. In other 

words China had to take the initiative. 

lV 

When with al..l this in u.ina -.;hou ~a-lai started his 

African Safari on 14 Dece~ber 1963, Afro-~sian Solidarity had 

beCOllle ~ore ia.portant to China than it was in the seconci half 

of the fifties and the first two years of siXties. In 1960 

China had regarded 11 the unity of the socialist camp" as a 

"decisive force" in the struggle for peace ana the socialist 

53 In the speech mentioned in the footnote above Sukarno 
had said that the nNew Emergi~ Forces" "composed ot 
the Asian Nations, the African Nations9 the Latin 
American Nations, the Nations of socialist countries, 
(and) the progressive groups in the capitalist countr
ies •••• •• "Socialist countries" of course included 
the Soviet Union. 

54 Jansen, n. 32, p. 366o 



camp as the "core" of the United front for peace and struggle 

against imperialism. The national liberation wars were con

sidered to be the second nimportant and indispensable forcen 
55 

in this united front. vlhen Chou En-lai started his African 

Satar1, People's Daily editorial characterized Afro-Asian 

Solidarity as ".a~ important factor in the defence of world 
56 

peace. n The leader of the socialist camp having ciecided to 

go ahead with its "co-operation•• \\rith imperialism as stipulated 

in the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, and China having failed 

to dissuade the Soviet Union from taking that path between 

1959-63, socialist camp ceased to be most important. Therefore, 

Afro-Asian Solidarity i.e. the unit¥ of the com&unists with 

the national liberation wars and the anti-imperialist struggles 

of the Afro-Asian governments and peoples became the most 

important force in the united front against imperialism. ·~uite 

understandably, Chou En-lai aimed at mustering support for the 

proposal of convening the Second Afro-Asian Conference and for 

the concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity during his African Safari. 

The first African country to be visited by Chou En-lai 

was the UAR. Chou En-lai had to make his priorities and pre

ferences clear in a very round about way in the UAR. Because, 

S5 See Section I of this chapter. 

56 l'ext of the Editorial in ~-Asian Solidaritv against 
ltnper1a11sm; a Collection ,g.( Docuwentg, §peecheg, lU!!} 
Press Interviews, Wlk .t.h,e Visits ,gt Chinese Leaders 
1Q l'birteen African JW!A Asian Couptr.i,eg {Peking, l964), 
p. 426. ~phas1s auded. Cited hereinafter as A•A• 
dolidarit_v. 
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firstly, the UaR \tJas a member or the non-aligned group and 

had played an important role ~ith India and ~ugolsavia in 

popularizing the non-alignment. It would have been politi

cally unwise to speak in harsh ter&s about the non-alig.rlll&ent. 

decondl¥, the UAH bad warm relations with the Soviet Onion. 

Keepi~ these constrains in &irul Chou En-lai conc:tucted 

himself in the UAR. In his speech at the reception on 14 

Decen.ber in Cairo, he paid tributes to UAR' s participation in 

the First Afro-Asian Conference. He recalled that the UAR 

was the host of the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Conference 

of 1958, that Cairo had the permanent secretariat or the Afro

Asian People's Solidarity organization, and also that UAR had 

participated in the First Games of New Emerging Forces 
ff1 

(GANEFO) at Djakarta in November 1963. Chou En-lai, however, 

observed complete silence on OAR's role in the first non

aligned conference. lt was not that he had forgotten OAR's 

role in this ruatter but b.V observing silence on it ~hou En-lai 
58 

indicated that he was disillusioned with the non-alignruent. 

After three meetings with President Nasser were over, 

Chou £n-la1 held a press conference on 20 Dece~Uber for one 

and halt' hour. He tolo the Journalists that tta possibility" 

or holding a Second ~fro-Asian Conference "existed". Both 

57 GANEFO were organized by Indonesia in November 1.963 
after International Olympic Committee suspended 
Indonesia from the olympic Games. 

58 ResbPande1 n. 20 1 p. 166. 



Nasser and himself "agreed that good preparations tor this 

conference must be made" because ''onl,v then" could it be suc

cessful. Also, it was agreed that "the ten prino1~1es of 
sg·· 

Bandung Conference11 remained "worth fighting tor". It was 

clear even at this stage that Nasser was not in favour of 

fixing a date, not to speak of an early date. This should not 

be surprising because Nasser was attached to non-alignment and 

was in fact associated with the proposal to hold the second 

non-aligned conference. 

dince the China-U~ joint-communique was to be issued 

on 2l December, Chou En-lai seized the opportunity of the 

press conference or 20 December to p!lblicly put forward China's 

views on the Afro·Asian Solidarity and the Second Afro-Asian 

~onference. He sa1a the .Second Atro-As1an Conference could 
work for resolving the problems com~»on to Afro-Asian countries. 

The common problems were: 

To co~bat imperialism and old and new 
colonialism; to oppose aggression and 
intervention; to demand the withdrawal 
of foreign troops and removal of foreign 
military bases; to support the national 
liberation movements; to defend '~rld 
peace; and to live in friendship in 
accordance with the (five) principles 
(of peaceful co-existence) •••• 60 

'i'hen he suggested that two oethods be adopted to achieve Afro-

59 Report of the Press Conference in A·A· Solidaritv, 
P• lB. 

60 ~., P• 19. 
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Asian solidarity and to make the conference, a success. The 

first method was to seek common ground, to discuss the common 

problems and to take a common stand on them, while retaining 

differences and keeping bilateral and multilateral Afro-Asian 

disputes outside the conference deliberations. The second 

method was to settle tbe Afro-Asian disputes without imperial-
61 

1st 1nt·ervent1on. 

It was at this press conference that Chou En-lai hinted 

for the first t1~e that China would oppose the possible Soviet 

participation in the Second Afro-Asian Conference. He said: 

The First Asian-African Conference was an 
important international conference held by 
the countries of Asia and Africa without 
the participation of the imperialist and 
colonialist countries. Japan t..ras the only 
exception. Being a vanquished country 
under the occupation or foreign troops, 
Japan was also a country under foreign 
domination and went through the same 
trials as the other Asian and African 
countries. 62 

Thus, in China's view, the qualification for the participation 
63 

in the conference 11 was essentiall,y historical" or political 

and not only geographical. Tbe countr.Y that wanted to parti

cipate in the conference "ought to have memories of foreign 
64 

domination and occupation by foreign troops". The hint that 

61 J..bJJl. 

62 ~., PP• 19-20. 

63 Deshp.ande, n. 20, p. 169. &phasis original. 

64 llWl· 
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China would like to keep Soviet Union out of the conference 

was given b3 ~hou ~n-lai for the second time when he responded 

to a question put to him by a correspondent of Middle ~ast 

News Agency. The question was, whether Chou En-lai would 

suggest any new meeting of Asian countries. Chou En-la1 rep

lied that China actively supported Prince Sihanouk's proposal 

of meeting of the Reads or Asi:.tn States. In fact, Prince 

Sihanouk's proposal was supported by China because "Prince 

Sihanouk had not included the Soviet Union in his proposed 
65 

meeting •••• " 

Chou En-la1 reminded the journalists that the first non

aligned conference had "held hi&h the banner of combating 

imperialism ana old ana new colonialism, supporting the 

national independence movement and defen<iiog \11orld peace." He 

told them that he had a "belief" that the second non-aligned 

conference would also follow that line. Ana it it did not, 
66 

it woulu "no lo~er be a conference of non-aligned countries." 

In response to a question he ad<led that "J& ttll§ .ruw-a11&nrqent 

golicx" meant "non-participation in military bloc of an aggres

sive character in ~ form, ~ gpposition 1g 1mperia1ist 
67 

policies Qf ~gression.n This was the second time that he 

made clear that China was not happy with the non-alignment 

which would not take anti-1mperiR11st stand but would only 

65 ~., P• 168. 

66 A·A· Solidaritv, P• 20. 

67 ~. Emphasis added. 
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advocate the policy of keeping away from military pacts. 

Chou En-lai was expressing doubts about the role of the 

forthcoming second non-aligned conference in anti-imperialist 

struggle but at the same time he was expressing confidence that 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference would play "an important role 

in the Asian and African countries' efforts to win and sate

guard their national inelepenttence, strengthen their unity and 
68 

cooperation, oppose imperialism and defend world peace." But 

in spite of his show of disappointment with non-ali~nment and 

his preference to the decond Afro-Asian Conference, Chou En-la1 

tailed to get Nasser's support for the proposal or the Seconu 

Afro-Asian Cdnterence. Cbina<!-UAR joint-communique issued on 
69 

21 December observed complete silence on this proposal. 

Chou En-lai' s visit to Algeria lasted for six days. He 

was given a rousing welcome and an opportunity to address the 
70 

Front. .1!e Liberation National.e (FLN) cadres. 'rhe fact that 

"no visiting dignitary to Algeria had been allowed to do this 
71 

before", showed the degree of warmness in Sino-Algerian rela-

tions. Therefore in Algeria, unlike in UAR, Chou En-la1 could 

speak about the Second Afro-Asian Conference quite frankly • 

.Speaklng about the tasks of the conference in a press conference, 

68 ..IJWl., PP• 34-35. 

69 Text of the Con.munique in JJW!., P• 56. 

70 F J..N was the party "'hich fought for and ,1on the 
Algerian inaepenaence. 

71 pesbpapge, n. 20, P• 179. 
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he said that the conference would: 

(1) render the ten principles of the first· Afro
Asian conference ~ s~ecif,j,g and 

(2) ple_y still bigger role in the tasks or {a) 
accelerating the end or colonial rule, (b) 
of further liquidating the colonial forces 
in Asian and African countries and (c) of 
promoting economic co-operation among them. 
(Afro-Asian countries). 72 

And thus he made clear that the Second Afro-Asian Conference 

had not to be just a repeat performance or the first confer

ence but had to go ahead of it in the direction indicated by 

him. 

The fact that Chou En-lai had publicly spoken about the 

need to convene the Second Afro-Asian Conference and had even 

talked about the proper tasks of the conference shows that he 

was very keen about the Algerian support for the conference 

proposal. The joint-communique said that "the two parties 

exchanged views fully ••• on international issues or common 

interest" which means the subject or the conference was 

broached by Chou En-lai. But though the communique recorded 

"identitx ~ yieys on the questions disoussed11
1 it was silent 

73 
on the question of the conference. The "identity of vielrs" 

was thus less than complete and President Ben Bella refused to 

72 Report of the Press Conference in A·A· §olidar1tv 5 
p. 78. Emphasis added. The original paragraph has 
been split into these points by this writer. 

73 Text of the Joint-Communique in 1h1Q., p. 87. 
Emphasis added. 
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support the conference proposal. 

This should not be surprising because the available 

evidence suggests that Ben Bella did hold different views 

from those of Chou En-lai. In his welcome speech on 21 Decem

ber 1963, Ben Bella had told Chou En-la1 that the Algerian 

Revolution was "ready to take .ag active .awl prru;tic;al Jlar.t 1D 

.tllf1 efforts ~ international detente" and was ''introducing a 

new dynamic into international relations" which was "a posi-
74 

tive guarantee for our polic.v of promotion (of peace) ... 

Therefore, it must have been impossible for Ben Bella to sup

port the conference proposal which was aimed at getting an 

endorsement to the ~hinese concept or ~fro-Asian Solidarity, 

which was a rejection of the basic premises of detente. 

ln l<~orocco, ~hou En-lai dia not publicly speak about 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference as such, but he did speak 

about the Bandung Conference, about China's opposition to 

imperialism and about its support to national liberation wars 

and the principles of peaceful co-existence. He also stressed 

that it was "necessary to further strengthen11 the Afro-Asian 
75 

Solidarity. But Hassan II, the King of Morocco, completely 

ignored these subjects in his speech. Consequently, China

Morocco joint-communique stated only that the creation of the 

74 Text of the speech in~., p. 83. Emphasis added. 

75 See his Banquet dpeech in J.lWl., p. 97. 
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76 
Organization of African Unity (OAU) fell within the frame-

work of the Bandung Principles and observed silence on the 
77 

question of the decond Afro-Asian Conference. 

Chou ~n-lai had a tough time with Habib Bourguiba, the 

President of Tunisia. ln the banquet speech of 9 January 

1964, Chou .bn-lai ha<l told Bourgui·ba that the Afro-Asians were 

facing the tasks of fighting imperialism, olo and new colonial

ism and for winning and upholding of national independence. 

He categorically stated that ttthe t'urther strengtbeni~ of 

Afro-Asian Solidarity" was an "important condition tor the 
78 

victory of this struggle... Bourguiba, in his speech, not 

only ignored these subjects but told Chou En-la1 that Sino

Tunisian friendship did not mean that Tunisia had agreed with 

China's views on international politics. ''Some of those" 

views, he said, he "must tell in the frankness of friendsh1p11
, 

could not but arouse questions in his mind - "whether it is a 

question of the United Nations Organization, resort to force 

to settle frontier problems, or the Moscow agreement which is 

rEgardeU by the great majority of the peoples as a promise and 

76 The OAU is an organization which aims at achieving the 
~frican unity e lt'or the charter o£ the organization 
see, The or6an1zation or African Unity, The Provisional 
Secretariat, organization~ ~frican Unitx: Basic 
~gcuments ~Resolutions (Addis Abbaba, n.d.), pp. 7-
13. 

77 Text of the Joint-Com&unique in A·A· ~gl1dar1ty, p. 104. 

78 Text of Chou En-la1's Speech in~., p. 110. 
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79 
hope.n Thus, he disapproveel of China's views of the UN, 

blamed China for the d1no-Ind1an border war and also disagreed 

with China on the nature of the Partial Test Ban Treaty. 

President Bourguiba did not stop there. He lectured 

Chou En-la1 on China's responsibilities in international affairs. 

He said China could do much to strengthen peace and friendship 

between the peoples, 11more so in Southeast Asia." Thus blaming 

China for war in South East Asia he proceeded to add that he 

was sure that "as fast as China att~1ned progress in the build

ing of a new society .. it would consider international problems 
80 

"without prejudice or complex." It was quite natural on the 

part or a politician who held China and not U3 responsible for 

war in South East Asia to refuse to support the proposal of the 

Second Afro-Asian Conference. 

Dr. Nkrumah, the President or Ghana, seemed to have been 

more interested in getting Chou En-la1 1 s endorsement to the 

concept of Pan-Africanism rather than in aeyth1~ else. Wel

coming Chou .t.n-lai, he said that the example o£ China: 

should inspire us in Africa anc& leave no 
doubt in our n.1nas that a continental union 
government of Africa is not only possible 
but (is) a reality. \•le are unalterably con
vinced that only a continental government of 
Africa can put an end to Africa's want and 
miseey. A unit eo Africa \l1ll ~ a strons link 
1n the chain at ~-Asiao solidarity. 81 

79 ~ext of President Bourguiba's Speech in~., p. 123. 

80 l..h1sl•, P• 124. 

81 Dr. Nkrumah's Speech in~., p. 152. Emphasis added. 
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ihus for him Afro-Asian Solidarity meant Continental African 

Government's unity with the Asian States, against imperialism. 

However, Chou En-lai, by observing complete silence in his 

speech on the question of continental government indicated that 

he did not approve or the idea and also that he could not 

accept Nkr~ah's assertion that a united Africa under a conti

nental &overnuient could be a str.Jil6 linK in the chain or Afro

Asian .Jolidarit.v 86ainst imperialism. ln his farewell speech, 

Chou .C.n-lai saia it was: 

necessarj for the African countries to pro
mote unitJ and soliaarity, intensit~ their 
co-operation, support each other, and deve
lop together. lJ! ~ ~ the~· will augu.ent 
the moral and ruaterial strength of the Afri
can peoples, wh.ig,h liUJ,. !.a llu:D tac;illtate 
!!!f. strusglJJ sainst & toms ,g.( _gJJ! .agg 
~ colonialism•••• 82 

China-Ghana differences on the place of Nkrumah style 

African unity in the Afro-!\sian Solidarity were reflected in 

the joint-communique. The communique tells u~ that both the 

statesmen agreed that "all anti-colon1:il1st oover.1ents in the 

world shoula close their ranks and wage a united struggle 

against the forces of imperialism, colonialism and neo

colonialism" but thei scen.ed to have aiffere<l on what was to 

be ctone in the inw;ediate future. .3ince ..;hou li.n-lai had frus

trated l'ikrumah' s des1re to ~et ~hinese ewiorser..ent for the 

idea or a continental &over~ent of nfrica, disappointed Nkrumah 

82 Text of th~: farewell speech in lli,g., P• 14~. 
E.Iuphasis added. 



put forward an entirely new proposal of ••Afro-Asian-Latin 

American people's ant1-1Jr.perialisru conference", (During his 

public speeches he had not mentioned a~ such proposal) as 

more iiLportant than the Second Afro .... llsian Conference. That 

was probabl.v the reason lrtl\Y the Joint-communique mentioned 

nkrumah' s proposal first ana Chou En-lai agreed that it was 

"desirable and that possibilities for such a conference should 

be explored." It was "also considered that qn Afro-Asian 

conference t-tas necessary and th~t active preparations be under-
83 

taken to convene ito" 

~e joint-communique further tells us that the two 

parties ndiscussed at length" the efforts of the African 

peoples to establish their unity. Chou En-lai had indicated 

earlier that he aid not regard Pan-A.f'r1can1sm as a component 

of the Afro-Asian ciolidarity against imperialism. ~onsequently, 

even after the lengtbj discussions, the joint communique could 

record that the Chinese side expressed its support for the 

efforts of the African countries and peoples to "pr~ote 

African unitj ana solidarit¥ aimed at defendinG their sovere

ignty, territorial integrity and independence" out not for the 

efforts ain&ed at establish1D5 continental governruent. The 

Chinese side also 11 appreciated the Jhananian leaders active 
84 

efforts to achieve liberation and unity in Africa.•• 

83 Text of China-Ghana Joint-Communique in JJW!., P• 160. 

84 lJW!., P• 162. 
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Why was Chou En-la1 unenthusiastic about the proposal 

of tri-continental anti-imperialist conference? Dr. G.P. Desh

pande has pointed out that: 

(1) It would appear that Chinese leader never 
really thought in terms of a tri-continental 
conference. At any rate, that was not on 
his agenda during this tour •••• 

(2) He was thinking this time in terms or an 
another Bandung. He was putting across the 
idea of an another Bandung as an anti-thesis 
to the another Belgrade. It was important 
therefore the conference he bad in mind should 
have an historical status. A tri-cont1nental 
conference would have meant that the Bandung 
Conference itself needed to be expanded •••• 
this t-Iould have probabl,y defeated the whole 
purpose of an another Bandung. It is unlikel.v 
that the Chinese at this time would have lilted 
the idea or an another Bandung to be so over
shadowed by a tri-continental conference. 86 

Therefore ~hou hn-lai and Nkrun.ah differed widely. The joint

communique rightly mentioned that there was "a COillllJunit,y of 

views", not the "identity of views". 

Chou En-lai' s diplomacy in Mali, Guinea, and Sudan was 

relatively more successful. All these countries supported 

the proposal of the Second Afro-Asian Conference. Sino-Mali 

joint-communique said that "the two countries endorse the idea 

of a second conference or the independent countries or Asia and 
86 

Africa" and they were "determined to work for its success". 

China and lluinea achieved an 11 extens1 ve identity" or views and 

86 Desbgan4e, n. 20, PP• 193-94. 

86 Text of the S1no~1al1 Joint-COllllbunlque in .A•A• 
splidaritx, P• 164. 
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agreed that the conditions were "ripe tor the convocation of a 
87 

second Asian-African Confe~ence. 11 Suuan also agreed with 

China that the "time waa ripe for the convening of a second 

Asian-African Conference anu that active preparations should 
88 

be made for it". 

Chou hn-la1' s experience with the Ethiopian Emperor was 

similar to his experience with tbe Tunisian President. Accord

ing to the Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie, there were two 

basic problems in world politics. The first problem was of 
-

raising the standards or living and the second problEm was of 

preserving peace. The problems of liberation and anti-imper

ialist struggle did not exist tor him. Therefore, he told 

Chou En-lai that "Ethiopia had eagerly associated itself \11th 

the limited test ban treaty" and that he was convinced that 

the treaty constituted "a major step in the direction or comp-
89 

lete disarmament". He went on to sa.v that he was "distres-

sed" by China's refusal to sign the treat,y anu also added that 

Ethiopia's polic,y or giving unstinting support to the UN and 

renouncing territorial ambitions held good for China also. He 

drew Chou En-lai's attention to China's 'responsibilities' in 

these matters and "asked" him to "give full weight to the words 

87 Text of the Joint-Communique in JJWi• t 
PP• 21.9-23. 

88 Text of the Joint-Communique in JJ11!1., P• 242. 

89 Text of the Speech in~ •• p. 254. 
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~0 
which we have spoken". But Chou ~n-lai must have consoled 

himself a little, because 1n spite of the emperor's severe 

criticism of China's views of disarmament and UN, its position 

in the Sino-Indian border dispute, the emperor agreed with 

h1m that the time "ras ripe tor convening the Second Afro-Asian 
91 

Conference. During his visit to Somalia, Chou En-la1 achie-

ved a "complete identity" of views with the leaders of Somalia 

and they agreed that the "time toJas ripe for convening'' the 
92 

Second Afro-Asian Conference. 

The foregoing shows that Chou En-la1 1 s 53 days' African 

Safari was not very successful. out of the ten countries that 

he visited, only six - Ghana, Mali, Guinea, .Sudan, Ethiopia 

and Somalia - supported the proposal of the second Afro-Asian 

Conference. lt has been pointed out how Ghana attached only 

secondary importance to the Second Afro-Asian Conference and 

how Ethiopia supported the conference but criticized the 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity completely. uut of 

the six countries that supported the conference proposal, o.ol.y 

three - Mali, Guinea and Somalia - agreed with China to an 

extent on major issues in international politics. 

v 
Given the tact that the African support to the Chinese 

90 1Rl4•t PP• 255-56. 

91 Text of the Joint-communique in ills!·, P• 259. 

92 Text of China-Somalia Jo1nt-ColllUAun1que in J.»JJ!., P• 302. 
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concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity was meager, China had to mus

ter support from other directions. Chou En-la1 1 s choice then 

tell on three or the sponsors of the First Afro-Asian Confer

ence - Burma, Pakistan and Ceylon. \<fithin nine days attar his 

African Safari he undertook a trip to these countries. 

Chou En-la1 first went to Burma. In his banquet speech 

on 14 February 1964 he referred to the ten Bandung Principles. 

He told Chairman Ne Win that he had seen during his African 

.Safari that "raging flames ag a1Ast imperialism and colonialism" 

were sweeping Africa. The new euerging countries of Africa 

and Asia had a common task of "continuing the fight against 

imperialism and old and new colon1aliS£n and in order to carry 

out that fight, it was nnecessary to hold still higher .. the 
93 

banner of Afro-Asian Solidarity. Ne Win's response was not 

encouraging. In his reply speech he did not utter a single 

word on the major issues in international politics but confined 

himself strictly to the Sino-Burmese bilateral relations. 

Though before issuing the joint communique, Chou En-la1 and 

Ne Win "reviewed the development of international situation", 

only Chou En-lai reaffirmed China's support to Burma• s polic.v 

ot "peace and neutrality" which in China's view, had contri-
94 

buted to the promotion of Afro-Asian Solidarity. Ne \'lin was 

silent on the question of Afro-Asian Solidarity and the 

93 Text of the Speech in~., P• 311. 

94 Text of China-Burma Joint-Communique in JJWi., P• 320. 
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communique Uid not mention the Second Atro-As1an Conterence 

proposal at all. Burma's refusal to support the proposal even 

after four da_vs ot Chou En-la1 • s efforts was understandable 

since Burma, like UAR, had alw~s associated itself eagerly with 

tne non-alignment. 

In Pakistan, unlike in Burma, Chou En•la1 publicly 

spoke about the conference proposal and Afro-Asian "unity 

against imperialism", right at the time of reception on 18 

February and again in his banquet speech on 20 February. Given 

the fact that Pakistan was not a non-aligned country and also 

because Sino-Pakistan friendship was grol11ng after the conclu

sion of S1no-Pak border agreement in March 1963, it was quite 
95 

natural that President Ayub Khan supported the proposal. 

Z.A. Bhutto, then Foreign Minister of Pakistan, went so tar as 

to SSI that China's presence in the Second Afro-Asian Conter-
96 

ence would promote the cause of peace. However, that did 

not mean that Pakistan endorsed the Chinese concept of Afro

Asian ~olidarity. Pakistan supported the proposal not because 

it thought the Second Afro-Asian Conference would strengthen 

the Afro-Asian Solidarity against imperial!~ but because it 

thought the conference ••could make a valuable contribution to 

the prevention of aggression, the str1v1og for world peace and 

the development of friendly cooperation among the Asian-African 

95 President Ayub Khan's Banquet Speech in~., p. 364. 

96 Text of Bhutto's Speech in 1h1Q., P• 369. 
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97 
countries. n This was quite natural on the part of a member 

of the ~EATO··.and the CENTO. 

In Ceylon, Soong Ching Ling, Vice Chairman of China -who 

accompanied Chou En-lai on his visit, attacked Soviet Union in 

her speech (something that was not done by Chinese leaders 

during the African Safari). Speaking at Sri Palee Institute, 

Ceylon, without naming the Soviet Union, she said: 

eoeThere are tbose ••• {who) would have us 
believe that colonialism and imperialism 
are already finished ••• that there is no 
need to be vigilant against still danger
ous enemy, that they have but to wait tor 
a better da_y to be handed on a silver 
platter to themi meantime there is no need 
for struggle ano the.v can peacefull.Y co
exist with their oppressors. The eneu13 is 
now pictured as 'wise', • Wlderstanding' 
and 'peaceful'. These persons deplore 
action by the masses as 'rashness• and 
would settle all the world's problems via 
the private 'hotline' between several 
heads of states, regardless of what the 
earth's population might consider appro
priate solution.... They are willing to 
accomodate the imperialists to reach agree
ments at the risk of others• sovereignty 
and security, to treat brothers as enemies 
and enemies as brothers. 98 

This harsh speaking having been done by Soong Ching Ling on 

28 February 19641 Chou En-la1 spoke about the Afro-Asian 

Conference addressing a mass rally in Colombo on the same day. 

He reminded the audience that Ceylon was one ot the sponsors 

of and participants in the First ~fro-Asian Conference. He 

97 China-Pakistan Joint-Communique in J.W., P• 371. 

98 Text of tbe Speech in .!b!S,., P• 383. 
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told them that it was "acknowledged by a good number of Asian 

and African countries that the time was ripe for the convening 

or the Second Asian-African Conference and that active prepara-
99 

tions shuul<1 be undertaken tor this purpose." Clearly, all 

this was meant tor the attention of the Ceylonese Government 

also. But it failed to convince the Ceylonese leaders of the 

urgency of convening the deconci Afro-Asian Conference. The 

reasons must be (1) that CEij~lon attached primary importance to 

the second non-aligned conference; and (2) as pointed out ear

lier, Ceylon had in tact associated itself with the proposal 
100 

to convene the Second non-aligned conference. The Prime 

Minister or Ceylon therefore "explained to the Chinese prime 

minister Q~wlon' g a,ctiye interest !.n .the holding .9! J1 aecgnd 
101 

.wm•.a.litUled conrerens;e". As far as the Second Afro-Asian 

Conference was concerned, Ceylon supported the proposal of the 

conference, agreed that "such a conference t-rould serve a use

ful purpose" and "indicated" only that "Ceylon would partici-
102 

pate in such a conterenceo" There was nothing in the Joint 

communique about the necessity to undertake active preparations 

nor was there ~thing about the need to strengthen Afro-Asian 

Solidarity against imperialism. Ceylonese unethusiasm about 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference compared to its "active 

99 'I' ext of Chou bn-la1 1 s ::»peech in JJW!. 1 pp. 398-99. 

100 See p. 82. 

101 China-Ceylon Joint-Communique in A·~· golidar1tx, 
P• 420. 

102 lb14• 9 P• 421. 
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interest" in the second non-aligned conference coulu have 

hardly pleased Chou En-lai and Cben ~1 (who had accompanied 

Chou En-lai on African and Asian Satar1). Chen :11 must have 

kept in mind the nature of African and Asian support to 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian Solidarity vhen he lett tor the 

preparatory meeting of the Second Afro-Asian Conference at 

Dlakarta held from 10 to 15 April 1964. 
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Chapter IV 

0 HINA AND THE DJAKARTA PllliPARATORY l-1EETING 

I 

Indonesia had sent invitations for the preparatory 

meeting to twenty seven countries but only twenty two atten-
1 

ded. In the first meeting of the plenary session, Dr 

Subandrlo, Foreign Minister of Indonesia, ~s unanimously 

elected the Chairman of the meeting. On ll April the business 

of the meeting started atter the inaugural speech beY Sukarno. 

ln comparison to the First ~tro-Asian ~oni'erenoe it 

would seem that the atmosphere in the preparatory meet1~ was 

favourable to China. Unlike in the ~'irst hfro-As1an Confer

ence noboo_v criticized ~hina in a direct or indirect fashion. 

Besioes ~hina now bad two friends in o)ou.th .bast ~sia - Cambo

dia and Indonesia. ln the ~irst ,..fro-Asian Conference Cambo-

cU.a had expressed tears about China and bad demanded guaran

tees from China that it would act upon the five principles oi' 
2 

peaceful coexistence. By the time of Djakarta meeting how-

ever, Cambodia did not have aD3 such fears from or doubts 

about Chinese adherence to the five principles of coexistence. 

1 i'he countries invited were: Afgh::inistan, Algeria, Burn.~, 
Cambodia, Cameroon, ~eylon, China, Ethiopia, Qhana, 
Guinea, Inoia, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, 
Liberia, Mali, Morocco, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, the 
iihilippines, Senegal, S,yria, Tangan,yika, l'urkey anu the 
o~. The countries which absented tron. the meeting 
were; Bura:r.a, lvor,i Coast, l·lali, Nigeria ana Sene~al. 

2 J~e chapter il, ~· 38o 
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It was the US that became the target of Cambodian dele

gate's criticism. He stressed that the problems faced by the 

Asian countries were a legac,y of "Western Imperialism" and 

these problems would twt have become acute if it had not been 

tor "the intervention of imperialism ana colonialism frOJn out

s1<1e Asia.,. He tolel the meeting that the imperialism and neo

colonialism haa taken o.n particularly dangerous forms in the 

post-l~M perioa. These for111s rangea from "direct armed inter

vention to economic domination through the intern1ediary or 

poisonous foreign aid, the buying up or consciences, the es

tablishment of military, air and naval bases, the setting up 
3 

of so-called security blocs, and so on." He wanted to draw 

the attention of the meeting especially to the fact, that 

Cambodia was being subjected to threats, pressures and aggres-
4 

sion from the "imperialists and their agents." 

The Cambodian delegate reiterated and then explained 

the Cambodian demand for ur&ently convening the .3econd Geneva 

Conference on Inao-~hina. He said that the lt,irst Jeneva Con

ference had aimeo at achieving peace in .lndo-~hina but there 

was no peace. The war in Indo-China after 1954 was the direct 

result ot violation of the Jeneva Agreements of 1954. The 

3 Text of the ~ambodian Delegate's Statement in, The 
Conference Secretariat, lif+'tigg .gt Ministers J.D W
Parat1on ~ 1b! S~cond African-~sian Contereoce 
(!>Jakarta, 1964), p. 66. Cited hereinafter as MeetiM 
.2.[ Ministers. 

4 ll21s!. 
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encroacbll,ent on Cmabodian territor,t anu the hostilit.t of South 

VietnW&a towards Camboa1a were the "result of American domina

tion in South Vietnam", and the expansionist polic,v ot South 

Vietnam and Thailand "would not have been possible but for 
5 

the approval and support of the United States." The land and 

air attacks on Cambodian frontier villages could be perpetrated 

only "thanks to mass delive-ries of llmerican war material" to 

South Vietnam and "'bailand, and the U3 responsibility in that 
6 

matter had been established. Cambodia had been able to re-

sist the pressure from the U3 due to the fact that Cambodians 

were united in their resistance to such pressures, and Thailand 

an<1 South Vietnam had not uestroyed. Caa:bodia because the,y 

"fearea the intervention of our great friend, the People's 

5 lbid., P• 67. 

6 ~. Bernard K. uoraon, Research Professor of later
national Relations at the \leol~ge washington Un1ver
s1t.v, writes: "vne of the most serious aggravations 
between the two countries (.-iouth Vietnan:& and Cambodia) 
of course, is Prince Sihanouk' s constant Co.tUplaint 
that the South Vietnamese arm,y ••• crosses into Cambo
dian territory and on occasion destroys property and 
kills Cambodians. .l:ll.1.a .U .ag dgubt 1lll§.." {His arti
cle, "Cambodia: Where ii'ore1gn Policy Counts" in Asian 
Survex, Berkeley, vol. 5, p. 438, Emphasis added). 
The US ambassador to Cambodia at that time tried to 
convince S1hanouk thBt us was not in a position to in
fluence South Vietnam. The fact was, not only that US 
was giving weapons to South Vietnam but that it never 
wanted to restrain or influence South Vietnam in this 
respect because, in t.he words of US "National Security 
Action Memorandum no. 288" dated 17 March 1964, the US 
policy was "to prepare imtuediately to be in a position 
on 72 hours notice to initiate ..tuJJ. tange ,gt La,otion 9!1.d 
Cambodian Border Control actions •••• " (Text of the 
memorandum in Ne11 ):ork Times, fent<gon (apers, New York, 

(~ontd. on next page) 
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Republic of Chinr1." 
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The Cambodian delegate repeated the charge that Cambo

dian efforts to get the Cambodian neutrality and the fron

tiers recognized internationall.v, ana the demand tor convening 

the Secona Geneva Conference for this purpose were also resis

ted b.v us, Great Britain and •the three Asian powers that are 
8 

in their service." f.ven the holai~ of talks with Thailand 

and 3outh Vietn~ had become impossible because of US pressure 

on thelll. Therefore, the delegate arguea that the Second Afro

Asian Conference should have "as its essential task, that of 

giving full meaning and effectiveness to the Asian-African 

solidarity wh1ch ••• can only be effective after imperialism and 

1971, p. 284. Emphasis added). When the us was pre
pAring its own forces to commit aggression on Cambodia 
1t could have hardly desired to restrain South Vietnam. 

7 C;unbodi£!9 Delegates Statementt n. 3, P• 68. 

8 l.bi!!· This too was not a false charge. rhe US was 
opposed to the neutrality of Cambodia as well as 
possible neutralization of South Vietnam. nobert 
McNamara, the us 3ecretary of Defense reported to 
iresiaent Johnson that during his visit to douth 
Vietnam in December l96~,he found that ciouth Viet
nau.ese uoveroment was 11 strQ~li opposeci" to the idea 
of neutralization. The US policy of opposition to 
neutralization was 11 somewhat suspect because of edi
torials by the ti.u ~ TI.n!es and mention (or neu
tralization) by \-Jalter L.ippn4ann antt others. 11 There
tore, 1\obert McNan.ara "assured the& ( :louth Vietnam) 
as strongly as possible on this - and in somewhat 
general terms on the neutralization or Camboa1a •••• " 
'lhat means that Uullesiscu which regarded neutralit.v 
es immoral survived Dulles. !''or the text of the 
report see "Pentagon Pa~.ers", PP• 273-74. Cited in 
footnote no. 6. 
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9 
neo-colonialism have disappeared in all their manifestations." 

He thus linked the task of achievinG Afro-Asian tiol1darity 

with the fight against old ana new imperiali~. 

Sardar Swaran Singh, the delegate o!' India, n.ade his 

statement after the Cambodian delegate. In his statement he 

reviewed the "memorable developiLent s11 since the First Afro

Asian Conference. Two such developments were the union of 

west Irian with Indonesia and of Goa with India. He recalled 

.. with gratification" New Delhi Conference for the Independence 

of Indonesia in 1949 and the Banauag Conference's support for 

the independence of Algeria, Morocco and 'TUnisia. He then 

welcomed the newly independent African countries represented 

in the meeting, ~1shed success to the OAU and reiterated 

India's support to the Declaration of .1'-rab S~it of January 

1964. 

Swaran Singh aeclarea that colonialism still continued 

to blelbish ~sia and Africa. The speech, ho\o:ever, was notable 

tor its special attention to African achieve~ents and problems 

and for silence on Asian problems. Throughout the statement 

he condemned "colonialism in ,\frica" but there was not a word 

about imperialism in ~sia. ne proposed that the forthcoming 

Second Afro-Asian Conference support the provisional govern

ment of Angola. He expressed happiness because Malawi and 

Northern Rhodesia were to be independent soon and he also 

9 Cam,bodian Delegg,tes Statement, n. a, P• 68 
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condemned the South Africa• s policy of racial discrimination. 

He had hothing to say about Asian affairs. The concern for the 

problem of wAr in Indo-China and the desire to dissuade Cambo

dia from joining SEATO were main reasons for India's partici

pation in Bogor and the Bandung Conferences. But though the 

problem of war in Indo-China was n.ore acute in 1964 than in 

1954-55, Swaran Singh had nothing to sa_y about it. He did not 

support C~boaia' s de&and for the Second Geneva Conference nor 

did he coadeu.n imperialism in South East Asia. 

Swara.n diogh went on to sa,y that the world had "made 

some progress in tbe desired direction" of disarmament. The 

international coruruunity had gone "be,Yona the sterile discus

sions of small groups representing two power blocs" as UN bad 

"entrusted the task of negotiating a treaty on General and 

Complete disarmament to a committee of eighteen men.bers". Be 

also noted that the Partial Test Ban Treaty had been signed 

by n.ore than a hundred nations, thus ''ridding the present and 
10 

future generqtion~ of fRtal contlU!lination. '' He asserted 

that though the progress in disarmament was ''notew-ortb_y", 

much remained to be done and it was the "duty of African and 

Asian countries to continue to urge the international commu-
11 

nit.v, and to complete it (disarmament) quickly." At this 

10 Text of ~'6·aran Sin&h' s dtatement in lie.eting ,gt 
Minister§, PP• 104, 105 and 107. 

ll ~., p. 107. 
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stage or the statement, Swaran Singh proposed that the Soviet 

Union be invited to the Second Afro-Asian Conference as a 

full participant. The reasons given by h1m were; 

l) A great part of the Soviet Union lies in the 
continent of Asia. 

2) The Soviet Union is alrea<13 a member of various 
African-Asian organizations at the people's 
level, such as the African-AsiaA Soli<.tarit,y 
organization, the African-Asian ii~ Festival, 
the African Asian workers• Conference, the 
African-Asian ~ames and so on. 

3) The Soviet Union will make a worthy contribu
tion to all that we are striving for. The pro
posed expansion of our membership would make 
the Second African-Asian Conference the lar
gest and the most unique gathering in 
history. 12 

Swaran Singh also pro9osed that the Second A£ro-As1an 

Conference be held on the "auspicious" occasion of the tenth 

anniversary of the First Afro-Asian Conference i.e. on 18 

April 1965. Holding the conference on that date would, in 

addition to giving adequate time for preparation to ensure 

the greatest possible success, also avoid a period over

crowded with various conferences. He also opined that since 

Africa had made great ana aamirable strides in the str~gle 

against colonialism, holding of the Conference in Africa woulu 

be a fitt1~ tribute to African ach1eve~ents, and would also 

a~onstrate the urgency of liberating the areas still under 

colonialism and in eradicating the traces of racialism in 

12 lR!!!•t p. 108. 'I'he original paragraph has been split 
into these points by this \triter. 
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13 
Africa. H. J. Amarsinghe, the delegate of Ceylon, .fully 

supported India on the questions of ccmJposition t!&e and 

place of the conference and also on the question of the tasks 

of the conference in respect or carrying forward the disarma-
14 

ment. 

Chen Yi, the delegate of China, made his statement on 

11 April in the afternoon. Reviewing the political situation 

after the First Afro-Asian Conference, he said that "the new 

emerging Asian and African states "had scored remarkable suc

cesses in combating the "control, intervention, subversion and 

aggression by imperialism and old and new colonialism, con

solidating national independence ana safeguarding state 
15 

sovereignty and aevelop1116 national economy and culture." 

The Afro-Asian dolidarity against imper1al1SL baa been 

steadily strengthened qnd developed. The d~~it Cuoference 

of Arab 3tates held in January 1964 also had contributed to 

the deve!op~ent of Afro-Asian Solidarity. In Chen Yi's view 

the G.~E?o demonstrated "the staunch united will of the new 
16 

emerging forces .Ql ~' ~frica J!.W! gtper cgntinents." 

It is worth noting that unlike S~Jaran Singh, Chen Yi 

did not mention the OAU. His reference to the GANEFO as de-

13 Disl· t p. 109. 

14 Amarsinghe' s statement in, Heeting ~ Ministers, P• 78. 

15 Chen Yi' s statement in, M.eeting Rl. :ti1flister~h P• 81. 

16 ~., p. 82. ~phas1s aadea. 
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~onstrating the united will of the new emerging forces of 

Asia, Africa and other continents meant that the Soviet Union's 

participation in GANEFO did not make it an Afro-Asian state. 

Chen Yi described the victories of Afro-Asian peoples 

as "great" but reminded the delegates that the tasks before 

the Afro-Asians \o.rere 11 still arduous. 11 There "'ere still some 

countries which were suffering from the havoc and tribulations 

of colonial rule, while those which had "already attained inde

pendence" were "still subjected to imperialist int erferenoe 

and threats." Reiterati~ oae or the u.ost important beliefs 

of the Chinese leadership, he said that "imperialism will not 

step dot.m from the stage of history on its own accord". "Des

pite the continuous defeats'' it had suffered, it was 11 still 

bestirriQ6 itself, trji~ by hook or crook to retain its colon-
17 

1al interests." 

DeclarinG ;:;hina' s support to the "just" struggles, Chen 

~i said that 11 in haru..oey with Bandu!\; spirit" or in harn:.ol\}' 

with Afro-Asian 3olidarity: 

17 a!!!· 

'·ie support the Pe:ople of 3outh Korea and 
South Vietnam in their just struggle to 
fight ~perialist aggression, and to 
strive for national liberation and national 
reunification. We firmly support the 
Japanese People in their patriotic strug
gles. (18) We firmly support the Laotian 

l8 This was a reference to the efforts of Japan ~oc1al1st 
Party to oppose the revision or US-Japan securit¥ Treat¥• 
For the details of the Japan Socialist Part¥' s policy 

( c ontci. on next page) 
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people in their struggle to oppose foreign 
intervention, (19) and persist in a road of 
peace and neutrality. we firmly support the 
people of North Kalimantan (North Borneo) in 
their struggle to win national inl1ependence, 
ana the just stand of Indonesian Joverrunent 
and people on this question. (20) The 
Chinese Government and People have always 
f1rml.v supported the struggle of the Cambo
dian People to upholo their national inde
pendence and uefend their state sovereignty 
and territorial integrity. At present the 
Kingdom of C&.boctia is still facing the 
serious threats of United States interven
tion, subversion and aggression. l call on 
the African-Asian countries to support the 
just demand of the Cambodian Government for 
convenill6 the Geneva Conference to guarantee 
the independence, neutrality and territorial 
integrity of Cambodia. ( 21) 

Coming to the African continent in his speech, he said in one 

sentence that China resolut~ly ~upported ttthe pPople of Angola, 

Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Gambia, N.vasa

land, Basutoland, Swaziland, nechuanaland, South West Africa 

see Yuki Tsurusak1, "A Short History of the Japan 
Jocialist Part¥ (Il) ", Jagan cioc:1a11st Meview (Tokyo), 
no. 55, 1 February 1964, pp. 24-48. 

19 rhis was a reference to U3 intervention in Laotian 
affairs ana its o~pos1tion to the neutralit¥ of Laos. 
~or the aetails of US intervention see Aurthur J • 
.IJ01Wllen, &;pnt11ct J.a ~: .Ina Pplitics ~ l,ieutra11za-
11ga {London, 1964), pp. 85, 154-56, 165, 188-92, 212, 
216, 217, &38, ~9-51. 

20 A revolt in opposition to schenae of formation of Mala.Y
sia was led b.Y A.M. AZahar1 fr0111 lJecm.ber 1962. The 
a1.lu of his ?arty .«\~at was to oppose the for&ation of 
hala,vsia and to form a unitary state of North Borneo, 
Brunei, dabah and Sara~ak. The Indonesian stand by 
1.964 on the question of formRtion of Mala¥s1a was that 
the question be deciaed by Indonesia, Union of Mala_ya 
and the Philippines, through negotiations. 

21 ~ ~ Statemeot, n. 15, pp. 82-83. 
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and irench Somalia." In another sentence, he extended support 

to the South African people's struggle against racism and for 

national independence anu also to the Arab countries' struggle 
22 

for Palestine. It is interesting to note that lfthile he de-

voted a lengthy paragraph in his speech for South East and East 

Asian affairs and mentioned each case of opposition to imperial

ism there, be had only two sentences to say on the entire Afri

can continent. This rather detailed attention to South East 

and East Asia compared to a summary treatment of Africa shows 

Chinese preoccupation with us intervention in South Kast and 

~ast Asia. .~ 

Chen ~i saia that the imperialism~ old and new colon

ialism were the sources oi' war ana 11 failiQg to oppose the 

iJuperialist policies of aggression and war", there could be 

"no talk about the defence or worl<t peace." The imperialists 

headed by the US \-Jere carr,y ing an all-out arms expansion, step

pi~ up preparations for a nuclear war ~d practising nuclear 

monopoly and blackmail. "Therefore••, he declared, that the 

Chinese Government and People would "continue to ~ork for a 

lasting world peaoe, the realization of general disarmament and 

the cgmplete prohibition BD4 thorouih destruction ~ nuclear 
23 

weauon:a. tt 
Chen Yi urged the preparatory meeting that the Second 

22 J.W., P• 83. 

23 IJWl., PP• 83-84. Emphasis added. 
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Afro-Asian Conference should have five tasks before it. The 

Second Afro-Asian Conference "needed" to: 

1. Further strengthen our unity and cooperation, 
and adopt concrete ~ansur§s to support the 
Asian ana African peoples who are still under 
colonial rule, in their struggles for national 
indepenuenc e. 

2. Further strengthen our unit,y and cooperation in 
order to oppose outside interference, safeguard 
state sovereignty and consolidate national inde
pendence. 

3. ~arr; out econou.ic, cultural and technical co
operation on the {basis of the) principles of 
equality, mutual benefit and non-interference 
in each others internal affairs, ana without 
~posing ~ political conditions ana privile
ges, .and gradually develop an independent 
national economy ana take the road of reg enera
tion through self-reliance. 

4. Strengthen our friendly cooperation in interna
tional affairs on the basis of the Ten Princi
ples of the Bandung Conference and strive for 
our rightful position in international organiza
tions. 

5. Further strengthen our unity and cooperation in 
order to oppose the imperialist policies of 
aggression and war, and to defend world peace. 24 

He expressed his belief that the Second Afro-Asian Conference 

would provide an opportunity for a "full discussion'' of these 

questions antt woul<l yiela good results, giving "more concrete" 

expression to the Ten Bandung Principles and giving "greater 
25 

pla1 to the Bandung Spirit." 

ln the concluding part of the statement Chen ~1 reiter

ated China's position on the methods to be followed in the 

24 a15!·, P• 84. 

25 l,W., P• 85. 
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conference ana also proposed that the disputes between Afro

Asian countries be kept out of the conference deliberations 

because the.v were bound to be settled sooner or later through 

triendl3 consultations and by excluding imperialist interven

tion. He described the "imperialism and old and new colonial

ism" as the n arch enemyn of the Afro-Asians and argued that 
26 

the Afro-Asians had every re~son to unite. vn the question 

of composition, time and place of the Conference, he said, he 

would make known h1s views later. 

The Indonesian delegate Ali Sastroamidjojo said that 

1 t was "a tact" that in most Afro-Asian countries "imperialism 

and colonialism .. had been t..reakened. He had "no doubt" that 

colonialism was "in full retreat", but be felt that the "out

ri~ht repressive policies practised by colonial powers in cer

tain territories .. gave "reason to believe" that colonialism 

was still alive. Colonialism in Asia and ~~fr1ca ~1as "creating 
'Gl 

favourable conuitions tor neocolonialism to thrive". Neo-

colonialimu had given rise to "frontier probleiils, ana those 

or an ethnic nature, causing grave quarrels amongst African

Asian Nations, obstructing their programmes of economic develop

ment and national reconstruction. 11 According to him, the 

second Afro-Asian Conference was necessary to decide upon a 

common approach of Afro-Asian countries to these problems and 

.1hld•t P• 86. 

21 Ali Sastroamidjojo' s Statement in, Meeting ,g! }11n1st.ex:s, 
P• 111. 
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to "exchange news of experiences gained" in the post-Bandung 
28 

period. 

Compared to Chen Yi's statement the tone of Sastroamid

jojo's statement was very mild ~nd it WAS clear that he was 

not prepared to name US as a neo-colonial or imperialist power. 

Again, unlike Chen Yi~ SastroamidJojo noted that "a certain 

degree or detente amongst formerly hostile nations" was "per-
29 

ceivable". lie diel not accept the Chinese view that the us-

.:iov1et Cletente was not in the interest of the third ltJorld 

countries. But he haa a tear that underneath the apparent 

quietness of detente 11 sOlf.ethiQ6 &lore dangerous could erupt 

~hich woulu give ••• cause for greater concernon "Therefore", 

he argued, that it was necessary to work deliberately towards 

nma1ntain1ng and consolidating such conoitions or peace and 
30 

order." In other words, the Second Afro-Asian Conference had 

to work to develop the situation created by the detente. This 

view t'lfas closer to Swaran Singh's position than to Chen Yi' s. 

About the timing of the conference he said that it was long 
31 

overdue and should be held as soon as possible. 

II 

Like the second, the third meeti~ of the plenary 

28 ~., PP• lll-12. 

29 wg. t po ll2. 

30 l.QiJ!., P• 11.3. 

31 J.W. 
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session was also marked by general statements. In the fourth 

meeting, since maQ¥ delegates had wanted clarifications from 

India on its position about invitation to the doviet Union, 

the Chairman or the meeting invited India to make a statement. 

Swaran Singh sai<l that the proposal to invite the Soviet Union 

was motivated by various ~portant cons1uerat1ons. He added 

some argwuents to those which he had given in his general 

statement. lie argued: 

1. Principally, we must ensure that the views of a 
large and important part of Asia do not go un
represented in our deliberations. M~ of our 
countries have an attin1ty and kinship with the 
large neighbouring Asian parts of the Soviet 
Union, which we must continue to foster. In 
this regard we must bear in mind the tact that 
many aspects of the culture and civilization of 
Central Asia, situated within the contines of 
the Soviet Union~ have influenced the culture 
and civilization of many countries 1n South and 
West Asia. 

2. • •• when the first Asian Relations Conference met 
1n ~ew l)elhi in 1-!arch 1947, representatives from 
practically all countries of Asia, including the 
Soviet Republics of Central Asia came to that 
conference to consider the colWilon problem which 
all Asian countries had to face •••• 

3. The participation of the Soviet Union in Asian 
and ~fro-Asian affairs has not merel.v been a 
formal one. It is wellknown that the Soviet 
Union has throughout fully demonstrated its keen 
interest and concern in the problems an<1 tribu
lations ot ~~fro-Asian countries. It has pla_yed 
a notable role in assistinG the treedam ~ovements 
in Asia and Africa. 

one has onl.V to recall the determined stand 
taken by the USSR against the tripartite aggres
sion against the United Arab Republic in 1956 
and during the Suez crisis, and its resolute 
support for Algerian independence, to appreciate 
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the magnitude of the debt of gratitude which 
we owe to this great countr.v. It is therefore, 
fitting and important that the Soviet Union 
should take its place among us and continue as 
one or us, to assist in the preservation and 
promotion of the vital interests of the Afro
Asian world. 

4. One may call ••• (the exclusion or the Soviet 
Union from the First Afro-Asian Conference) an 
unfortunate omission; and indeed, there were 
other unfortunate omissions too. This meeting ••• 
will rectify these omissions. For example, 
Mongolia as well as North Korea and South Korea 
were not invited to the Bandung Conference: they 
should be invited now •••• 

5. Apart from these omissions ••• there was in 1955, 
what we may call an act or commission which we 
consider obj actionable toda.v, namel.v the invita
tion to the Central African b'ederation, as is 
well known, thoU& h an ~frican countr.v, was domi
nated b¥ a white minorit¥ government •••• 32 

The delegate of Ce.vlon promptl.v supported the Indian 

position on the subject in its ent1ret)'. The Chairman of the 

meeting intervened and pointed out that the question of who 
J 

was to be invited was not to be discussed in this meeting, as 

that would be taken up later on ano that he had only invited 

the Indian delegate to clarity India's position. It seems. 

Chen Y1 was not .vet prepared to give counterargument at this 

stage, therefore he agreed with the Chairman that the matter 

be discussed later on, but "since there were rumors that China 

supported the idea or the Soviet Union being invited", he 

informed the meeting that China did not agree to the proposal 

because the Soviet Union was "a European country, not qn Asian 

32 Text of Swaran Singh's Statement in Foreign Affairs 
~cord {New Delhi), vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 123-24. 
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The Chairman's intervention notwithstanding, the dis

cussion on the question or Soviet participation continued for 

the major part or the fourth meeting. Tho~h Chen 1li did not 

give aD3 more arguments in support of his stand, Juinea gave 

some arguments opposing Soviet participation. These arguments 

were picked up bj Chen l:i ano used later on. The aelegate or 

Guinea, stressing that Guinea bad excellent relations with the 

cloviet Union, saia, the Soviet Union was "nevertheless a ~uro

pean countr¥". "It' the Soviet Union 111as to be regarded as an 

Asian country because a part of the Soviet Union la.v in Asia", 

the same mi~ht be said or ~the u.s.~. with Hawai, Puerto Rico" 

etc. in Asia. "The Soviet Union stretched from Poland to 

Siberia but politica~ly it was a single entity, and the capi

tal of the Soviet Union, ll.oscow, was in Europe.'' He also men

tioned in this connection that the African countries had 

opposed the French Community because "it would not form a 
34 

single entity and the capital would be in Paris." He gave 

an interest!~ reason for opposing Soviet Union's participa

tion. He said, "there were tensions between the Soviet Union 

and China." These tensions had "arisen at A.A. Solidarity 

a3 "SUliimar,V Record of the b'ourth Meeting of the Plenary 
Session" in Pros;eeding.s _gt .tJ:ui M.eetim .Q( Ministers 
1.o Preparation ~ ~ Second Afric;an-Asian Conferenc;e 
(~Jakarta, n.d.), P• ~6. ~ited hereinafter as froceed
.im..a ,g.t .t.bg lx,eeti~ ~ 14inisters. 

34 llUJi• t P• Zl. 
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u.eeting s anu had an influence upon A. A. Sol1dar1t¥• This had 

been felt at the A.A. working conference that bad been recently 

held in Algeria. This was a fundamental and dangerous point 
;;ss 

and m1aht be a cause tor <tivision" among Afro-Asian countries. 

Swaran Singh was offended by these arguments and said, he was 

n surprised that Guinea had implied a comparison between the 
36 

Soviet Union and a colonial power (France) • 11 Guinean dele-

gate denied that he had implied ao_v such comparison. At th1s 

stage,. both Indian and Ceylonese delegates demanded an imme

diate discussion on the question of Soviet participation; but 

the Chairman stuck to his earlier position because "certain 

delegates were not in a position to participate in the discus-
37 

sion" right then. 

The subject of tbe composition of the Second Afro-Asian 

Conference was taken up for discussion in the ~eventh Meeting 

of the plenary session. In the fourth Meeting, the delegate 

of Ghana had proposed that the meeting should first agree on 

35 ~. The meeting referred here as "~.Ao Solidarity 
Meeti~sM were organized by the Afro-Asian People's 
Sol1dar1t8 vrg an1zat1on ( AAPSv) which was founded in 
1957. The permanent secretariat or AAPSO had called 
the meeting or the Council or AAPSO in Alg eirs from 
22-27 !-larch 1964 to consider the question of convening 
the fifth Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Conference. 
See Bruce D. Larkin,China .awl Af;rioa ~-lm (London,. 
1971) , pp. 85-86, 141. Also see Charles Neuhauser, 
Tbird WPfld Politics: Qbina BD4 1bi AttQ-Aa1an Pegple's 
Sol1dar1ti g,rganizaUon, .J.am.-li§Z (Cambridge, 1968). 

36 &wnnau. Regor.d At~ Fgurth Meetim .Q1: jjw Plenarx 
Session, n. 33, p. 28. 

37 lJW!. 
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the criteria to be used as the basis for extending an invita• 

tion for the conference. In the Seventh Meeting he suggested 

two criteria: (i) All countries that had participated in the 

First Afro-Asian Conference should be invited\. (ii) All count

ries in Africa and Asia that had achieved independence in the 

post-Bandung period should also be invited as full participat

ing members. To these, Indian delegate added the third one 

SS¥ing that the representatives of national freedom movements 

should be invited. These three criteria ~Jere agreed upon b.Y 

all the delegates. At this point of discussion Indonesian 

delegate opposed sending of invitation to Male_vsia and proposed 

that the invitation be sent to the Government of North Kali-
38 

mantan. 

Chen Yi supported the three criteria. He proposed that 

the Republic of Mongolia and North Korea be invited and sup

ported the Indonesian position on Malaysia and North Kaliman

tan. Then he gave Chinese arguments opposing the idea of the 

Soviet participation in the conference. '!'hey were: 

1. There were eight autonomous Asian Republics 
in the Soviet Union but they were not sovereign 
states, independent from Moscow. The Soviet 
Union was a unified state. There was no reason 
to invite a European state just because it 
covered a large area of Asia. 

38 "Summary Record ot the Seventh ~ieeting of the Plenar.v 
Session" in, froceed1n&.s 9..t .t.h§ Meet1n~ At Ministers, 
pp. 34-35. The Government of the Unitary State of 
l~orth Kalimantan was proclaimed on 8 December 196~ 
by AZahar1 to whom reference has been made in note 
20. At the time of Djakarta meeting this government 
was in exile 1n .Indonesia. 
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2. The (second) African-Asian Conference was 
to be a Conterence or Heads o1' States and 
that required formal participation or the 
country concerned. lt was therefore a 
different matter tram peoples meetings 
such as a film festival, etc. 

3. The ~oviet Union was not a member of the 
A.A. bloc in the U.N. and no one had ever 
suggested that it should become a a.ember. 

4. The Soviet Union hao not supported a very 
reasonable proposal &aae b¥ the A.A. count
ries in the U.N. for increased representa
tion or the A.A. countries in the leading 
bodies and agencies of that organization. 
And strangely enough, the Soviet Union had 
linked its rejection of this proposal with 
the question of China• s membership of the 
U.N. There was no need to have linked 
these two questions. ~hina had already 
made its stand clear on a number of occa
sions. It was quite willing to allow the 
overall interests of the A.A. countries to 
be considered first without placing its 
own personal interests in thE~ way. 

s. But even were the Soviet Union to change 
its attitude and support Africa-Asia on 
this, China woula still not agree to that 
country being invited. A country cannot 
be invited just because it supports ~tfrica
Asia or as a recognition or the debt owed 
to it. Such sentiments OUGht to be catered 
tor on the other forums ana not by inviting 
them to an ~frican-Asian ~onferenc:e. 39 

Chen ii claia.ed that China's stand hao always been consistent 

on this question. lt had not agreed to the $ov1et Union being 

invited to tbe ~·irst Afro-Asian Cont'erence though the Sino

soviet relations were very good at that time. He said that the 

Sino-~oviet differences might continue for some time, but "even 

39 lR!d•t PP• 35-36. 
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40 

China would still not agree to inviting" the Soviet Union. 

In the Eighth Meeting, Chen ~i proposed that Mongolian 

People's Republic and the Democratic Peoples Republic or 

Korea should be invited tor the conference. The proposal was 

accepted unanimously. Swaran Singh proposed that South Korea, 

Kuwait, Cyprus $1Dd Western Somoa should be invited. China did 

not oppose the idea of inviting South Korea and the Indian 
41 

proposal was accepted unanimously. Swaran Singh also pro-

posed that Malaysia should be invited and Indonesian delegate 

urged that the GoVernment or North Kalimantan should be invi-
42 

ten, at least as an observer. 

Record of the Djakarta meeting shows that in a discus

sion of nearly seven and half hours spread over three meetings 

or the plenar,v session, only Ceylon supported India on the 

question of invitation to the Soviet Union and only Guinea 

supported China in the latter's opposition to such invitation. 

Whereas Ceylon supported India on all questions discussed in 

the meeting, Guinea supported China only on the question of 

invitation to the Soviet Union. The Philippines' delegate 

gave an indirect support to China on this question by saying 

40 lR1d•t P• 36. 

41 "Summary Record of the Eighth}~ eeting of the Plenary 
Session", in Prgcaedinss .Q!: ~ MeetiM .Q.t Minister_s, 
p. 39. 

42 ~., P• 41. 
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that '1 the criterion of membership in (sic) the Asian-African 

group at the United Nations or in (sic) any other recognized 

international forum, provided the country was an independent 

state, should be ••• adopted" as the basis tor extending 1nv1-
43 

tat ions. Although Chen n went to give all out support to 

Indonesia on the question of opposition to Malassia and invi

tation to the North Kalimantan Jovernment in exile, Indonesian 

delegate observed silence throughout the meetiag on the ques

tion of invitation to the Soviet Union. Same was true of Cam

bodia. China's another African friend, Algeria, also observed 

silence on this question. The delegates of Ethiopia, Morocco, 

Nepal, Turkey, the OAR and .:iyria were silent on this question, 

whereas Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tanganyika, Cameroon, and Ghana 

avoided expressing a~ opinion on the ground that they had to 

get instructions from their governments. Though Iran had an 

open mind on this question and was prepared to accept the deci

sion either way, Iraq and Liberia suggested that the question 

be discussed in a subcommittee. On the question of inviting 

Malaysia, India was supported by Ceylon, Tangar13ika, Cameroon, 

and Iran. Barring China ana Indonesia no countr.v positivel.v 

opposed the Indian proposal. lnuonesia withdrew its proposal 

of' inviting North ~alimantan Qovernment in the Ninth Heet1ng 
44 

of the session. 

43 .!.bJJ!., P• 40. 

44 "Swwnary Record of the Ninth Meeting of the Plenary 
Session" t ffoceeding s sU: .tJlii ~eetin& s4,. l11n1sters, 
p. 44. 
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A sub-c~ttee cons1st1~ of Afghanistan, Cameroan, 

~th1op1a, u hana, Morocco and ;;i.vr1a as members was asked to i;O 

into the question of 1nv1ti~ the Soviet Union and tt.ala_;rsia. 

The decisions of the subc~ittee were to be submitted to the 

n.eeting of the plenary session and finalized there. The count

ries wishing to express their views on this question were "to 
45 

communicate directly with the subcommittee." But no conoen-

sus could be .achieved in the subcommittee as also in the final 

meeting of the plenary session. The Final Communique of the 

Djakarta meeting said the following on the question of inviting 

the Soviet Union: 

Some delegations were cf the view that the 
matter may be placed before th& Heads of 
State/Jovernllient at the Secona African-Asian 
Conference for their cons1deratiou. Some 
other ueleg atiuns were 86 ainst subu.i tting 
this matter to the Heads of dtate/..iovertul&ent 
at the Second African Asian Conference for 
their consiaeration. Therefore no agreement 
was reached. 46 

ln the case or l''.alaysia, "it was hopea that the obstacles which 

preventea reaching a consensus on the invitation would be eli

~inated. In this case an invitation should be extended as soon 
47 

as possible. 11 

The question of the t~e and venue of the conference 

45 Surnmru Reggrd iU: 11m Eighth Meeting .o..t ,tlm Plenary 
£ess1oo, n. 41, p. 41. 

46 '~'ext of the Communique in, Proceedings ~ .th§ Meeting 
g.t 11inist ers, p. 92. 

47 llWi· 
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were discussed in the Fifth }teetiag or the plenary session. 

Algeria, like India, proposed that the conference should coin

cide with the tenth anniversary of the First Afro-Asian Con

ference and it should be held in Africa leaving the choice of 

the venue to the African countries. Since the second non

aligned conference was scheduled to be held 1n uatober 1964, 

Ch1.na would have liked the convening of the Second Afro-Asian 

~onference before the second non-aligned conference. ln the 

meeting, however, the Chinese delegate kept quiet on this 

question for two reasons. ~irst, Pakistan, ooe of the few 

friends of ~hlaa, suggested that the conference should be held 

at the end of i ebruar.v or in the beg inning of March 1965 be

cause there were presidential elections in Pakistan in February 
48 

1965. Secona, contrary to the press reports that Indonesia 

was very keen to have the Second Afro-Asian Conference held 
49 

before the second non-aligned conference, the Indonesian 

delegate did not appear to be 1n a hurry at all. In any ease 

he did not seem to show the probable Chinese desire that the 

Afro-Asian Conference should meet before the non-aligned con

ference did. There, all that the Indonesian delegate said was 

that the Second Afro-As1M ~onference "should be closely linked 

to the First {Afro-Asian) Conference and therefore he would 

also like to see that t.he significance of the lOth Aon1versar.v 

48 11 oummary hecord of the li'ifth MeetiOG of the Plenar.v 
Session" in Procee<U,Ms ~ 1be K~:etim ~ M.inisteffit 
P• 30. 

49 lb!t ,tiiru!u (~~adras), 1.2 April 1~64. 
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so 
of the Bandung Conference would not be lost." Pressi~ tor 

an early date would have isolated China completely. There• 

fore, when the delegate of 11orocco proposed that the Conference 

should be held from lO March 1965 China accepted the date along 

with others. 

A fifteen member ambassadorial level Standing Committee 

was appointed by the meeting to make preparations tor the con-
51 

terence. The choice of the venue was left to the OAU. It 

was agreed that Asian-African Economic Conference should be 

held prior to the pre-summit Foreign Ministers' Meeting. The 

. Economic Conference was to be organized by the Afro-Asian 

countries t-JhiCh were to participate in the UN Conference on 

World Trade and Development at Geneva in 1964 after the Geneva 

Conference \taS over. The recommendations of the Asian-African 

Economic Conference were not to be binding on Second Afro-Asian 
52 

Conference. China C13reed to attend the conference. The 

ambassadorial level Standi~ CoJllWittee was to establish liaison 

with the UN world Trade and Development Conference anu the 

50 "Summary Record Q.f tM Fifth keeti.pg ~ tile Plenara 
dessionft, n. 48, P• 31. 

51 Of the fifteen thirteen countries were: Algeria, 
Cambodia, China, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, 
Indonesia, Morocco, Pakistan, the OAR, Iran and 
Tanganyika. Two seats in the committee were re
served for the countries of Africa which might 
achieve independence before the Second Afro-Asian 
Conference was held. 

52 nsummaty Record of the Ninth Meeting Qt the flenaey 
Sessioq", n. 44, pp. 45-46. 



dele'&ate.s attending that conference and to :hake the related 

&aterials available to the Asian-African Economic Coni'erence. 

China agreed to this proposal also. 

III 

The outcome or the Djaknrta meeting shows that China 

scored a success in blocking for the time being the entry or 

the Soviet Union in the proposed Second Afro-Asian Conference. 

This aoes not~ however, mean that China was in a better posi

tion than lnc&ia to influence the Afro-Asian opinion. China's 

success was ttue mainly to positions taken b,y Guinea and the 

Philippines. lt seems lndia had not consultea the ~oviet 

Union. Consequentl.Y 1 ~hen the delegate of Afghanistan 11 wished 

to know if there was ai\V source that mi&ht infor.c.. the t-t.eeting 

of the viewsQ of the Soviet Union, Indian delegate 1n the meet

ing was compelled to se_v that 11 he did not agree with the Af6han 

delegate that the opinion of country concerned should be as-
53 

certained." China's success ma_v also be partly attributed 

to the procedure followed in the meeting i.e. the procedure of 

taking all decisions by unanimity or views. 

Chen Yi was no doubt delighted over the outcome or the 

meeting. In a statement issued on 17 April 1964 at Djakarta 

airport before leaving Indonesia, he stressed the point that 

the meeting was a success because the Indonesian principles or 

$j "Summar.v Record o1 tru! iourth Meeting ~ the Plenaey 
Session" 1 n. 331 pp. 261 27. 
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MushtUfarah (consultation) and Mufa1tat (unanimous agreement) 

had been put into practice and because these principles had 

become a "common coae of conduct guiding the delegates" parti-
54 

cipating in the meeting. He pointed out that throughout 

six da_y s or meeting there t.ras no voting and unanimous agreement 

was reached on all matters through consultation ana that was 
55 

"the key to successtt. The statement described the Indian 

proposal or inviting the Soviet Union as ''iwpropern because 

the Soviet Onion was n not an African or Asian countr.vn and 

claimed that, by "acting in the spirit of seeking common ground 

and leaving aside the differences and on the principle of reach

ing unanimity through consultation", the meetiqJ had ''negated 
56 

this proposal •••• " 

It "ras not as though China had questioned Soviet Union• s 

Asianness for the first time in the Djakarta meeting. China 

had already done it 20 days before the Djakarta meeting, in 

the meeting of Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Organization 

(AAPSv) held in Algiers from 22-27 March 1964 without, however, 

directl.v naming the 3ov1et Onion. 'fhe Chinese delegate had 

then argued that in the AAPSO "& gertain outside f:grce has 

opposed tooth and nail (the correct) line ~cb bas the firm 

supgort of the overwhelming majority of the ~fro-Asian 

54 Text of the Statement in ~' no. 3204, p. 41. 

56 llWi· 

56 DJJ!. 
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57 
peoples", and "£ pertain gytside torge argues that tbe prin-

cipal an<i central task of the new emerging countries consists 
58 

purely in econ~ic reconstruction." B. Gafurov, the soviet 

delegate at the meeting, later held a press conference in Mos

cow on 6 April 1964 in which he severely criticized China. 

But in this press conference attended by the Soviet as well 

as foreign Journalists, B. Gat\lrov did not contradict the 

Chinese argument of the Soviet Union being an noutside force'1 

in AAPSO, nor did he claim that the Soviet Union was an Asian 
59 

country. 

Soviet argument that the Soviet Union was an Asian 

country was given for the first time on 25 April 1964, that is, 

nearly a month after the Algiers meeting and 10 da_ys after the 

DJakarta meeting. Prayda article written by "ubserver" on 26 

April 1964 said that every school-child knew that the Soviet 
60 

Union was ••not oal.i' a European but also an Asian country". 

Carrying on this argument further, the Soviet Onion pointed 

out that it accounted tor forty per cent of the territory of 

57 The Speech of the Chinese delegate in ~' no. 31881 
p. 30. Emphasis added. 

58 ~., p. 31. Emphasis added. 

59 

60 

For the full report of the conference published in 
Pravda, see Current Digest .at 1,ha Soviet fress 
(Michigan), vol. 16, no. 141 p. 24. 

"Who Profits from the Isolation of the Peoples of Asia 
and Africa", Praxda article in Soviet l'i.mla (Soviet 
Embassy in London) , no. 4982, 29 April 1964, p. 65. 
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Asla, that the Asian part of the Soviet Union was almost twice 

as large as the territory of China, and that China, India9 

Indonesia, Pakistan, Burma and Japan could "fit in to the vast 
61 

space of the Asian part of the u.s. s.R." The Soviet Union 

also accused that the Chinese Government tJas 11 bring1ng to the 

tore with increasing frequency a racial lebel which "was to 

~determine the community of political interests and the possi

bility of Joint action 1n the international field." It also 

accused that the Chinese Government was cultivating an idea 

that 11 peoples whose skins are of different colour cannot under

stana one another antt cannot go hand in hand, even if they have 
62 

common goals and the same opponents.'' 

In an answer to this criticism and accusation, the 

Chinese Government issued a statement wherein it argued that 

uin the international relations each state is a single entity 

and can have only one political centre, anct it cannot be said 

that the Soviet Union has two political centres because its 

territory extends over Europe and Asia." It t>~as all the more 

impossible to say that the "political centre of the Soviet 

Union is rather in Asia because the Asian part of the Soviet 

Union is bigger than the European part." China agreed with the 

Soviet statement that two-thirds or the Soviet territory lay 

61 "cloviet Government's ~tatement to the Government of 
Afro-Asian ~ountries" in .:)oyiet lilwti, no. 4985, 5 ~iay 
1.964, p. 81. 

62 J.W. 9 P• St!:. 
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in Asia, but in its view, more important fact was that "nearl3 

three-fourths of the Soviet population live in Europe. n Still 

more important fact was that "the political centre of the 

Soviet Union ••• bas alwa_ys been in Europe and ••• it bas tradi

tionally been aoknowledg ed as a European country. n Ana, "no 

matter how vast Soviet territory in Asia may be this cannot 
63 

turn the Soviet Union into an Asian country." 

In support or its view the Chinese Government state

ment quoted Nehru's statement of 30 December 1954 that the 

Soviet Asia was not invited to the First Afro-Asian Conference 

because it was a part of a European unit. 'T'he statement 

pointed out that the Soviet Union had supported the First Afro

Asian Conference but had not asked about its own participation 

in the conference. The statement also refuted the Soviet 

chuges of racialism and reminded the Soviet Union that the 
64 

Afro-Asian Solidarity "is not a racial concept." 

The Prall!14 article of 25 April gave an impression that 

the Soviet Union preferred the second non-aligned conference 

to the Second i\fro-A.sian Conference. The article said that the 

~oviet Union supported the idea of convenin& the second non

aligned conference "on the grounds that this can facilitate a 

further consolidation of the forces of all who are really 

interested in peace and are striving for general and complete 

63 Ee1s1M Beylp, vol. 7, no. 23, 5 June 1964, p. 7. 

64 1J21sl. 
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disarmament, and tor the easing of international tensions •••• ft 

But the Soviet Union \tTaS not so sure about the Second Afro

Asian Conference's role in realization of these goals. There

tore Prayda. wrote that "the Soviet Union will support the call

ing of the Second Conference of Afro-Asian countries, if the 

task. of the conference is to unite all the forces fighting 
66 

against imperialism, and against colonial slavery •••• " The 

Soviet Government statement sent to Afro-Asian countries in 

August admitted that the Soviet Union had not taken an initia

tive in raising the question of its participation in the Second 

Afro-Asian Conference. lt informed the Afro-Asian governments 

that n even when some tr1endl,¥ states were ascertaining the 

poss1b1l1t¥ of the soviet Union• s assentn to its participation 

in the conference, uthe Soviet government by a2 meana Jieemed 
67 

.JWUl participation manciatol'.¥• n This \laS the state ot affairs 

by August 1964. 

65 soyiet ~' n. 6o, p. 66. 

66 ~. Kmphasis added. 

67 ~'or the text ot the statement as published in Prayda 
on 14 August 1964, see Current lUg est ~ .tlul ~oy,iet 
fress, vol. 16, no. aa, P• 18. Emphasis adaed. 
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Chapter V 

CHINA AND INDEFINITE POSTPoNFM ENT OF THE 
CONFERENCE 

The £conom1c Conference of the Afro-Asian countries 

was held in Geneva on 16-17 June 1964 in accordance with the 
l 

l>Jakarta ~1eeting' s decision. ln this conference the Chinese 

delegate stuck to the earlier Chinese views on the problems 
i 

or economic aevelop~ent or the Afro-Asian countries. The 
• 

second non-al1gnea conference was hela at Cairo from 5 to 10 

vctober 1964, which followed the course chalked out earlier 
~ 

by the .first non-aligned conference in 1~61. The conference 

regretted the fact that the progress in oisarman:.ent had not 

been satisfactory and called upon "all states to accede" to 

the Partial Test Ban 'l'reaty and to "abide by its provisions 
4 

in the interests or peace and the welfare of humanity." 

Quite understandably, the Chinese press took a very passing 

note of the conference. Peking Reyiew reported the world 

opinion on the conference but avoided to give its own detailed 

l tor the joint communique of this coni'ex·ence see, 
Department of tt'orei6n Affairs, DOcuments m ~ 
i:jecond African-i\siau ~oaference (Indonesia, n.d.), 
PP• 27-28. 

2 Text of the Chinese delegate's speech in Pekim Rgyig, 
vol. 7, no. 26, 26 June ~964, pp. 8-~o. 

3 t'or the text o! the Conterence JJeclaration see 
!L.Q.cWd•§Ata ~ ,t.b& secona Atrican-Asian Qonrerence, 
n •. ~. p. 16. 

4 a.iJ&. 
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The UAU, to which the choice of the venue of the Jeoond 

Afro-Asian ~onference was left by the DJakarta meeting, decidett 

to have Algeria as a host country for the conference and 

naturally Algiers became the venue. ln the January 1965 meet

ing of the Preparatory C~ittee, Algeria requested the Commit

tee to postpone the conference because the arrangements for the 

conference could have been completed by Algeria only by M~ 

1965. The Committee unanimously decided to postpone the con

ference for the first time. The February 1965 meeting of the 

Preparatory Committee decided to convene the conference from 

29 June and to call the Foreign Ministers meeting on 24 June. 

As a member or the ColWilittee China was a party to these 

decisions. 

lt bas been pointed out earlier that the question of U~ 

intervention in ~ast and South East Asia was of utmost impor

tance in the thinking of Chinese foreign pol1c.v-makers even at 

the time of the DJakarta a.eeting. !n the period that followed, 

~hina haa added reasons to continue to attach increasing inlpor

tance to the question of us intervention in South East Asia. 

The years 1963 and 1964 ,rere the years of what Kahin ana Le,is 
6 

describe as the 11American1zat1on of {Vietnam) war." Unlike 

5 Peking Reyie1,z, vol .. 7, no. 43, 23 October 1964, pp. 
14-15. 

6 George Mc'TUrnan Kah1n and John w. Lewis, .!.Wl United 
States J.D VJ.,etnam (New York, 1967), p. 151. 
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in 196~ the war was carried into the North Vietnamese terri

tory in 1963.64. South Vietnamese COll'UDando teams had. been 

engaged in sabotage missions inside North Vietnam nby air, sea 
7 

and land" even before July 1963. From July 1963 South Viet-

namese navy, with a protective cover by US destroyers, started 
8 

bombarding the coastal areas or North Vietnam. In 1963-64 

this bombardment and US m111t~ry operations were categorized 

by US as 11 a modest covert program operated by South Vietnamese 
9 

(and a few Chinese Nationalists) n. But in 1965, the "modest 

covert programn became quite overt and us started open bomb~rd-

1ng of North Vietnam and. the war was openly escalated. 

The escalation or Vietnam war was bound to affect Chinese 

attitude towards the decona Afro-Asian Conference and its tasks. 

In March l96S ~hou hn-la1 visited Algeria. As a result of Chou 

En•la1' s talks with Ben Bella, Algeria condemned the US escala

tion or '\J ietnam war and supported the "Just struggle or south 

Vietn~ese people against u.s. imperialist aggression and for 
10 

national liberation.n Ben Bella and Chou En-lai expressed 

their belief' that the Second Af"ro•Asian Conference was "oi' 

7 

8 

9 

10 

~., P• 156. 

l,W., P• 157. 

nu.s. Objectives in South Vietnam" National Security 
Action l1emorandum no. 288 dated 17 March 1964. Text 
in New York Times, Pentagon pa,pers (New York, 1971), 
p. 284. 

Text or China-Algeria joint communique in Peking 
Reyi§y, vol. s, no. 15, 9 August 1965, p. 11. 
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special importance for the effective solidarity of the Afro

Asian countries (and) for the strengthening or common agt1on 
ll 

against imperialism •••• " and they pledged to do their best 

for the success of the conference. 

ln addition to getting AlEJeria' s support on the Vietnam 

question, Chou En-lai seems to have been successful in some 

other respects. ln ~ebruary 1965, the reports coming from 

Cairo said that the Algerian secretary-Jenera! of the Prepara

tor~ COI!Jtuittee had told the jo\U'nalists that Al~eria intented 

to invite the .Secretary Generals of the UN, the OAU and the 

Arab League and also the President of the UN General Assembly. 

It was also reported that South V 1etnam and ~outh Korea would 
12 

be invited for the conference. But the press reports after 

Chou hn·lai' s visit to Algeria in t-1arch 1965, had nothing to 

s~ about invitations to the General Secretaries of the OAU 

By 7 June it had become clear that and the Arab League. 
].3 

Algeria had not invited South Vietnam and South Korea at all. 

Obviously, this was the result of Chou En-lai's persuation 

during his visit for not inviting the South Vietnamese govern

ment, which was regarded by China as a U:3 puppet and the South 

Korea as a pro-imperialist regime. 

ll ~. Emphasis added. 

12 ~r,ic& ~~arx, vol. o, no. lB, 24-30 ~pril 1965, 
P• 2300. 

13 l..YJJ!., no. 27, 26 June-2 July 1965, P• 2397. 
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ln April 1966, Chou En-lai answered the questions put 

to him by the editor-in-chief of the biddle~ tiJw Agencx. 

The questions were: What were the main reasons for the convo

cation of the Second Afro-Asian Conference? \ .. 'hat were the 

results that Chou En-lai expected to come out of the confer

encdl And what were the similarities and differences between 

the objectives of non-alignment and Afro-Asian Solidarity? 

Answering these questions, Chou En-lai said that in the "new 

circumstances11 of increased US intervention in Afro-Asian 

affairs, it was necessary for Afro-Asian countries to "further 

strengthen their solidarity and to aupport £n4 assist one 
14 

another in their common struggle" against 1mper1al1sm. That 
15 

'TSS to be ".the main .t.aak of the Second Afro-Asian Conference. n 

Chou ~n-lai avoided being critical or the non-alignment and 

said that "though" there were "different pecullarities between 

the endeavour of Afro-Asian Solittarit¥ and the genuine non-
16 

alignment policy", they had CODJmon aims. 

Te.ng tisiao-pin& addressed a mass rally on l.B .t\pril 

celebrating the tenth annlversar.v of the r~irst Afro-Asian 

C1onference. He said that the post-1955 decade had "further 

proved" that 1mper1a11sm0 
11 part1cularl.Y u.s. i.Ihperialism11 was 

the enemy of Afro-Asian peoples; and the Afro-Asians had the 

"oommon historical task of completely driving'' it out from 

14 Pekin& Bextew, vol. a, no. 15, 9 April 1965, p. 10. 
Emphasis added. 

15 ~. Emphasis added. 

16 ~. Emphasis added. 
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Asia and Africa AAd creating a new Asia and Africa. He dec

lared that the ,1ar in Vietnam was the challenge of US not only 

to the Vietnamese but also to all Afro-Asian people. He paid 

a glowing tribute to the Vietnamese for making a "great con

tribution to the anti-imperialist cause" of Afro-Asian and 

Latin American people. And lastly, he told his audience that 

peace loving people of Asia and a.i'rica (and of course of China) 

"ere "lookiOG forward to the opening ui' the ~econd African

Asian Conference" because, the conference would "carr¥ forward 

the Bandung Spirit of unit,y against imperialism and adyaQCe 
17 

.t.1w struggle ofn tbe Afro-ltos1an people against imperialism. 

In the beginning of June 1965 Chou l!.n-lai visited Tan

zania. vn his W83 back he &ade stopovers at the capitals oi' 

Ethiopia, the UAR, Syria, and Pakistan and helo talks with the 

officials or these governu!ents. The most important issue from 

Chinese viewpoint i.e. the US escalation of Vietnam war and the 

tasks of the Second Afro-Asian Conference, ffiUst hRVe been dis

cussed by Chou En-lai; but no government except Tanzania, openly 

supported China on this question. China-Tanzania joint commu-

nique or 8 June "condemned the bombing of North Vietnam and 
18 

the deliberate spread of war in Indo-Chinan o The joint commu-

nique said that the two countries were "looking forwara with 

17 Text of the speech in Pekin& Reyiew, vol. s, no. 17, 
~ April 1965, p. 11. Emphasis added. 

18 Text in fe1t1.og Reviw, vol .. a, no. 24, U June 1965, 
P· a. 
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confidence to the successful conven1ng 11 of the Second Afro

African Conference. They were "convinced that the conference 

would oertainl.v carr.v on and develop the Bandung Spirit", and 

· would ngontioue .t.Q encgurge the struggle against imperialism 
19 

and old and oew colonialism." The.v also expressed their 

determination. to make ''great efforts" for the complete success 

ot the conference. 

In a memorandum to Algeria on l June, the Central Com

mittee of the National Liberation lront of 3outh Vietnam (NLi) 

asserted that the NLF was "the sole and genuine representative 

of the South Vietnamese people and not the Saigon authorities. '1 

Therefore, it claimed that only the NLF was "qualified to re-
20 

present South Vietnam" at the Second Afro-Asian Conference. 
21 

Chint:t supported the NLF stand on 20 June. Peqples DailY 

editorial pointed out that within 18 months 12 ~ d'etata 

had taken place in Saigon anu tlle ::iaigon government haa became 

a mere pl~thi~ or the Ud. Therefore, it argued that the 

Saigon government could not represent anybody, still less could 

19 DMA· Emphasis added. 

20 The 1'-iemorandum quoted in Peking gteyiw, vol. a, no. 26, 
26 June 1965, p. ll. The National Liberation Front (NLi) 
was organiZed by the South Vietnamese communists some
tilDe in 1958 to fight against the Diem regime anc1 US 
intervention in South Vietnam. North Vietnam recognized 
N~ only in 1960o For some interesting details see, 
Kahin ,a.ns! Lewis, n. 6, p. 156. 

21 People.s Da112, editorial of 20 June. Abridged text in 
Pek.iAA BeyieH, Vol. a, no. ?.6, 25 June 1965, P• 10. 
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22 
it represent South Vietnam in the Second Afro-Asiarl Conference. 

A claim similar to that of NLF was also made by Prince Soupha

nouvong, the Chairman of the Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) and the 

Vice-Prime Minister of the Laotian Tripartite Union Government 
23 

(LTUG) established in 1962. In a memorandum addressed to the 

Foreign Ministers Meeting of the Afro-Asian Conference on 19 

June, he contended th#lt Prince Souvanna Phouma' s government 

which excluded the NLBS had no right to spGak on behalf or the 
24 

Laotian people in the Afro-Asian Conference. Pegpl&s Daily 

commentator in his article on 23 June declared China's support 
25 

to douphanouvong's stand. With a vie¥ to &et support from 

OAR on all these 1wportant positions of China on various ques

tions, Chou .l!.n-lai undertook. a three d~s visit to UJ\R and 

~~ ~-

23 NLli& was a front-organization dominated by the Laotian 
CO!IUaunists - Pathet Lao. LTUG was established by the 
Geneva Conference of 1962 on Laos. According to the 
~eneva Agreements the 03, :loviet Union, and China had 
undertaken not to interfere in the internal affairs of 
Laos. In Laos, a union government having a centrist 
Prime l-11n1ster and two Vice Prime l"~inisters - one left-
1st and one rightist - was established. Prince Souvanna 
Phouma was a centrist, Prince Soupbanouvong was a left
ist and General Nosavan was a rightist. The unity• 
integrity and neutrality of L~os was recognized by the 
conference. However the 03 interference in Laotian 
affairs continued. In April l964t with the US help, 
rightists staged a coup and oustea the leftists from 
the government. In May US F-100 jet fighters started 
bombing Patbet Lao controlled areas of Laos. For de
tails see Authur J. Dommen, Contligt 1n ~: Politics 
g! Neutral.!,Zation (London, 1964), pp. 223-64. 

24 ~uoted in PeKin& QeVAew, n. 21, p. 11. 

25 i\bridged text or the article in J..Qi!!. 
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reached Cairo on 19 June. The visit was bound to have a 

special significance. 

But the situation took an unexpected turn on 19 June. 

Ben Bella was overthrown on 19 June and Boumedinne' s govern

ment was established. This was the time 1.r1hen the Prime t-1inis

ters and the Heads of Governments of Commonwealth countries 

were in London for their JLeeting. As a reaction to this deve

lop!Uent, Pria.e l"'£inister ~hastri called a meeting of the Prime 

Ministers and Heads of the States of Commonwalth countries 

to consider the question of the Second Afro-Asian Conference. 

After a meeti~ of just half an hour, they sent a cable re-
26 

questing the Algerian government to postpone the conference. 

'T'he cable also appealed the Algerian government to spare Ben 
'Z1 

Bella's life on humanitarian grounds. 

Chou En-lai was in Cairo when the news of the cable be

came public. The cable of course became the subject of dis

cussion in his parleys with Nasser and at the end of their 

fourth round of parless both the leaders agreed that "circum-
28 

stances did not warrant a postponement of the conference." 

Algerian government also wanted to hold the conference as 

scheduled and it went ahead with the preparations. on the 

night or 22 June, in his banquet speech in Cairo, Chou En-lai 

26 Africa M~arv, vol. 6, no. 31, 24-30 July 1965, 
P• 2438. 

~ lJWl. 

28 l.b1!!·, p. 2439. 
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declared Ch1na' s 11 COlLplete and wholehearted supportft to the 

new government or Algeria. He said that the~ st' etat in 

Algeria was 11 ent1rel.Y the internal affair of' Algeria", full.v 

supported the Algerian government's decision to stick to the 

schedule and expressed a hope that the Afro-Asian Conference 

would not only be held as scheduled but would also be made a 
29 

success. 

In London, after the deliberations between President 

Ayub Khan and the Chinese Charge d' Affairs, the second meet

ing of the Afro-Asian Commonwealth Prime t-1inisters and Heads 
30 

of States was called by Ayub Khan on 23 June. But shortly 

after the discussion began it was found that especiall.Y the 

African Statesmen were not prepared the reverse the decision 
31 

of 21 June meeting. The "1ntens1 ve diplomatic activity in 
32 

London b.v the Chinese on the one hand11 and special Algerian 

envoy on the other, thus tailed. 

In Algiers, an em erg enc.v meeting of the Preparator.v 

Committee was called on 24 June. The Guinean delegate boy

cotted the meeting as his government haa not recognized 

Boumed1nne' s government. In this meeting Algeria proposed 

that the Foreign Ministers should meet on 25 June and China 

29 l.bJ.!!. 

30 l.bJJ!., P• 2438. 

31 l!W1· 

32 llW!. 
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promptly supported the proposal but the Preparatory Committee 

overruled them. Nevertheless, Algerian government declared 

that the Foreign Ministers would meet on 26 June. 

Demonstrations supporting Ben Bella were organized by 

his supporters and pro-Ben Bella posters also continued to 

appear during this period. on the night of 25 June a bomb ex

ploded in a building on the periphery or the conference venue 

killine five and injuri~ seven persons. The explosion of 

bomb did more to persuade Algeria~ to postpone the conference 

than 8Jl3thing else. The delegates of the countries (excluding 

those of the Afro-Asian CO&ruonwealth countries) had assembled 

on 26 June in the coni'erence hall but this weetiDG was suddenJ..y 

substituted by the Preparatory Committee ~eeting. The post

ponement resolution moved by the Ethiopian delegate was appro-
33 

. veci by the Preparatory ColiliLittee meeti~ unanimously. In 

this meeting it was agreed that the conference be held on 5 

November and the Foreign Ministers should meet from :?..8 october. 

Chinese delegate maintained an attitude of sulkiness through

out the meeting in contrast to earlier excuberance of the 
34 

Chinese authorities. 

The postponement was followed by a series or talks in 

Cairo on 2:1 June between Nasser, Chou lSn-lai an<l Sukarno. on 

28 June they met again and Ayub Ahan joined them. In the 

33 J.RJJl. , p. 24:36. 
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meetings on 29 and 30 June Pakistan was represented by Bhutto. 

In the meetings on 29 and 3o June these statesmen approved the 

Preparatory C~ittee•s decision to postpone the conference. 

Their joint statement releaseCi atter 30 June n1eeting said, that 

the.v were agreed that the postpoqement or the conference was 

"not a backward step tor Afro-Asian Solidarity.'' Emphasizing 

their determination to hold the conference on 5 November, they 

called upon the Afro-Asian governments to give their full sup

port to 11 ensure the maximum success of the Second Afro-Asian 
35 

Conference." 

II 

China's enthusiastic support to the Second Afro-Asian 
36 

Conference continued between June and September 1965. Chen 

::ii, in his press conference on 29 September in Peki06 which 

was attended by western journalists, spoke about the conference 

in a rather frank manner. lie said that the Second Afro-Asian 

35 .,IW. 

~ See: l) China-Algeria Joint Communique of 28 August 
in PekiOQ Review, Vol. 81 no. 36, 3 September 
1965, P• 7. 

2) Chen Yi' s Press Conference in Karachi on 4 
September. Report in f§k1pg Rev~ew, vol. B, 
no. 37, 10 September 1965, P• 5. 

3) Chou En-lai's interview on 8 September to a 
correspondent or Middle East New Agency. 
Report in Peking Reyigw, vol. s, no. 38, 
17 September 1965, PP• B-9. 
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should support the people of Vietnam, 
Laos, the Congo {Leopoldville), the 
Dominican Republic, Angola, Mozambique, 
Portugues~e Guinea, South Africa, the 
Arab People or Palestine, and the Peo
ples of South Yemen, Malaya, Singapore 
and North Kalimantan in their struggle 
against imperialism. 37 

China was Entot,rem~ly keen about the condemnation of US over the 

escalation of Vietnam war. Chen n, therefore, even "antici

pated" that the "first item on the agenda after the open1ng 

session will be the condemnation of O.oi. imperialism." vnly 

if this was done "the Bandung ~pirit will be raised to a new 

level." And if the conference failed to ttmalte an open denun

ciation of u.s. imperialism but onl¥ opposed imperialism in 

general terms", Chen l:i said, then the Second Afro-Asian Con-
38 

terence '1w1ll not have much significance." 

Chen ~1 informed the journalists that a 41 cabinet 

minister of a certain country" bad told him that some Afro

Asian countries could not openly denounce US at the conference 

because they needed OS 'lid for "solving the bread question. n 

There were some countries which held that 11 the first and fore

most task" of the conference was to denounce imperialism, 

"otherwise" there would be "no sense in convening the confer-
39 

ence." 'fhese two sides were in conflict and China sided 

37 Report in PekiQi Bfiviey, vol. s, no. 411 8 october 
1965, P• lO. 

38 lJW!. 

39 J.JW!. 
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with the latter. As far as the "bread question" was concerned, 

Chen I1 opined that it was best to rel¥ on one's o~n efforts. 

He also pointed out a possibility that "more thea (Afro-Asian 

countries) denounce imperialism, the more bread probably will 

they get from it, other\-lise they will not get an_v." Because 

such was the ''character of u.s. 1mperial1Sili •••• " lie also 

opine4 that it was "advisable to adopt a resolution ••• declaring 

the cancellation of all debts which Afro-Asian countries owe 
40 

to the United States •••• " 

Chen Y1 opposed the possible participation or the 

General Secretary of 0 'J'hant in the Second Afro-Asian Confer

ence. To invite a representative of the UN would mean, "in 

effect, to bring the United States into the conference" which 
41 

would be "tent amount to discarding the Bandung Spirit." Be 

also revealed that the President or Algeria "sympathized" with 

China• s stand on this question and had promised to "find a 

solution" to the problem created by 1av1tat1on to U Thant by 
42 

Ben Bella before his fall. An important question China would 

like to be discussed in the conference was, "how the Afro-Asian 

countries are to tree themselves from imperialist control ana 
43 

develop their national econom_v (sic) independentJ..y •11 The 

40 lJW!. 

41 lW· 

42 lll1!!· 

43 illil· , p. 11. 
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Second Afro-Asian Conference would have "more far-reaching 

significance" than the first, "if" it adopted "a resolution 

for the building of independent national economies", through 
44 

self-reliance and Afro-Asian economic cooperation." 

Chen Yi was thus making concrete proposals about the 

Second Afro-Asian Conference and attached it utmost importance 

till 29 September 1965. On 15 october however, China formally 
45 

requested the Preparatory Committee to postpone the conference. 

The Chine~e request touched ott a heated argument in the meet

ing of the Preparatory Committee. JJ;ven atter the eight hour 

discussion spread over two meetings on 15 ana 16 vctober, the 

Preparator3 Committee could not arrive at an¥ decision. on 

19 uctober, China circulated a draft resolution among the mem

bers or the COUA.mittee calling for the postponement of the con

terence. The Preparator.v Committee again met on 20 and 21 

october where appeals were made to China to change its position 

but it did not. on 21 october, a resolution was introduced by 

India authorizing Algeria to go ahead with the preparations and 

hold the conference as scheduled. The resolution was adopted 

by majority of the members or the Committee. It was released 

to the press next day and as a result, China openly criticized 

Algeria. According to China,the resolution was invalid because 

44 lltiJl. 

45 Atr1ca Qiatx7 vol. 5, no. 48, 20-26 November 1965, 
P• 2611. 
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46 
all decisions had to be unanimous. 

Finally Morocco, ~hana, Indonesia, Iran and the OAR 

moved a resolution asking for the adjournment of the meeting 

and to ascertain the views of the member countries. The 

.li'oreign Ministers' meeti05 was postponed for two dB3s. Al

gerian government decided to refer the matter to the Foreign 

Ministers meeting which was again criticized by China. 

The if'oreign Ministers' meeting opened on 30 vctober, 

which China boycotted. The opening ceremo113 ended with the 

election of the Algerian Justice Minister as the Secretar1-

G eneral of the conference and the meeting then went into a 

closed session. Cambodia, Pakistan~ North Vietnam and North 

Korea also boycotted this meeting. The Foreign Ministers• 

meeting on 31 October was preceded by deliberations among nine 

Atro-Asian countries including Ceylon and the UAR who infor-
47 

mally conferred to formulate the postponement resolution. 

Indonesia also joined those seeking the postponement, saying 

t-hat if the conference was held, Sukarno "would not be able to 
48 

attend it in view of the troubled situation in Indonesia." 

Algeria seemed to be in two minds on going ahead to hold 

the conference when ~hina declared that it would not partici

pate in it. Algeria indicated on 28 ucto'ber that it was not 

46 ~., PP• 2611-12. 

47 lll!si•, P• 2611. 

48 lh11l· 
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unalterablj opposed to the postpone~ent. The Al&erian Govern

ment did not issue ~ state:uent to that effect but used two 

government controlled press organs to indicate its position. 

on 28 October, both Algeria Press Service (APS) and illi.Q.W!

.1ahid, the FLN organ, raised the question whether the confer

ence should open as scheduled and opined that the Foreign 

Ministers should take the decision. But at the same time both 

or the organs made much of the argument that without China the 
49 

conference would lose much of its significance. Before the 

Foreign Ministers met on 30 october, a high ranking Algerian 

Foreign Il.inistry official said that the Chinese boycott was 

"a new element, the importance of which could not be over-
50 

looked." lt was no surprise, therefore, that when the Foreign 

Ministers met on the night of 1 .November, with i'.lgeria willing 

to postpone the conference, the Foreign Ministers agreed to 

postpone the conference again. In the early morning of 2 

Nover.ber the decision was made public. 

Ill 

It the postponement or the conference in June was a 

diplomatic defeat for China, the postponement in Nov~ber was 

certainly a diplomatic success. But the important question is, 

wby did China propose the postponement and boycotted even the 

Foreign Ministers meeting? In his letter to Afro-Asian countr

ies on 22 october, Chou En-lai said: 

49 ~., P• 2613. 

50 l.b.1S,o 
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Unfortunately, since the end of June the 
situRtion has grown more and more compli
cated ••• new tensions and conflicts have 
occurred between certain Afro-Asian countr
ies during this period, and even now there 
exist among Afro-Asian countries differences, 
which cannot be solved for the time being, 
over a series or questions of ke.v importance 
to the success of' the ~econd African-Asian 
Conference, e.g. whether a non-Afro-Asian 
country is entitled to participate in the 
African-Asian Conference, whether the Second 
African-Asian ~vni'erence should have anything 
to do with the United Nations and whether it 
is necessary tor the conference to condemn 
the imperialists, colonialists and neocolon
ialists .••• and particularly to condemn the 
u.s. imperialist aggression in Vietnam. All 
this cannot but cast a shadow over the Seconu 
African-Asian Conference. lt can be said 
that the present circumstances are more un-
favourable to the holding of the conference 
than those which prevailed in June •••• 51 

The arguments given by Chou En-lai for advocating the postpone• 

ment are not very convincing. The letter said that the situa

tion as developed from June 1965 was unfavourable for Afro

Asian Solidarity. This argument is not convincing because, it 

China had really felt that the situation had become unfavour

able to Afro-Asian Solidarity right from June, Chen ~1 would 

not have spoken so frankly about the tasks or the conference 

in his press conference of 2~ ~eptember. ~hou t;n-lai in his 

letter 5 ave as a secono reason tor postponement - "new tensions 

and conflict between certain Afro-Asian countries." This was 

probabl,y a reference to .Sept ember 1.965 war between lnoia and 

Pakistan. But the concern for the Indo-Pak war could not have 

6~ Text of the letter in fHLD& Beyiew, vol. a, no. 44, 
29 ~ctober 1965. 
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been the reason for China's advocating postponement of the 

conference. Firstly, because India itself would have liked 

to keep this issue out of the conference as it kept the ques

tion of Sino-Indian dispute out of the Djakarta meeting. 

Secondl3, according to the one method of making the conference· 

a success - and nobody had opposed this method - China had 

argued that the disputes between Afro-Asian countries should 

be kept out of the conference. Using this method, China could 

have kept the issue of Indo-Pakistan war out of the conference. 

Thirdly, it China felt in 1963-64, that the Afro-Asian Soli

darity could be strengthened in the Second Afro-Asian Conference 

in spit~ of 1962 Sino-Indian war, there was no reason why it 

could not have been done after the Indo-Pak war. 

lt is certain that China• s decision to request the post

ponement was taken sometime arter 4 october. Because, joint 

stateiUent of the delegation of the Indonesian People's Assembl,y 

and the Standing Committee of the People's ~ongress of China, 

as late as on 4 october said that the conference must be held 
52 

and made a success. And if the decision ,.,as taken after 4 

October, the real reason for requesting postponement must be 

found in the developments which immediately preceded 4 october. 

one such development was the Untung Coup of 30 September and 

the counter coup successfully staged by Indonesian army in the 

52 The Joint Statement of 4 October in ~elsin& Reyiex, 
vol. 8, no. 42, 15 october 1965, p. • 
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Peking Review itself gives an impression that the Indo

nesian developments in october forced China to change its 

stand regarding the Second Afro-Asian Conference. on 22 octo

ber feki~ R§yiew published information or Indonesian develop-
54 

ments under four headings. Pekiry: Review reveals that from 

1 to 15 october b1!l China l'lmia Agencx (NCNA) could not get an.,y 

report from its correspondent in Djakarta owing to the control 

of raaio and telecommunications b.V the lnaunesian army. The 

first round up report on Indonesian affairs published by ~ 

on 19 october, therefore 11 was based on the inforruation obtained 

from non-Chinese press reports ana the broadcasts on Indone

sian had1o. The ~ report awel t in detail on the military 

53 Untung Coup was staged by Lt. Col. Untun& who was the 
battalion Commander of Sukarno' s bo(\yguard. He had 
killed, on 30 September, six top army generals alle
gedly to save Sukarno from their conspiracy to over
throw Sukarno. Indonesian al"IL.V led by Suharto staged 
a counter-coup and killed hundreds of thousands or·· 
communists and the people identified as such. The 
countercoup and the massacres that followed were des
cribed by the~ magazine as "West's best news for 
years 1n l\s1a." For details see vl.F. \oJertheimt ••Indo
nesia Before and After the Untung Coup", Pacirts;. AttaW 
(Richmond), Spring-Bummer 1966, pp. 115-27. 

54 They were: 1) China Lodges Strong Protest with 
Indonesian Government. 

2) Hsinhua Statement Concerning Indonesian 
Army Papers Anti-China L<'abrication. 

3) ciuaaen, Drastic Changes in Indonesian 
Political Situation. 

4) Renmin Ribao Publishes Materials on Cur
rent Political Situation in Indonesia. 
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control of Indonesian cities, burning of the Indonesian Commu

nist Party headquarters and the ban on the Communist Party, 
55 

the killing or the communists, leftists and the centristso 

The~ took a special note of the tact that Pranoto .Rakso

sanuaro, who was appointea Chief Commader or the Indonesian 

arm..v on l vctober "by Sukarno himself", was relieved or his 

post on 14 uctober, that is, within thirteen days. It also 

noted that Suharto who replaced Raksosamudro as the Chief 

Commander of Indonesian army, in his very first order called 

on his subordinates to "continue to liquidate the remnants" or 
56 

the Untung Coup. t"any anti-China demonstrations were staged 

in Djakarta and this l!as being done, noted the fek1m Review, 

despite Sukarno' s desire that a ncalm atmospheren was neces-
57 

sary. Chinese enalysts must have concluded from this, that 

it was anti-China, anti-communist Indonesian army led by 

Suharto that had become the real master or Indonesia in october 

1965. 

lnaonesian developments haU important implications for 

China's postion in the Second Afro-Asian Conference. It is 

true that there was never a complete identity or views between 

Sukarno and the Chinese leaders. But in 1965 after Indonesia's 

55 Text or· the report in fekiot Reyiex, vol. a, no. 43, 
22 october 1965, pp. 7-12. 

56 lRJJ!., P• ll. 

57 l.W•, P• 10. 
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withdrawal from the UN in January, Indonesia was completely 

isolated in international politics and as a result Indonesia 

would have depended more on China and supported China in the 

conference on all important issues. After all China was the 

only country which continued to support Indonesia on the Malay

sian question and the only country which described the Indone-
58 

sian decision to quit UN as a n just" decision. Indonesia 

under Sukarno would have helped China to oppose U Thant' s 

participation in the conference. Indonesia would have also 

sided with China on the question of disarmament because Indo

nesia itself had expressed a desire (after the second non-
59 

aligned conference) to manufacture atom bombs. 

The situation created by the Indonesian army counter

coup 1neant uncertainty about the Indonesian support to China 

on important issues in the Second Afro-Asian Conference. It 

also meant that China would have been left alone to oppose the 

Malrzy sian and also Singapore's participation because no Afro-
60 

Asian countr,y was opposed to their participation. Again, 

contrary to to~hat the Soviet leaders had said after the Djakarta 

58 Chinese Government Statement of' lO January 1965 in 
f§king Review, vol. s, no. 3, 15 January 1965, p. 6. 

59 G.H. Jansen, ~Asian and ~-Alignment (London, 
1966), P• 390. 

from 
60 .qingapore was separated L Malaysia in August 1965 

but both China and Indonesia had continued to regard 
M-alaysia and Singapore as imperialist creature in 
1965. 
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meeting in 1964 about their participation in the conference, 
61 

they continued to carry on a "quiet diplomacy" to muster 

Afro-Asian support for Soviet Union's participation in the 

Conference. India had also continued to support the Soviet 
62 

participation. on this question again, SUkarno could have 

been expected to help China because of his increased depen

dence on Chinese support in international politics. Indone

sian arlli¥ 1 S assumption of power meant loss of Indonesian sup

port to ~hina on this question too. In short,goiug to the 

cooterance in spite of the Indonesian countercoup ~eant runn

ing a risk or diplOIIoatic defeat ana isolation in the confer

ence. To avoid this, the Chinese seem to have decided to re

quest postponement or the conference. 

61 M'r.1c.a Ill.ar,x., vol. 5, no. 24, 5-ll June 196.5, 
P• 2365. 

62 .ln tact in the t~oreign ~.inisters meeting on 30 uctober 
in Algiers Indian representative at the very outset 
raised the question of Soviet, l'iala_vsian and Sitl6apore' s 
participation. ~ee, "Sardar swaran Jiogh' s cltatement 
in Lok 3abha", .a:'oreign ~tairs hecord, vol. ll, no. 11, 
November 1965, p. 351. 
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CoNCLUSION 

Four phases can be observed of the development of the 

co~cept of Afro-Asian solidarit.v against imperialism, in 

Chinese foreign policy thinking. In the first phase of deve

lopment between 1949-53 the Chinese concept or Afro-Asian soli

darit,y was essentially a Stalinist concept. During this period 

the national bo~geois1e governments of Atro~Asian count~ies 

had no place in the united front against imperialism envisaged 

by China. Socialist Camp headed by the Soviet Union, Peoples 

Democracies of Asia and the vork1ng class movements were the 

forces in this united front. 

In the second phase between 1954-59 China abandoned the 

Stalinist conoept and reverted back to the concept evolved by 

the Second Congress of the Comintern and the Baku Congress. 

During this period the national bourgeoisie governments of 

Afro-Asian countries came to be regarded as an important ally 

in the united front against imperialism. cioo1alist \.:amp and 

the national liberation wars in Asia and ~rrica were the first 

and second important forces in the front against imperialism 

during this period. ThoUtJh the .>ino-3oviet aifferences started 

in 1956, the concept of Afro-Asian solidarity had not become 

a subject of controversy ~uring this phase. 

The third phase of development started 1n l96o and ended 

in Jul.v 1963 with the conclusion of the Partial Test Ban Treaty • 

In this phase, Chinese ideas on the questions or war and peace, 

disarmament and the preservation or national independence of the 
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Afro-Asian countries, were added to the concept of Afro-Asian 

solidarity as understood in the second phase. This phase was 

of special interest and significance because China gave 

answers to some questions which did not exist during Lenin's 

d939• 

The fourth phase begins "tdth the conclusion of the 

Partial Test Ban Treaty. In Chinese eyes1 the Soviet Union was 

no longer interested in opposing imperialism and was in fact 

on the way of becoming a partner or the United States in its 

efforts to preserve the status. ~. Therefore, the aim of the 

united front in this phase became opposition to superpower 

domination and to imperialism in general. 

With the changing rJeani~ of the concept of Afro-Asian 

.:iol1dar1t.v, the Chinese attitude to non-al16nment also under

went a cba.age. Durigg l949-53 Chinese did not recognize non

alignment as an independent force in international politics. 

Those who did not lean on the side of socialist CaiLp were re

garded as bel06 on the side of imperialist camp. This attitude 

was given up 1~ed1ately after the death of Stalin. During 

1954-59 the non-alignn:ent was regarned as an ally in the 

struggle against imperialism. 

After 1959, a number of non-aligned countries started 

attaching utmost importance to disarmament and they appealed 

to the superpowers to take steps towards disarmament. In their 

v1e'tt1t anti-imperialist struggle was of secondary importance. 

But China attached utmost importance to anti-imperialist 
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struggles. It also demanded the participation of all countr

ies in disarmament negotiations. The aim of disarmament nego

tiations had to be thorough destruction of nuclear weapons and 

not just banning certain types of tests. The disarmament nego

tiations which diu not have this aim had to be opposed. How

ever, it became quite evident in early sixties, that non

alignment was becOJLiQ6 more and more popular among Afro-Asian 

countries. ~uite understandably, Chinese felt the need to 

popularize the concept of Afro-Asian Solidarit~ before the 

second non-aligned conference could further popularize the 

views which were not to China's liking. 

During their visits to Afro-Asian countries in 1963-64, 

Chou En-la1 and Chen ~i tried their best to muster support for 

the Second Afro-Asian Conference at an early date. Their 

efforts did not prove very successful. It must be noted how

ever, that in spite of the differences between Afro-Asian Soli

darity and non-alignment, Chinese have never criticized non

alignment as a whole nor bas China's policy been anti-non

ali6nn.ent. 

In the iirst i~i'ro-Asian .;ont'erence ~hou .bn-lai had aimed 

at ~efusing the anti.China atmosphere that prevailed in 1950's 

in Asian politics. He tried hard to alley the fears of neigh

bouring countries and to pro~ote normali~ation of relations 

with· them. against the baekgroun<t or Ud efforts to get maximum 

number of partners in SEATO, Chou ~n-la1 quite understandably 

paid more attention in the Conference to South East Asian 
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countries, than to other Asian and African countries. Chou 

En-la1' s efforts in the conference were to appear as moderate 

as possible. Therefore be stressed the co&mon colonial ex

perience of Afro-Asian countries more, than the need to strug

gle against imperialism. In an effort to appear moderate, he 

even compromised China's position on the question of U3 aid to 

Afro-Asian countries. 

China's attitude towards the proposed Second Afro-Asian 

Conference was in a sharp contrast to its attitude to the First 

Afro-Asian Conference. Unlike at the time or the first confer

ence, ~h1na took initiative in musteri~ support for the second 

confel"ence. Again, unlike as at the time of first conference, 

China ~ade concrete proposals about the tasks of the Second 

Afro-Asian ~onference. Not only that China had no desire to 

compromise its position on the issue of US economic aid to 

Afro-Asian countries but it put forward a pruposal which was 

unacceptable to most of the ~fro-Asian countries anu even in

sisted that the conference should endorse it. 

In the First Afro-Asian Conference China \o~as satisfied 

with the condemnation of colonialism in general. China realized 

in the post-Bandung period that when tuost of the Afro-Asian 

leaders condemn colonialism and imperialism thP.y hardly mean 

the imperialism headed by United States. Therefore China de

manded that the Second Afro-Asian Conference must condemn 'United 

States imperialism'. Chinese argument was that, only by 

specifying the leader of imperialism would Afro-Asian Conference 
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distinguish itself from the non-aligned conference. China also 

supported the claims or the Pathet Lao and the NLF to represent 

Laotian and South Vietnamese people in the Second Afro-Asian 

Conference. 

From 1959 to 1965 China was being increasingly isolated 

in international politics. The Chinese must have been quite 

aware that the positions they took on the questions to be dis

cussed in the .:ieconci Afro-Asian Conference were bound to iso

late Ch1na further, but nevertheless the.v stuck to those posi

tions. Their defiant attitude must bave been partl3 a result 

or 1964 nuclear tests as well as their sound economic position 

in 1965. 

China's view of the world revolution in which the third 

world countries occupy a prominent position, corubined with the 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian solidarity has some important 

implications for China and other nations. It would be logical 

to conclude that as long as the Afro-Asian countries try to 

change the present balance of power in favour or the third 

world, China will continue to have warm relations with those 

governments, whatever be their class-character. In the case 

of' the countries where anti-imperialist struggle is led by 

communists (as in Vietnam and Laos) and where the balance of 

forces is alread¥ in favour of the cowmunists, China will not 

recognize the governments headed by non-comu.un1sts. dince the 

Chinese concept of Afro-Asian solidarity advocates peaceful

coexistence with non-socialist states as well as the need to 
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struggle against imperialism and the superpower domination, 

moderate material and political support to such struggles can

not be ruled out. Practising peaceful coexistence with capi

talism and helping anti-imperialist movement simultaneously 

will no doubt be d1f'f1cult and it remains to be seen how long 

China does 1t. 
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